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Colonel of the Regiment’s Foreword
A new country, a new barracks, a new
role, a new focus, a new commanding
officer, a new chain of command, and
new affiliations. I could list several other
novelties in the life of the Regiment
over the last 12 months, and they all
add up to a significant challenge. So,
all change for the Queen’s Dragoon
Guards, but they seem unequivocally to
be relishing the experience. The great
Tory Prime Minister, Lord Salisbury, was
once confronted by an enthusiastic
back-bencher extolling the virtues of
reform and innovation. ‘Change’, said
Salisbury with all the weariness of years
at the political helm, ‘what do we want
change for; things are quite bad enough
as they are’!! At times I believe we can
all sympathise, to an extent, with the
sentiments of this Victorian titan. I can
well recall the upheavals of ‘Options for
Change’, which came hard on the heels
of the 1991 Liberation of Kuwait, and
which saw the Army cut from 155,000
to 110,000. It was a time of major
transformation, and many people said:
‘what the Army needs now is a period
of stability’! What we got was Bosnia,
Sierra Leone, East Timor, Kosovo,
Afghanistan, Iraq, the fight against ISIS,
and the challenges of resurgent Russian
ambition. I could add any number of other
smaller operations and deployments that
we have also undertaken.
I used to use Salisbury’s lament on a
briefing slide when I was ACGS, which
I would then counter with a quote from
General Rick Shinseki, the US Army
Chief of Staff, who lead the massive
Transformation Programme in the late
1990s. He wisely pointed out that the
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for us it means military defeat, death and
injury, and all that that would entail for our
nation’s well-being and security.
So, we continue, as we have done
across the decades, to carry a huge
responsibility on behalf of the British
people, and our friends and allies, as we
contribute to national security and to a
rules-based international order. Given
that we are doing so in the context of
further reductions in the size of the Army,
shortage of resources, and a highly
complex global situation, means that we
have to be ever more adaptive, broadminded, flexible, and intelligent about
how we train and prepare ourselves for
whatever comes next.

He wisely pointed out that
the military had no option
but to evolve…
military had no option but to evolve: ‘if you
do not like change’ he said, ‘you will like
irrelevance even less’. He is often quoted
by CEOs of big American companies.
However, the difference between a
civilian company and the military is, as
we all well know, that failure for them
means bankruptcy and lay-offs, while

I have quoted him before, but we must
never lose sight of General Douglas
McArthur’s admonition to the West
Point cadets at his farewell address to
the Academy in 1962: ‘Your mission
remains fixed, determined, inviolable. It is
to win our nation’s wars’. We must never
lose sight of that ultimate responsibility,
although governments also have a
matching responsibility to ensure we have
the wherewithal to exercise that duty. But,
in our current role, as light cavalry, within
7 Infantry Brigade, a formation regionallyaligned to West Africa, QDG also have
the opportunity to hone skills specific to
that complicated and fragile area, but
also with wider application to how the
UK projects power and influence. Many
of you will know that I am a passionate
advocate of ‘Defence Engagement’,
and how I believe the UK could be so
much better at ensuring that the nation
achieves greater ‘strategic effect’ through
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the myriad of tactical activities we
undertake throughout the world. There
is a huge appetite for British military skill,
know-how, training and example, and
many of us have had the privilege and
pleasure of seeing and experiencing this,
first-hand and in many arenas, over many
decades. However, we do not seem to
be able to get Whitehall to grasp this
potential, in a manner that would serve,
simultaneously, both our security and
our prosperity agendas. I would contend
that the US, by dint of scale, and the
French, by dint of the ruthless application
of ‘raison d’etat’, do this better than
we do. Properly focussed ‘defence
engagement’, particularly in those areas
of the world that have long historical
attachment to the UK (I am thinking of
the Gulf, East and West Africa, and parts
of the Far East) gives Britain: strategic
advantage through a demonstration of
high-level political reassurance; greater
operational coherence by planning and
training with potential allies and partners
in likely crisis spots; and a range of
exciting tactical opportunities, that are
recruiting and retention positive. We must
use the opportunities of our new role and
regional focus to contribute to the wider
debate on the UK’s place in the world.
On a more parochial note, I want to
thank all those who made the move from
Germany to Norfolk so successful. I want
to thank HHQ, Colonel Basher and his
‘team’ who continue to provide unfailing
support to the serving Regiment,

to those at ERE, and to those who
have left. I want to pay tribute to WO1
(RSM) Gallagher and all those whose
efforts made our Waterloo 200 Dinner
the outstanding occasion that it was
(our Colonel in Chief has his Waterloo
Medal). I want to congratulate all those
who have been promoted this year,
and those who have received honours,
awards and commendations. And I want
to send my best wishes, as ever, to all
members of the Regimental Comrades
Association, from the newest trooper to
the most distinguished former officers
and soldiers, and to their families.
In this year’s Journal you will find reports
on the usual range of exciting, inspiring,
stimulating and amusing activities that I
am delighted the Regiment can still find the
time, energy and resources to undertake.
Some are part of the ambitious exercise
programme the Army still manages to
sustain; some are individual or collective
sporting achievements; others are in the
adventure training field, and the result
of the initiative, drive and imagination of
our officers and soldiers. All of them tell
me that we can still offer a career in the
Army, and in the QDG, that beats the
mundane and the predictable tram lines
of ‘civvy-street’, and offers excitement,
variety, challenge, and a sense of
purpose, alongside similar-minded folk.
Not everyone can, will, or wishes to stay
in the Army for a full career. However,
speaking as some-one who has recently
retired after 40 years ‘with the colours’

(or Standard!), I cannot think of a finer
profession, or finer Regiment, in which to
have spent part, or even all, of your adult
working life.
The world looks rather uncertain at
present, and it will undoubtedly continue
to throw up onerous and complex
challenges. These fresh challenges
will continue to demand hard training,
high standards, unselfish leadership,
professionalism and discipline of
the highest order. Embracing and
championing anything less is a dereliction
of duty. It would fall short of what our
forebears demonstrated. It would fall
short of the example our successors
deserve to have to aspire to. It would
undoubtedly fall short of what we
need to prevail on the battlefield. Such
responsibility falls particularly heavily on
the shoulders of those who exercise
command, authority and leadership. The
current generation of young soldiers,
and the next, and the next, will only be
as good as they can, and should, be
with the benefit of the example given,
and the standards set, by the current
crop of leaders. So, along with my best
wishes, I also send the Regiment my
earnest encouragement to be the best
of everything that is implied in the word
‘soldier’, and the best of everything
people expect when they hear ‘Queen’s
Dragoon Guards’ .
First and Foremost.

SVM

Commanding Officer’s Foreword
When I returned to QDG after 12 years
absence, I was a little unsure what to
expect, I needn’t have worried. The
Regiment was in excellent order and
looking forward to the challenges and
changes of the year ahead. Neatly
summed up by my predecessor as:
rehabilitating (from Operation Herrick
20), rebasing from Germany to UK and
re-rolling to Light Cavalry – no mean feat
in a single year.
By the summer, memories of the
Afghanistan tour were fading and,
successful as it was, no one was paying
much attention to the ‘laurels’ won
as they launched into the immediate
challenge of moving from Sennelager
to Swanton Morley. Our ‘Farewell to
Germany’ parade was well supported
by local German dignitaries and the
participation by a strong RCA contingent
led by Brigadier (Retired) Georgie
Powell was a highlight. We also bid
‘auf wiedersehen’ to our friends in the
Westphalen Company of Schutzenverien
who ably helped us run-down the beer
holdings in the messes.
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and we enjoyed having a good number to
drinks in the Officers’ Mess in December.
The move into Robertson Barracks was
well executed by the QDG team but let
down a little by the poor performance
of the infrastructure contractor whose
name is not fit to be published here.
Their preparation of married quarters
was woeful, only mitigated by Capt
Rob Mansel and his excellent team
in the Welfare department.
Some
compensation has now been extracted
but it was a testament to the pluck and
fortitude of our families that they coped
with the problems so well.

Our reception in Norfolk was equally
jolly. We were honoured to be hosted
most generously at Norfolk Castle by the
Councillors for Norwich and Breckland,
an event well patronised by the ‘great
and good’ of the county. Numerous other
kind invitations have been forthcoming

Capt John Dunne and the QM team
have been flat out since we touched
down. The Messes and Regimental
Headquarters are now in good shape
but more work is still required to bring
facilities up to scratch for everyone else.
One new initiative in squadron offices
is the ‘Interest’ room project, an idea
shamelessly pinched from Stirling Lines,
which will provide a hub for squadrons
to meet, work and relax during the
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working day. As a home for squadron
treasures, these rooms replace the bars
(now outlawed). We still, however, need
a properly resourced junior ranks club.
The move also meant re-subordination
from 20(Armd) Bde to 7 (Inf) Bde who
inherit the Desert Rat tradition. The last
two occasions QDG proudly joined 7X,
we joined battle with Iraq (Ops GRANBY
and TELIC 1) but so far our mission is
to be the Defence Engagement aligned
unit with Sierra Leone. Given that this
is the Army’s second highest priority
country for this activity after Nigeria – we
are in a good place. As I write, A Sqn are
deployed there training a peace support
battalion for UN operations. B Sqn will
conduct a jungle training exercise there
later in 2016.
Our new role, ‘Light Cavalry’ is also
providing plenty to keep us busy. All
squadrons have completed some
conversion training and ‘initial operating’
capability was declared in Dec ’15.
However, this new and exciting role does
not yet enjoy the understanding, support
and frankly patronage that it needs to
reach its considerable potential. Some,
but not enough, field training has taken
place. B Sqn had an excellent run in a
dismounted role as OPFOR in Kenya last
autumn and, although mounted training
opportunities are relatively limited outside
the appointed training year, C Sqn will
do a mounted exercise as part of a US
Formation in California in October.

5

who collected the prize from Comd 7X
on his visit that day.

However, the year has not
been without one significant
low point.
However, the year has not been without
one significant low point. News of the
death of Cpl Gary Urch hit us all hard.
A popular Regimental figure, he will be
sorely missed by us all and especially by
his wife, children and grandchildren.
Aside from this sad happening, I must
offer my thanks to all those who have
made my first year in command such a
pleasure. I am most fortunate to have
an excellent team including the ‘5th’
Sqn in Maindy Barracks: without Lt Col
Basher Brace we could not function.
They also helped to guarantee the
success of the Waterloo 200 celebration
organised by the RSM and OC B Sqn
(Maj Dominic Staveley). I also reiterate
my congratulations to those who have
won honours, awards and prizes.
The Mullen’s Cup saw some fierce
competition but it was 1st Troop B Sqn

Most recently, we have enjoyed a visit
from our Honorary Colonel, His Royal
Highness The Prince of Wales. It was
pleasing to be able to show him the
progress already made at Robertson
Barracks and to update him on our plan
to adopt a Regimental Mascot in the
form of a Welsh Mountain pony. This
now looks a real possibility thanks to the
excellent staff campaign mounted by the
Second-in-Command.
Finally, there is lots to look forward to
in the year ahead. Overseas training
or operations for all the squadrons
(including a command planning exercise
in Malaysia) will help to keep us ‘matchfit’ and, while there is still much work to
be done to prepare for the Training Year
in 2017, there is also plenty for us all to
look forward to.
DBD

Given the busy year we have just had
and the one ahead; ‘all work and no play’
might be a fair criticism if it were not for all
the other good things taking place and on
offer to us all. Regimental sports are fast
re-establishing in the UK context; Rugby
and Football teams have done well and
QDG ‘ringers’ in the local Dereham RFC
have ensured success for that squad.
Winter sports teams also gave a sound
showing and all ranks are being strongly
encouraged to nurture their sporting
interests and hobbies. Proposals ranging
from beekeeping to banger racing have
already passed my desk.
I am very pleased to report that we now
enjoy an official ‘pairing’ with the Royal
Yeomanry and we expect to operate
with them on all future deployments and
exercises. An extensive KAPE (Keeping
the Army in the Public Eye) exercise
this winter in our recruiting areas also
called on RY squadron locations. We
will continue to find ways to support and
reinforce this new working-relationship.
In a similar vein the RSM has been
energetically leading on our outreach and
support to the Cadets both in the West
and here in Norfolk. Small investments
of effort go a long way in the drill-halls
and I am convinced that this initiative will
bear recruiting ‘fruit’ in the long-term.
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Honours and Awards
Order of the British Empire (OBE):
Col M W L W Botsford

Member of the British Empire (MBE):
WO2 Thomas

Op GRITROCK (EBOLA):
Tpr Williams 488
Sgt Lacey (RLC)

Queen’s Commendation for Valuable
Services (QCVS):
LCpl Davies 192

Long Service & Good Conduct Medal:
SSgt Homer,
Sgt Cartwright,
Sgt Keen (RLC)
Cpl Dunn (RLC).

Commander Land Forces
Commendation:
Tpr Thapa 464

Joint Commander’s Commendation:
Sgt Ruddy

Brigade Commander’s Commendation:
Maj T Moore
SSgt Thomas (RLC)
Sgt Thomas
Cpl Pettinger (RAMC)
LCpl Kolvic AGC (SPS)
Mrs T Cartwright

Regimental Awards
Queen Elizabeth Trophy: Sgt Hinton
Leathersellers Trophy: Cpl Warner
Mann Trophy: Tpr Williams 488

Cpl Gary Urch
Cpl Urch was born and raised in the
Rhondda, South Wales and began his
military life in 2003. Prior to joining 1st
The Queen’s Dragoon Guards he served
as part of the Royal Scots Dragoon
Guards in Kosovo as an attachment from
the Royal Yeomanry. Deciding that life
within the Royal Armoured Corps was
for him he attended phase 2 training in
Bovington and became qualified as a
CVR(T) driver. He joined the Regiment
in Osnabruck in 2003 as part of A Sqn
and quickly became a character who was
very much liked by all, along with his Wife
Leanne and children, Ieuan and Katie.
Cpl Urch had a very active career and saw operational service
in Iraq during OP TELIC 5 and 8 and then in Afghanistan on
OP HERRICK 9 and 15. He was an exemplary soldier who
personified the very essence of being QDG. He tackled every
task with pride and panache whilst always maintaining and
spreading his infectious sense of humour. His professional
approach to military service made him a prime candidate
for any training establishment and in 2009 he was posted to
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the RAC training Regiment in Bovington
as an intake Corporal. His performance
during this period highlighted his ability to
identify potential resulting in his selection
for a second posting as a recruiting Senior
NCO.
Although his time in the Regiment and
on external postings was busy he still
found time to participate in a wide range
of sports. In 2004 he represented B Sqn
in the inter-squadron boxing competition.
Here he successfully fought and defeated
Sgt Davies after a unanimous decision
from the judges; going on to be named as
Best Boxer of The Evening.
He was a strong family man and devoted much of his time to
his beloved wife Leanne and children Ieuan and Katie. More
recently he became a Grandfather and his devotion to family
continued. Cpl Urch was a true Dragoon and his loss was and
will always be felt by all.
CHW
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Diary of Regimental Events 2015
January
5th

7th – 8th
19th
28th
31st

February
3rd – 4th
9th – 13th

9th – 11th
9th – 13th
16th – 20th
23rd – 25th
23rd – 25th
25th
27th
27th
28th

March
3rd

Return to work from Christmas Leave for
ROG
1 Med Regiment Recce to Dempsey
Barracks
Return to work from Christmas Leave for Op
HERRICK 20 personnel
Football Match between QDG and Scots DG
Lichtmessball
APC Roadshow in Dempsey Barracks
Royal Yeomanry Recruiting Surge supported
by QDG
RMAS Potential Officer Visit
MATTS Week
February Half Term
Lt Col D B Duff ( CO Des) visits Dempsey
Barracks.
Ex CASSINO EAGLE Recce
Leathersellers Armed Forces Dinner
QDG celebrate St David’s Day in Dempsey
Barracks
Armourers and Brasiers Dinner Night
Officers’ Mess Ladies Dinner Night

Visit by Assistant GOC Brigadier James Carr
Smith
5th
Lt Col W H L Davies MBE Dine out from the
WOs’ & Sgts’ Mess.
6th
Grand Military Cup at Sandown.
9th
Lt Col W H L Davies MBE Farewell Lunch.
10th – 13th
Service of Commemoration for Afghanistan
at St Paul’s Cathedral.
13th
PNCO Pass Off Parade
13th
Lt Col W H L Davies MBE leaves camp as
Commanding Officer.
15th – 17th
RMAS Potential Officer Visit
19th
WOs & Sgts’ Mess Games night with
Queen’s Royal Hussars.
20th
Konigsbad
21st – 12th April Easter Leave
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April
13th
14th
15th
15th
19th
19th – 22nd
19th – 6th May
25th
25th – 03 May
27th
30th

May
6th
6th
7th
8th
10th
10th
15th – 17th
18th – 19th
20th
22nd
23rd
24th
30th

Lt Col D B Duff assumes Command of QDG
Commanding Officer Fireside Chat in
Officers’ Mess.
Commander British Forces Germany visits
Dempsey Barracks
QDG v QRH Cavalry Cup Final.
Families’ Sunday Lunch – QDG Officers’
Mess
Potential Officer Visit
Conversion Ranges
German Army Shooting Competition
7X Operational Shooting Competition
7X Commander (Brigadier A J P Bourne)
visits Dempsey Barracks
12X Commander (Brigadier R Walker) visits
Dempsey Barracks
RAC Forum Dinner at Bovington
Light Cavalry Delivery Group Seminar
Visit to Inmarsat (Global
Telecommunications).
Officers’ Dinner at The Cavalry and Guards
Club
Cavalry Memorial Day.
VE70 Celebration.
Farewell to Germany Weekend and Parade.
Unit Health Fair
Commanding Officer Dine in to the
Corpoals’ Mess.
British Forces Germany Annual Reception
Western Joy farewell to QDG
Dempsey Barracks Car Boot Sale.
Shutzenfest
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October
1st
2nd – 4th
5th – 7th
8th

14th – 16th
18th – 20th
18th – 20th
23rd
3rd-5th
25th
28th
29th

June

1st – 5th
8th
08th – 19th
08th – 11th
10th
13th
14th – 16th
18th
18th
19th
19th – 21st
26th
28th

July
2nd
3rd
6th

7th
8th
11th – 14th
12th – 14th
20th
25th – 26th
29th
30th

August
4th
5th
8th – 31st

Ex CASSINO EAGLE in Monte Cassino, Italy.
Light Cavalry Doctrine Working Group
Adjutant QDG handover/takeover.
Tri Service Sniper Competition
Bastion Wall dedication at the National
Memorial Arboretum
Officer’s Mess Summer Ball – Brothers
Grimm
RMAS PO Visit.
Waterloo 200 Service at St Paul’s Cathedral
Waterloo 200 Lunch at the WOs’ and Sgts’
Mess.
Maj H T Lloyd departs QDG
Waterloo Ride
Brigade Commander’s Volunteer Reception
Dunkirk Veterans’ Service at Honingham
Church.
The High Sheriff of Norfolk Cocktail Party.
Maj Morrissey departs QDG.
Robertson Barracks Flag Ceremony
between QDG and the LDs’.
Armed Police Integration package
CO QDG visits HCMR at Bodney Camp.
Paderborn Schutzenfest
RMAS PO Visit
Dempsey Barracks Flag Ceremony between
1 Med Reg and QDG.
Holkham Country Fair
7X Red Rat Dinner Club at Chilwell.
7X FOC Parade.
Pre RMAS PO Visit
Robertson Barracks Families’ Day.
Summer Leave

November
01st
2nd
3rd – 6th
3rd
6th
7th
7th
8th
14th
19th
22nd – 27th
23rd – 27th
30th

Trust and Friends visit and Dinner Night.
7X Patrol Competition.
CO QDG conducts recce to Sierra Leone.
7X Commander (Brigadier A J P Bourne)
visits QDG at Robertson Barracks.
Visit by III Recce Battalion Danish Army.
RMAS Potential Officer Visit
QDG Cambrian Patrol Team slot.
Regimental Comrades Association Reunion
in Cardiff.
Regimental Reunion in Cardiff
Desert Rats’ Service at Honingham Church.
Lt Col Davies MBE and Lt Col Duff meeting
with His Royal Highness The Prince of
Wales.
Rededication to HMS Monmouth.
The Dunkirk Veterans’ Remembrance
Service – Honington Church
AGC (SPS) Dinner night in the WOs’ and
Sgts Mess.
CO QDG visits B Sqn in Kenya.
Welsh Regiments’ Reception at the Houses
of Parliament.
Commander ES (Col Bullard) visits
Robertson Barracks.
West Norfolk Hunt meets at QDG Officers’
Mess
West Norfolk Hunt Ball
Remembrance Sunday Parade at Swanton
Morley Church.
Royal Gun Salute (HRH Birthday) in Cardiff
Funeral for Cpl Gary Urch
CO, RSM and OpsO conduct recce to Sierra
Leone
Exercise Hodson’s Horse
Colonel Royal Armoured Corps visits RBSM

December
1st
3rd
4th

Royal Yeomanry Christmas Cocktail Party
CGS Briefing Team visit RBSM
1 (UK) Division General Officer Commanding
visits RBSM
5th
WOs’ and Sgts’ Mess Christmas Ball
8th
QDG Officers’ Mess Cocktail Party
12th
QDG Officers’ Mess Ladies Dinner Night
13th
WOs’ and Sgts’ Mess Families Christmas
Lunch
14th – 15th
Unit Health Fair
14th
Commanding Officer’s Christmas Drinks
14th
Candle Lit Church Service in Swanton
Morley Church
16th
Regimental Christmas Day
18th Dec-04th Jan 16 Christmas Leave

September
1st

4th
10th
14th
19th
23rd

QDG Year of 2015 text.indd 8

Real Life Support to Exercise Iron Resolve
begins
Waterloo 200 hosted by QDG at Cardiff City
Hall.
Welcome to Norfolk Reception at Norfolk
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A Squadron

Every year, if you read past journals is a
busy year – 2015 was no different for A
Sqn. The re-orbat and the arrival of Maj
Nick Garland as Sqn leader who took
over from Maj Ed O’Brien and change of
SSM proved a busy period. The change
of A Sqn SSM was made significantly
easier on paper than in reality, no name
changes were needed, WO2 Davies
handed over to WO2 Davies. Obviously
nothing unusual about that. However it
is the third WO2 Davies that A Sqn has
had in succession. WO2 Jason Davies
(Bongo) handed over to WO2 Jason
Davies (Butch) who handed over to WO2
Jason Davies (Bitch), as Sqn leader I
recommended that we retire the rank of

The Sqn has seen its fair
share of change.

WO2 (SSM) until a suitable replacement
found – another WO2 Jason Davies;
ideally with a nickname beginning with (B)!
The Sqn has seen its fair share of change.
The start of the year saw the continuation
of JACKAL conversion courses for the
majority. This included conversation

Tpr Crowther remembers why he joined the Army

4 weeks of moustache growth – obviously

Posing optional

If it’s too heavy
– bury it
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ranges where the troops were able to get
to grips with the fearsome weapons that
are carried on the JACKAL, the Heavy
Machine Gun or .50 cal and the Grenade
Machine Gun. While this was taking
place the Regiment had its eye on the
upcoming summer and the commitment
to further conversion training need to
complete the Regiment’s conversion to
Light Cavalry. This would involve a great
deal of work from all the departments,
including A Sqn. With this on the horizon
the Sqn set about completing the
various Military Annual Tests that would
be required in order to get the Regiment
ready for UK contingency operations.
While all of this was taking place the
Regiment was on the move. Re-locating
from Dempsey Barracks in Germany to
Robertson Barracks in Swanton Morley
Norfolk. Some things would change
permanently, for example the Sqn would
have to say goodbye to its beloved bar
and although the collection of items within

2Lt Carter happy not to have finished tactics

1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards

This would involve a great
deal of work from all the
Sqns as well as A Sqn.
it would remain, the famed watering hole
would disappear, only to stay within the
memories of those who had over the
years enjoyed a beer or seven when the
orderly officer was getting a round in.
With the new location a new chapter in
the Regiments history was started and
A Sqn took on its role supporting UK
contingency operations during summer
leave. Also the Sqn planned to Ex the
Regiment at CT0/1 on STANTA near
Thetford. This would involve a two week
exercise in which the Troops within the
Sqn would train with their vehicles (some
for the first time) as well as operating

on foot. Thankfully during the 2 week
exercise the Rugby Union World Cup was
on TV. SSgt Cubitt’s main effort came off
when he supplied a huge TV with power
to the Sqn during the weekend vehicle
‘maint’ period.
While enjoying the rugby, the Sqn set
about training and practicing low level
skills on and off the vehicles. This proved
to be a valuable exercise because it
granted a good opportunity to refresh
and revise the drills that would need
to become second nature before
embarking on larger more important
exercises in the future. With the exercise
complete, A Sqn returned to camp and
to a brief period of normality before the
Mullins Cup inter troop competition. This
competition was undertaken by troops
from across the Regiment who battled
against the clock to complete a number
of stands set around the airfield and the
assault course. For many this was a
chance to re-integrate with their troops

SQMS Cubitt receives the news he
is off to the officers’ Mess

Lt Mossop without ear defence and
Sgt Ruddy with a very large hat to
protect his fair complexion
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as the past months had seen much
change in the layout of the Sqn. However
for some, the Mullins Cup came as an
added challenge to round off a tough few
weeks that included the Cambrian Patrol
and the Brigade Patrols Competition.
Needless to say there were some sore
bodies by the time the long weekend
came around.
Once rested and recuperated, the Sqn
returned to begin preparation for the
upcoming trip to Kenya. Although this
was officially a B Sqn exercise many of A
Sqn were used to bolster the numbers of
both the COEFOR and to provide safety
staff and Range Controlling Officers
for the Permanent Range Team which
would be headed up by the Sqn 2IC
Capt Machale. Over the 6 weeks or so
spent out in the Kenyan heat, members
of A Sqn found themselves in Archers
Post either playing enemy or dodging
errant grenades thrown by our infantry
brethren on the ranges. They also found
themselves in the bountiful and game
packed Loldiga national park, further
challenging the infantry or taking on the
roles of village managers and observer
mentors. It would be fair to say at this point
that those playing enemy were the more
active during this period however, that
did not stop certain members of the Sqn
in the less active role of village managing
busying themselves with activities such
as; poking dangerous insects with
fallen branches or engaging in locally
enjoyed games. Once the exercise was
completed and Lt Poppleton had finished
buying all the tat he could lay his hands
on in the curio shops, the complete QDG

This promises to be an
excellent opportunity for the
Sqn to gain valuable
experience…

11

Cpl Panks and Cpl Welfoot taking
a well-deserved break

main body headed back to the cooler air
of Swanton Morley and to the build up to
Christmas and for some to winter sports
such as Alpine and Nordic Skiing.
As already mentioned 2015 was a busy
year. 2016 promises not to buck the
trend. First on the agenda in February is
the upcoming Short Term Training Team
tasking to Sierra Leone. This promises to
be an excellent opportunity for the Sqn
to gain valuable experience in upstream
capacity building within the adaptive
force in a country that has been ravaged
by disease and war. This type of work is
an essential part of the Light Cavalry’s
role and to be included as the initial QDG
deployment to SL is a huge privilege for
all.

Looking further ahead many members of
the Sqn will find themselves being used
in C Sqn’s exercise with the American
Army in California during the summer.
This will see the Regiment working
closely with our colonial cousins while
getting a chance to use their JACKALS
on a vast training area. In conclusion,
A Sqn has been busy and will continue
to be so in the New Year. On top of the
exercises and training tasks, Regimental
duty will continue as usual and individual
courses will carry on as normal. All in all
an interesting and varied year lies ahead
for A Sqn which is just as well as they
seem to enjoy being busy.

Cpl Hatton’s turret profile
needed a little work
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B Squadron
deployment. All this neatly sitting astride
a Regimental move from Germany to
Swanton Morley.
Naturally whilst this
daunting calendar would have other
organisations baulking at the prospect,
we relished the opportunities this would
bring eagerly anticipating each event and
completing it in B Sqn fashion; at the front.
In the aftermath of the End of Mission
deployment on Op HERRICK 20, B
Sqn returned to Dempsey Barracks
in Sennelager with heads held high
having completed a successful tour at
short notice. As expected post tour, a
Regimental rebalance was required and
the New Year brought in a fresh ORBAT
predicated on the more traditional Sqn
laydown. Major Dom Staveley back from
his jaunt in Bosnia assumed command,
ably supported by Capt Duncan Wiggins
as 2iC who oversaw the implementation
of the new ORBAT and acted as the
continuity man to ensure the Sqn was in
the best position to face what would be
a very busy year.
The Forecast of Events was an exciting
prospect. 2015 would bring the running
of a PNCO cadre, the conversion from
Formation Reconnaissance to Light
Cavalry and later in the year a Sqn (+)
level deployment to British Army Training
Unit Kenya as a dismounted Infantry
Enemy Force for the 2 MERCIAN BG

first time; our brethren in the new Lt Cav
fraternity and the course set off apace.
After a week of classroom instruction and
challenging PT sessions the 29 students
deployed as an Infantry Platoon onto
the local training area in Sennelager.
One week and over 25 gruelling Section
attacks later, the battle hardened cadre
was ready for the stretcher race back to
Dempsey Barracks. Bacon sandwiches,
a wash and an end of course exam
brought the cadre to a close with 22 of
the original 29 Tprs completing it and
cordially inspected and congratulated
by the Commanding Officer on parade.
Special congratulations went to B Sqn’s
own Tpr Platt who finished top of the
course and was rewarded later in the year
with a well-deserved promotion to LCpl.

Prior to going into the detail of the PNCO
cadre that the Regiment would conduct as
Light Cavalry it is important to understand
the context. Whilst QDG soldiers have
reconnaissance in their blood and have
consistently proved themselves over
12 years of campaigning to be very
adept in the role, our new platform, the
Jackal, and the Regiment’s place in the
Adaptive force means that QDG soldiers
should become even more accustomed
to
fighting
on
With the PNCO
their feet.
As a
cadre behind us
result the cadre
the Sqn looked
was based on
to the progress
With the PNCO cadre behind us
dismounted
the rest of the
the Sqn looked to the progress
close
combat.
Regiment
was
the rest of the Regiment
As always the
making
towards
was making…
intent was to put
the conversion to
aspiring
JNCOs
Light Cavalry. Like
through
their
the other Sqns the
paces via the medium of a challenging
men of B were excited at the prospect
exercise. As expected the majority of
of the new platform. Many had worked
participants did not disappoint, standing
on Jackal before during deployments to
up and demonstrating their ability as
Afghanistan and were effusive in their
young leaders with great potential. We
praise of this reliable and capable vehicle
welcomed Scots DG soldiers for the
that crucially (after 15 years on CVR(T)

B Sqn SHQ were
happy with cam
and concealment
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Germany 1980

would demand less of a maintenance
vehicles and began the Annual Crew
burden, or so we thought! Like any
Tests. Without the benefit of a crew
soldier contemplating the weather
served Inter Comm as many were
however, the lack of roof or in fact any
accustomed to from CVR(T) there were
protection from the elements began to
some teething problems but as the firing
get conversations and many an idea for a
progressed were soon as deadly with .50
GEM were discussed. Like most things
and 40mm as they had once been with a
German the bad weather also proved
30mm Rarden cannon.
to be extremely reliable experiencing
frequent snow and rain, although this did
The final aspect of the conversion to Light
not dishearten our spirits as we came to
Cav involved the commanders amongst
grips with our new
us adapting to
toy. The obvious
the fine art of map
positive
being
reading at 60mph.
that after the first
This was no mean
This would stand us in good
few road moves
feat
without
a
stead as we progressed
and
off
road
windscreen
and
through the remainder of
driving sessions
with two sets of
the period…
B Sqn soldiers
gloves on. The only
have been able
to suitably adapt their wet weather
wardrobe to include everything from
full face lycra masks, double GORETEX
and several sets of gloves. HQ Sqn Ldr
was simply rubbing his hands together
as the boys in their droves emptied the
shelves of the PRI. We found our feet
fairly quickly, and despite a couple of
close calls, quickly became accustomed
to the capability of our new vehicle. This
would stand us in good stead as we
progressed through the remainder of the
period of IOC and into 2016/17.
Alongside the driver training the Sqn had
two new weapon systems to get to grips
with. Most of us had used the Browning
.50 calibre Machine Gun before but for
the first time we were learning to apply
it as our primary weapon system. That
alongside the Heckler and Koch 40mm
Grenade Machine Gun offers the sabre
troops an undeniably potent weight of
fire and the range packages proved
to be a real highlight of the spring. We
were blessed with unseasonably good
weather and a seemingly endless supply
of Practice 40mm Grenades. Once the
mandated static shoots were complete
we mounted our hardware onto our

QDG Year of 2015 text.indd 13

clear advantage being that it is markedly
easier to lean over the side to chat up
the hordes of admiring ladies attracted
to the dashing good looks of the soldiers
occupying these frightfully warry looking
vehicles. Sgt Dodd in his usual cheerful
way guided the OC and SSM through
a four day package with the style and
panache with which we have become
accustomed whilst he has been Provo
Sgt. The rest of the mere mortals in
the Sqn were thrashed by the JACKAL
Instructors.
Attention now turned to the Regimental
move back to the UK. A clear obstacle
which we had all played the Ostrich
game over was the 8 years of clutter
and random pieces of furniture that had

That’s what higher band pay looks like
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amassed in the B Sqn block. A very
feel very much at home. The walls have
junior 2Lt Cowen was dismayed to learn
been repainted in the customary B Sqn
that when tasked with ‘clearing it out’ the
blue and the corridors now display the
most efficient way his soldiers found to
various pictures and photographs that
do this was by dumping it out of third
contribute to our very rich history as a
floor windows to shatter on the road.
Sqn.
Needless to say the efficiencies gained
by not carrying them downstairs were
In the margins of this move, two B Sqn
counter acted by the monumental clear
Officers, 2Lt Jackson and Lt Cowen were
up operation it entailed. A sad moment
fortunate enough to attend the Waterloo
for all was packing up the B Sqn bar,
Ride in Brussels to commemorate 200
we were aware that we would not have
years since the great battle. Unfortunately
such a luxury in Robertson Barracks and
many of the stories from this trip are best
many wondered where we would be able
conveyed in whispered conversations
to display the Sqns collective mementos
to a trustworthy audience but it is safe
once settled into our new camp. Fortune
to say that both officers upheld the
would have it that each Sqn was eventually
Regiments reputation on the European
allocated an ‘interest room’ where many
stage. Not a great deal can be said for
of these veritable treasures now adorn
their riding, but they have both professed
the walls. Beyond the Unaccompanied
that they positively did nothing to harm
Soldiers and Officers the Sqn also had to
the reputation of the Regiment. More
ensure the safe delivery of nine families
can be read about this trip in a separate
back to the UK. Luckily a very efficient
article.
movement’s team made this as seamless
as possible and the
By the end of
people of Swanton
September
the
Morley, our new
Sqn was ready
home,
were
to deploy on our
By the end of September the
equally generous
first exercise in
Sqn was ready to deploy on
in their welcome.
our new role. The
our first exercise in our
I write now from
two weeks in the
new role.
the B Sqn offices
field would be
in
Robertson
split down. A one
Barracks where we
week dismounted

package, and post a HO/TO of the fleet
occupied by A Sqn, a week practicing
our mounted skills. Both elements of
the training were vital. Unfortunately
exercises in the UK are far more difficult
to come by, with the lack of MOD owned
land, and the sheer costs associated,
so we wanted to maximise our mounted
capability and training, but also start
to prepare ourselves to deploy as a
dismounted Company to BATUK later
in the year. As it was a CTO/1 level
exercise, Tp Ldrs & Sgts were given a fair
amount of free reign to train their troops
within the parameters of a Sqn level MEL
as long as collective training objectives
were met.
They certainly did not
disappoint, demonstrating imagination,
resourcefulness and an ambition to
make the training as realistic and fun as
possible. Time spent in between serials
was often filled with ‘mini flare hide
and seek’ (patent pending). The game
essentially involved each vehicle moving
off to a hiding place and camming up
whilst the Tp Leaders vehicle attempted
to hunt them down. The signal for finding
a vehicle would be a solitary mini flare
fired over the hiding place. When roles
were reversed however, there is much
debate as to whether the customary
safety angle was being observed
when firing, as many Tp Ldrs reported
danger close miniflares and were left
wondering if it was something they had
said. Tp Ldr down time was filled with
teaching low level tactics lessons, vehicle
movement and brushing up on Tp level
administration. On the one occasion
when they ‘let their hair down’ all B Sqn
officers proudly earned a 1500 word
essay, set by a frankly ‘raging’ A Sqn
Ldr for bumping some of the A Sqn Tp
Ldrs whilst in their hides at night. Never
one to miss an opportunity to push for
continual Officer Development, B Sqn
Ldr absolutely did not condone the
behaviour, positively agreed with the
punishment but was also heard saying to
his young bloods, ‘bet it was worth it’.
The exercise in Thetford set the conditions
well for B Sqn who entered four of the 10
teams into the Mullens Cup held in Oct
15, which nicely coincided with our Bde
Comds visit. The competition, a mixture
of military skills, range work and fitness
was a good indicator of how effective
the CT0/1 package had been and an
indicator that the forthcoming exercise in
Kenya would be successful. B Sqn did
exceptionally well scoring 1st, 2nd, 4th
and 8th place. Lt McKechnie led 1st Tp
to success in what was a very tight and
successful competition and as expected
is still dining out on it, much to the dismay
of his fellow Officers.

SQMS Chants better looking twin
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what would be the highlight of our year.
shot prize of most kills inflicted. Now
With the Sqn now well versed in infantry
that the Sqn were blooded and the
SOPs we re-roled to a light role Infantry
competition was on, we moved South
Company and set our sights on Exercise
approx. 100km to the Lolldaiga hills for
ASKARI STORM where we would play
the Final Exercise phase.
enemy COEFOR for 2 MERCIAN Battle
Group as they attempted to reach
The final exercise consisted of a BG level
Collective Training level 4 (BG in a Bde
advance to contact North over difficult
construct). By early November we found
terrain. Luckily being in the hills meant
ourselves complete in Nanyuki, 3 hours
that the weather was more agreeable
North of Nairobi, acclimatising to the
and we were also blessed with some
altitude of the foothills of Mt Kenya before
excellent wildlife which is great when
deploying further North for three weeks
viewed from the safety of a TCV but
to Archers Post
far less fun when
in the Rift Valley
trying
to
gain
affectionately
entry into your
known as Archers
trench. On more
…it was the lions and hyenas
Roast
due
to
than one occasion
conducting CTRs that were the
the
extreme
quivering whispers
problem.
temperatures,
were heard over
North
of
40
the net reporting
degrees
C
that never mind
most days. The first week was spent
the oncoming BG, it was the lions and
conducting
low level platoon skills
hyenas conducting CTRs that were the
and drills under the guidance of two
problem. The BG was more weary of
experienced BATUK CSgts, before
their adversary this time and applied more
moving on to Company level training and
rigour to their planning. It would not save
operations. By the time the Battle Group
them however, as by the end of the first
arrived in Archers Post, B Sqn were ready
day almost their entire strength had to be
and waiting. They occupied defensive
regenerated to allow them the combat
positions and over the next the week or
power to continue. Having advanced half
so we harassed them through a series of
way to our final defensive position they
successful, CTRs, Platoon and Company
themselves dug in allowing us to launch
Attacks, causing a disproportionate
several successful attacks against them
amount of TES damage, and coming as
before they finally conducted a 27km
quite a shock to 2MERCIANs who from
night march to attack an IED factory we
the off had underestimated their Cavalry
had constructed to the North.
foe.
3rd Tp/Pl in particular enjoyed
unparalleled success during this phase
Kenya was not only excellent military
winning the accolade of being the first
training, but the opportunity to conduct
Platoon in 16 iterations of the exercise
some 1st class adventurous training
(effectively 3 years) to better a Company
was seized. 120 of the 124 deployed
and make it over a heavily defended
got away on a minimum of a 3 day AT
bridge before destroying the Company
package. The Rift Valley multi activity
Headquarters.
facilitated all ranks facing their fears head
on, jumping off canyons into gloriously
Whilst the three BG companies rotated
cool water below, mountain biking past
through the defensive phase, Lt
herds of elephants and rock climbing to
Mckechnie led a more mobile and less
peer into the dens of baboons.
conventional force against their rear
echelons and Engineer assets where Sgt
A hugely successful exercise and a rare
Bennett and Cpl Evans had particular
treat to deploy as an independent sub
success competing fiercely for the top
unit, enjoying the freedom of action and

15

This is an incriminating photo
as someone was driving

opportunities associated with operating
in such a fantastic location. A great deal
was learnt, skills and relationships were
developed with the QDG brand and
knowledge of what a Lt Cav can actually
do very much being the talk of the
Infantry focussed centre of excellence in
BATUK prior to our departure.
Upon our return in early December the
year was concluded partaking in the preChristmas festivities and the taking of
some well-earned leave. We now very
much look forward to Ex Cymru Eagle
in North Wales and the training and
deployment opportunities that 2016 will
bring.
DGOS

All of B Sqn
were looking for
some orders
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C Squadron

It has been an incredibly busy year for
the personnel in C Sqn and at the same
time a very quiet year for the Squadron
itself. The year started with a Regimental
re-orbat following Op HERRICK 20 which
created three equal Sabre squadrons.
Maj Hugo Lloyd was still at the helm
but the rest of the personnel where
new to Squadron Headquarters. WO2
Mike Watson came in as SSM, Capt
Charles Martel took over Sqn 2IC and
Sgt Jonathon Patchett held the SQMS
empire for six months until SSgt Trevor
Homer returned from ARMCEN after the
unit move.
At the start of the year the focus was
still on recuperation from the recent
deployment with C Sqn at the heart of
the Regimental activity with Maj Lloyd
taking the telemarking expedition, Lt
Rory Findlay organising sky diving in
California and Lt McKellar the downhill
ski team. C Sqn certainly organised
its fair share of adventure training and
winter sports. For those who did not get

At the start of the year
the focus was still on
recuperation from the
recent deployment…
on these expeditions there were plentiful
opportunities to get on other trips,
although the focus soon started to shift.
The unit move from Dempsey Barracks,
Sennelager, to Robertson Barracks,
Swanton Morley, was always going
to be a mammoth task and required a
huge amount of planning. To compound
this, the Regiment also re-rolled from
Formation Reconnaissance to Light
Cavalry. With the vast majority of
personnel having to do a three week
Jackal Drivers course as well as a two
week HMG/GMG course there were
always large amounts of the Squadron
away. We did find time to have some fun
though.

The St David’s day challenges started
as ever with the Commanding Officer
issuing the tasks and the Sqn getting
hurriedly broken down to apply troops
to task. Rumours were abound with
what the challenges could be, and
knowing how much Sqn pride hangs in
the balance everyone was keen to do
their bit, whatever it took and wherever it
would take them!
In anticipation, the Sqn LAD section had
already started on the chariot during the
week building up to St David’s Day, so
some pressure was taken off the Sqn.
But, there was still much to do. Tpr Blake
used his culinary talents from his previous
role in the RLC as a chef and produced a
credible and very edible Welsh cake. Cpl
Letts did his Tarzan piece and scaled the
scaffolding around the Dom in Paderborn
in order to proudly fly the Sqn flag.
The rest of the Sqn were off around the
garrison dragging strangers off the street
with beards, hustling the most senior

Tpr Lond in the crouching
alert position
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Officer in the garrison for signatures,
hi-jacking German Military Officers,
re-enacting scenes from Twin Town (no
Oscar winning performances) and arm
wrestling strong men. There were some
tasks that we would like to forget; the
massive handmade Daffodil which a
blind Tony Hart could have made better
was quite frankly embarrassing and also
rather difficult to forget as it stood twenty
foot high!
Before the day could conclude it was
time for the final event. As ever it was a
chariot race and unbeknown to us, our
lead was hanging on winning it. Would
the preparation by the Sqn LAD section
pay dividends? The challenge this time
was to create a vehicle that would travel
as far as possible with a single push
from the ramp of a pantec. The Sqn fitter
section under SSgt Field managed to put
together a most superior contraption that
weathered the test and tarmac carrying
C Sqn to a well deserved victory.
Next on the Sqn agenda was the RCA
visit. The Regiment hosted the RCA over
a weekend which also encompassed a
family’s day. There were a few concerns
as to whether we could supply enough
beer for the RCA to drink! C Sqn were
given the task of organisation and set up
which went down to the wire on the day.
Responsibilities were issued across
the Sqn and it was a case of making it
happen. The Arthur Daley of the Sqn, Cpl
Dean “I can sell anything” Hanbury was
tasked with acquiring a Carousel, which
to his credit he managed to achieve
despite it arriving at the same time as the
RCA. Fearing a mutiny from those with
parched throats, it was only down to the
ingenuity and graft of certain individuals
which ensured that the draft beer was
ready and the Carousel was open for
business. Part of this process involved
a generous amount of tasting in order
to ensure that the beer was up to the
standard that our thirsty old comrades
would expect. Sometimes the rough
really does come with the smooth.
With the events running and the beer in
full flow with the hope that it would last,
the day ran smoothly and was a huge
success. Thanks should go to Sgt Sonic
Davies and his numerous trips back
and forth to the WO and Sgts’ Mess for
extra stock when the RCA took it upon

Cpl Lardner’s casual approach to soldiering

Cpl Welfoot employing Defence
Engagement techniques

Tactical use of ground
working well in Jackal
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Lt Owen casually chilling with his men

Cpl Welfoot/ Lt Owen whatever

themselves to challenge our assumption
calculations. All in all, it was an enjoyable
celebration with the RCA during our
last few months in Germany and will be
remembered for years to come.

used to working with these noise levels,
because the volume and persistence of
his performance as a casualty would have
earned him comparisons to a maddening
Brian Blessed.

From this point on it was packing and
more packing. One third of the Sqn
joined the advanced party trying to sort
out Swanton Morley for the rest of the
Regiment’s arrival. The rest of us were
helping out all of the other departments
with their part in the move. From July
until the beginning of September it was
either packing, unpacking or summer
leave. The end of summer leave saw
the Sqn nearly at full strength for the first
time in a while, but it would sadly only
last for two weeks. With no Sqn Leader
since the move and the fact that none of
the Sabre Sqns could deploy as a Sqn
by itself, C Sqn spent a lot of its time
backfilling others.

The Sqn then returned to its supporting
role and was spilt down between A and
B Sqns for two weeks of CT0/1 training.
Then with B Sqn’s deployment to BATUK
requiring a backfill from the rest of the
Regiment, C Sqn was soon down to
under half its capacity and would remain
that way until November. With the arrival
of the new Sqn Leader Major Stephen
Clitheroe from German Staff College in
October the manning started to swell.
With C Troop turning itself into a Sqn once
again, just in time for the onset of silly
season which was enjoyed by all. We also
say goodbye to the Sqn 2IC Capt Charlie
Martel who returns to civilian life early next
year and we wish
him all the best.
His
replacement
Capt Charlie Carter
The end of summer leave
arrives in January
and should have a
saw the Sqn nearly at full
busy but rewarding
strength for the first
time with us.

The
Sqn
did
however, manage
to compete in
Mullins Cup. Three
troops were entered
and all finished with
time in a while…
credit and pride
in tact but alas no
As mentioned at
silverware on this occasion. If one or two
the start it has been an unusual year. The
members of the Sqn could tell their left from
Sqn can, however, look forward to an
their right that would have helped us on
exciting year in 2016 with a KAPE Tour
the command task stand where two of the
in South Wales and deployment to the
troops performed particularly poorly, you
US to take part in Ex DIAMONDBACK
know who you are! This was luckily offset
partnering a US Army Brigade. We ask
by a strong showing at the Medical stand,
everyone not to be too jealous; we have
however, it could be argued that we had an
certainly earned it and will now rightly
unfair advantage because on the stand as a
enjoy our time in the spotlight.
casualty lay a screaming Tpr John Bernard
SC
of C Sqn. The Sqn were clearly a little more
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HQ Squadron

Well here we are again, another year that
has slipped by in what feels like no time
at all. Last year HQ Sqn closed the article
with the following statement “All that
remains now is to convert the rest of the
Regiment on return from POTL, convene
a Board of Officers and CIW before
Spring, pack the whole of camp, move
everything back to the UK, handover
Dempsey Bks to an incoming unit and
takeover Robertson Bks in Norfolk all
before Summer 2015, easy!”. Well we
did it and we are here although I would
question whether it was easy or not.

That was only possible
with some extremely hard
work from the Training
Wing…

Admittedly we haven’t converted the
whole of the Regiment to Light Cavalry
yet, although we have made significant
headway and achieved what our lords
and masters asked of us. That was only
possible with some extremely hard work
from the Training Wing both in Germany
and here in the UK.
During the Board of Officers and
subsequent CIW it was nice to not
find too many skeletons in the closets.
Although the door in the cellar of C Sqn
block marked “Plant Room” proved to
be no such thing and a more accurate
description would have been “Aladdin’s
Cave”. The less said on the subject the
better I would not want to incriminate the
long list of previous SQMSs that have
been custodians of the “Plant Room”. It
also transpired we could probably be a
little more ruthless in clearing out items in
the MSA store that haven’t been used in
at least 15 years. All that said though it
was a very worthwhile process as it gave
us a great baseline to prepare for the
Regimental move.
The planning for the Regimental move
began in 2014 the movement plan was

roughly pack it, label it, pre-stack it, stick
it on a truck, hope it didn’t get stolen at
the not so secure channel ports, take if
off the truck, re-stack it, distribute it to
its rightful owner, un-pack it then go on
leave. Although, as most of you will know
the devil is in the detail, clearly there was
a little more to it but I will leave that to
people like Sgt “Blonde haired” Thomas
to talk about when you get stuck in the
corner of the mess bar with him. The
military movers from Germany who were
helping us pull this plan together were
very grateful for Sgt Thomas and his
band of merry fatigue men, so much
so the Regiment and Sgt Thomas were
singled out as being the unit showing
best practice and setting the standard for
all subsequent moves out of Germany.
It would not be right and proper for the
Regiment to merely slink away from
Germany without marking the occasion
with a formal parade and naturally a few
light refreshments post parade. You will
read more about that event in a separate
article in this journal, suffice to say we
have had some great times here in
Germany and some of us will be sad to
leave. Granted the majority of the single

The Adjt reminisces
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There were a few amusing
finds when the teams were
wandering around the
camp…
soldiers will be glad to see the back of
the long drive home to Wales and the
old and bold will be glad not attend
the Wolfenbüttel reunion and suffer the
ensuing hangover.
The handover of Dempsey to 1 Medical
Regiment went smoothly, it helped
that they had recently done a move so
understood what was needed to be done
by both parties. They embedded a small
team in with our QMs department, some
of you may remember the now RQMS
Kev Manson from his days attached
to the regiment. The approach by the
whole of the 1 Med Regt team was first
class and that made it a pleasure to HO
Dempsey Barracks to them.
The move into our new abode in Robertson
Barracks, Swanton Morley was always
going to be a test of our relationship with
one of our sister Light Cavalry Regiments,
The Light Dragoons. Through no fault of
there own and mainly due to not having
moved barracks for about fifteen years it
is safe to say the move was not without
its challenges. There were a few amusing
finds when the teams were wandering
around the camp, such as the abandoned
caravan on the airfield which Capt John
Dunne (QM and definitely not called ‘Clive’
anymore) eventually managed to convince
them was their business to dispose of.

The 2IC’s new amnesty box is working well
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We are also not going to questions exactly
what they took from camp and what they
should have left behind, apart from the
photocopiers, which they have now kindly
returned!
As a barracks Swanton Morley looks
pretty impressive on paper, it has a huge
footprint having been an RAF camp in its
heyday. It has its own 25m rifle range,
a relatively new gym and armoury, an
old airfield which can be used for low
level military skills and physical training.
The camp also boasts vast a Officers’,
Warrant Officers’ & Sergeants’ Messes
and a Corporals Mess, which is becoming
less routine as shocking as that may be
for some. When you add to it that the
married quarters are also behind the wire
and the single soldiers accommodation
benefits from en-suite rooms it all looks
pretty dandy, on paper! The reality is
somewhat different, the armoury is not
big enough to house all our weapons in
the secure racks so we get picked up for
it on security inspections. The messes
whilst vast they are in a poor state of
repair and even the lick of paint we have
managed to get them is not going to fix
the problems, perhaps a new roof to
replace the very leaky officer mess one
may help. The living accommodation
for the junior ranks whilst en-suite it is
old and looking a little worse for wear,
although that pales into insignificance
when you look at the tiny rooms in the
two messes have attached to them. The
married quarters are all houses, which
for some is a refreshing change from the
German flats they resided in, although
again they could all do with a bit of
money being invested in them.

All that said we, in true QDG fashion, just
get on with it. The messes are looking
very Regimental, as you would expect.
The soldiers and their families have all
moved into their rooms and houses
and can now call them home, despite
the somewhat under par service from
the contract repairs team. Clearly there
will be many of you out there that have
moved between camps in the past with
a significant amount more people and
equipment than we have now, as have
a few of us oldies that are still hanging
about at RD. As we gave a big breath
out at the end of the move it did feel like
we haven’t had things made easy for us,
arguably it could be down to the budgets
being tighter or the manpower being
somewhat thinner on the ground than
back in the day. Either way we have done
it and we are now settled in.
No sooner were we settled into camp
in Norfolk and HQ Sqn were off away
to support a divisional exercise. Due
to A2020 restructuring the Signal
Regiments in the Army were reduced,
this now means that anytime a divisional
HQ deploys on an exercise or operations
it needs to be supported by a Divisional
Support Unit to provide Real Life Support.
As the regiment are part of 7th Infantry
Brigade in 1st (United Kingdom) Division
it makes perfect sense that when 3rd

Due to A2020 restructuring
the Signal Regiments in the
Army were reduced…

The
Squint
Adjtpatch,
reminisces
tight shirt … not RSM material
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(United Kingdom) Division go on exercise
they are supported by QDG. Clearly
the three Armoured Infantry Brigades,
between them containing no fewer than
fourteen regiments and battalions, were
all a bit too busy to support their divisional
HQ in the field. In short the task involved
catering for all the real life support needs
for the Div HQ whilst it conducted what
in effect was a command post exercise.
The exercise lasted for only two weeks,
but the support task also managed to
pick up a number of other exercises
following that of the 3 Div HQ. This saw
an excursion away from camp for two
whole months.
If anyone hasn’t seen a modern
Divisional HQ in the filed then it really is a
sight to behold, there is not an armoured
vehicle in sight at the Div Main complex.
There are a few BULLDOG Armoured
Vehicles in the Div Fwd complex which
was also deployed nearby, for those of
you that have never seen a BULLDOG
vehicle picture a 432 and that’s about
it, never let it be said the Army doesn’t
take recycling very seriously. Div Main
is a series of tents all linked together
to form what is know as a BFOT (Big
Fancy Outside Tent, other versions of
the abbreviation cannot are available).
The BFOT is then fully equipped with a
mixture of Operational Communications
and Information Systems (OpCIS) and
Tactical CIS (TacCIS) all networked and
linked to produce a communications
system capable of talking internally and
reaching all the way to the Div Fwd
complex nearly five hundred metres
away. This is then complemented by a
few smaller set-ups containing elements
from Bde HQs to allow a the battle picture
to be painted, these we positioned at
around eight hundred metres, yet still
the HQ managed to communicate with
them!! To complete the set-up they were
then filled with Staff Officers, some of
whom, it must be assumed, can drink
their own body weight in coffee and tea
in a twenty-four hour period.
It was clear from the outset that the
one thousand people who formed the
exercising troops didn’t like to wait for
meals and even when over six hundred
of them all went to a meal at the same
time they were disappointed being made
to queue up. The merry band of QDG
soldiers sent to support this exercise
spent a significant amount of their time
re-stocking brew areas and clearing up
after other people. Although it was nice
to spend a few days whilst doing this
gloating about the Welsh victory over
England in the Rugby World Cup . This
was only eclipsed by then rejoicing as
the England team entered the record
books as the first host nation to exit
the competition without managing to
get out of the group stages, it is safe to
say that all exercising troops knew that
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Discussing where to leave the handover
notes proves funny to Maj Jones

‘The Welsh Cavalry’ were supporting
them. Although it is not clear how well it
went down when OC RLS attended the
evening update wearing a black armband
to mourn the death of English Rugby.
All in all the task wasn’t all that onerous
and it was good to see how different
parts of the Army function. Most of the
guys selected for the exercise managed
to watch the vast majority of the RWC
and they even managed to squeeze a
light refreshment or two in along the way.
It is safe to say that no matter what task a
QDG soldier is given they always mange
to get on with it with a smile on their face,

It is safe to say that no matter
what task a QDG soldier is
given they always mange
to get on with it…

well most of the time, and our reputation
as a ‘can do’ Regiment remains intact.
As we departed Dempsey Barracks the
Sqn and Regiment said a few goodbyes.
The first farewell was to Maj Paul
Morrissey who spends a short period
with 1 Med Regt before settling into to
life as a fully-fledged German, yes even
more so than normal. I am sure he will
be greatly missed by everyone in HQ Sqn
and the wider regiment and PT parades
will not be the same without him. We
also left behind Maj Andy Sudlow who
had recently left the Sqn as he starts his
transition to civilian life, we wish him and
Lorraine the best of luck, but sorry you’re
not having your sons back! Not forgetting
Maj Tim Moore of course who has now
moved to Bovington and taken over as
the QM for the RWxY. We thank Denise
for all her hard work with the Regiments
PRI over the last year or so and we thank
Tim for…being Tim.
TJ
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Ex ASKARI STORM
In October 2015, B Squadron deployed
to the British Army Training Unit Kenya
(BATUK) Nanyuki, Kenya in order to
take part in Exercise ASKARI STORM
to perform the role of a Contemporary
Enemy Force (COEFOR) for 2 MERCIAN
Battlegroup (BG) deployment. This was
to be a Sqn (+) deployment seeing B
Sqn and elements of HQ, A & C re-orbat
in to a dismounted Infantry Company
comprised of 108 people. The Regiment
were also tasked with providing a
permanent range team, so in total 124
Officers and Soldiers deployed.
After the usual delays at Brize Norton, the
Squadron arrived in Nairobi and began
their acclimatisation, not only to the heat,
but also to the altitude of Nanyuki. At over
6500 feet above sea level, the squadron’s
morning physical training sessions were
essential to ensure all troops would
be able to operate effectively for the
remainder of the exercise. We were duly
welcomed by 2MERCIAN Battlegroup
who we sat under administratively and
given the parameters within which we
were to operate by HQ BATUK.
After a week spent in Nanyuki signing for
vehicles, equipment and acclimatisation,
feeling rather like an unwanted lodger

Patrol spacings always difficult to master

that is always the COEFOR, the
Squadron Leader made the decision
to forward base North in a man-made
forward operating base – FOB TWIGA to
complete the first phase of the exercise
– Exercise ASKARI Warrior. FOB TWIGA
was approx 100km north of Nanyuki,
dropping off the foothills of Mt Kenya
and into the Rift Valley. The squadron
undertook an intense week of dismounted
training, while the Battlegroup completed
their first live firing package. We quickly
realised why the region was nicknamed
Archer’s Roast, a combination of thirty
plus degree heat and no wind made
training after 10am uncomfortable,
almost unfeasible until the cooler hours
of the evening. Meanwhile, 4th Troop,
feeling the strain already, departed for the
first round of adventurous training which
included white water rafting, climbing
and mountain biking.
Back at the coal face, training was
firmly underway in the intense Kenyan
heat; blood was spilt, sweat raged
and tears were a plenty. The squadron
honed their basic infantry skills in
addition to completing Close Target
Reconnaissance (CTRs) practice, recce
patrols, section attacks and then finally
platoon attacks. Sgt Hartt, quick to

The squadron honed their
basic infantry skills in addition
to completing Close
Target Reconnaissance…
highlight his Brecon experience (did you
know he has completed seniors?), took
the lead with the infantry indoctrination of
the squadron.
With Ex Askari Warrior and transformation
complete, B Coy QDG began their
campaign on Ex Askari Centurion, a
two day exercise repeated three times.
This was solely a defensive phase for
the Battlegroup, allowing B Coy QDG
an opportunity to put to practice all their
previous training. The first rotation saw
1st platoon take the lead, spearheading
the company attack at the end of day
two, during the almightiest downpour.
Sgt Bennett showing everyone how it was
done took the honours with the highest
kill count of the day, with 19 confirmed.
Heavily sodden but elated, B Coy QDG
retired back to FOB Twiga, after inflicting
severe casualties on the Battlegroup (the
trend starts now). With 1st platoon off

An officer

“The best OPFOR ever” … said the Sqn Ldr
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Capt Paine confused – truly unbelievable

to enjoy some well-deserved Adventure
Training, Lieutenant Cowen and 3rd
platoon continued the Battlegroup
erosion, managing to infiltrate and cause
havoc within their command post; even
managing to just about get their feet
on the sole piece of vital ground, God’s
Bridge. The trend continued when 2nd
platoon took the lead, pushing through
the defences and getting the Company
within a stone’s throw of the heavily
defended objective, finishing off any
remaining morale left in the Battlegroup
during this exercising phase. A new
found respect became evident and we
transitioned from unwanted lodger to
ginger step child, getting anything from
2MERCIAN BG became nigh impossible,
indeed we were even asked to hand
back in the mosquito nets with which we
had been issued!
As the squadron returned back to
Nanyuki, the morale within the group
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Even the Eagle left…

What happened next is
spoken only in hushed tones,
for it is now BATUK
legend.
was high. After a short break in camp,
we moved north to Lolldaiga National
Park, for the final exercise, Askari
Spartan. What happened next is spoken
only in hushed tones, for it is now BATUK
legend.
The initial phase of the exercise began
with 1st and 3rd platoon taking up
defensive positions in and around two
separate villages. The battlegroup moved
up towards 3rd platoon’s village first, a
company in attack and one in reserve.
An initial confrontation on the high
ground between the company’s machine

gun platoon and 3 section, 3rd platoon,
led to the platoon commander, Lt Cowen
calling in Defensive Fires, silencing the
threat. The resulting confrontation on
the main axis of advance resulted in
the battlegroup losing almost a whole
company wounded or KIA. The reserve
company, hearing the carnage unfold,
was brought forward and received similar
treatment.
Severely battered by 3rd platoon’s efforts,
the battlegroup switched over to the
second village where 1st platoon lay in
wait. Cpl Jones, 1st section commander,
called in fires onto the advancing enemy
as they moved up the hill towards the
village. Breaking into the village down the
middle, 1st platoon, from their elevated
positions, were able to engage the
enemy as they crossed into the killing
area below. With the TES (Tactical Effect
Simulator) ‘god gun’ in full effect, 1st

Cpl Panks preventing gravity from winning
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Cpl Sterry wanders why he transferred

platoon defence gave way and the fight
was over.
The massacring continued when B
squadron took up further defensive
positions in and around Dolgan village;
4th troop, positioned in an Observation
Post to the south, initiated contact with
a number of accurate fire missions.
The troop, led by the on occasion
incomprehensible Lieutenant Mckechnie,
delayed the initial advance, before
managing to advance on 3rd platoon in
the east and then 1st platoon positioned
to the south. With the battlegroup’s
command and control soaring at
40,000ft, 2nd platoon were revealed from
the north and hammered the final nail into
the coffin. Lieutenant Jackson and 2nd
Platoon, having sceptically been given
command of the Company defence by
the B Sqn OC after an accurate enemy
fire mission destroyed the Company HQ
element and with numbers dwindling
decided to conduct a fighting withdrawal

Maj Staveley hard at work

with the remainder of the platoon from
their trenches, up the high feature to their
rear. In scenes akin to the Alamo, the
Mercians attempted to flank the position
and trudged their way up the hill, only
to be slain in a counterattack, with the
ferocity matched only by the speed of
the ascent, Sergeant Hamilton and a fire
team stormed the ridgeline allowing the
remnants of the Company to continue
the erosion of the Mercian’s reserve
Company frontal assault. With the
survivors making a valiant final stand and
ammunition dwindling, Trooper Adam
(one of the attached Royal Yeomanry)
made every round count dispatching

… the ‘Heroes of Dolgan Hill’
were called to stand down.

an entire section of advancing enemy
with accurate fire. The Mercians finally
capitulated and thus it came to pass,
the ‘Heroes of Dolgan Hill’ were called to
stand down.
The squadron moved off from Dolgan,
passing the battlegroup licking their
wounds, into the Ole Naishu National
Park, ahead of the final phase of Askari
Spartan. 2nd Platoon were sent to
the NW to an outpost called Engwaki,
within striking distance of the recovering
battlegroup and given the mission of
recceing and probing the lead company’s
defences. With successful CTRs and a
Combat Recce Patrol that broke through
the defences and managed to assault
the Company HQ, the Mercians were
once again quaking in the presence of a
battle-hungry and dangerously effective
QDG force.
3rd Platoon’s assault on their Vehicle
Check Point was a pin to the heart,

B Sqn’s hollow squares never did work out
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No surprises where these two had been

managing to infiltrate the Company
Command Post and catch the
Company Sergeant Major offguard.
With a Vanguard Company attack on
the western company position, again
threatening the Command Post and
drawing attention away from the eastern
company position, these actions set
the conditions for a full company attack
on the eastern position the following
morning.
After a thoroughly detailed and risky
CTR from Cpl Sudlows section, and
subsequent early placement ready to
neutralise the javelin screen on the high
ground - a 3 phase attack was put in
motion, with 1st and 3rd platoons rolling
through each other’s positions, breaking
the Mercians’ defences physically and
mentally, using the vehicles as cover
and with an inspiring “400m” sprint by
the OC straight through the heart of the
enemy’s defensive positions, pockets of
QDG skirmishers managed to contact
the Company Command Post.
Following the successes of the previous
days, the QDG COEFOR set up their
final defences in Gatooma, pre-empting
the imminent battlegroup counterattack.
A purpose built village with IED making
factories, ranges, accommodation and
cookhouse were put together by the SSM
and the SQMS. A thorough estimate was
completed on the surrounding area and
the OC placed his platoons, who took up
defensive positions on the surrounding
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high ground. Minefields were laid,
weapons primed and bayonets were
sharpened. We laid in wait for a frustrated
but determined, Mercian battlegroup.
After a night fraught with suspected
sightings, assumed route identifications
and very close lion encounters, the
Mercians revealed themselves assaulting
2nd Platoon’s position in an attempt to
gain the high ground. 2nd Platoon led a
valiant defence on the top of Gatooma,
making full use of a carefully laid ambush
site, accurate fire missions coordinated
by Lt McKechnie and a lethal DshK
position to halt the enemy advance.
Critically effecting the lead Company’s
assault and causing the support
Company to go round the high ground,
2nd Platoon were eventually overrun by
weight of numbers and low ammunition
giving 1st and 3rd Platoon the chance
to throw their efforts into a final stand
at Gatooma. Tpr Stewart and a few
remaining soldiers from 1st Platoon led
a spirited attack against the assaulting
company’s command post, defeating
a section of enemy before being killed
himself.

What is certain is that the
last man standing in the
valiant B Sqn was
actually a woman.

The final attack finished in Gatooma
village which was occupied by SHQ and
a number of reserve forces. Rumour
has it, that when the SSM and OC’s
ammunition ran out, they were seen
engaging the enemy with RPGs. What is
certain is that the last man standing in the
valiant B Sqn was actually a woman. Cpl
‘Nats’ Graham the Squadron HR proving
herself a multi–talented soldier finally
killed at the back of the SHQ command
Post with an RPG primed and ready to
fire from the shoulder.
Ex ASKARI STORM 6 was an
excellent exercise. B Sqn QDG was
underestimated as a credible Infantry
COEFOR by 2MERCIAN BG from the
beginning, but were respected and
indeed complimented by the chain of
command by the end. Our recce DNA
mixed with the drive, enthusiasm and
ability of QDG soldiers to think ‘outside
the box’ and to the finish resulted in
a thoroughly enjoyable experience
for all, well certainly QDGs. We also
enjoyed some down time, and of the
124 deployed, 120 soldiers completed
a 3 day adventurous training package.
We relish the opportunity to return to
BATUK as either a COEFOR or perhaps
as mounted recce Squadron for another
BG.
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Air Land Integration
The QDG JTACs are now posted far
and wide across the Army and, as ever,
have deployed globally this year. WO2
‘’Sub’’ Thomas was posted to JFACTSU
after the final Herrick tour with the
QDG. As ever, he threw himself right
into the thick of it and has rewritten
the course and, as usual, rubbed the
Royal Artillery up the wrong way. This
was further compounded by the welldeserved award of a MBE for services to
JTAC and JTAC training for operations,
much to the frustration of Larkhill. In
the best cavalry style, Sub managed to
sweet talk staff training in the USA for
the JFACTSU instructors. Thus he and
his fellow instructors deployed to San
Diego where he then charmed his way
into getting everyone a flight in the back
seat of the Blue Angels US NAVY display
team during the Miramar air show. He is
now planning his return trip to the States
later in 2016, which of course will require
a week long Recce via Las Vegas.
In January of last year, SSgt “Dav” Davies
was posted to 3rd Regiment Royal
Horse Artillery as TACP 2 i/c following
HERRICK 20 with the QDG. Prior to his
move to Hohne, Dav re-qualified as a
JTAC with Sub at Top Gun in the States.
He then attended the TACP course run
at RAF Leeming, following the successful
completion of which, he deployed on Ex
WESSEX STORM with his TAC GP who
were attached to the LD. This was the
culmination of the LD conversion to Light
Cavalry, which the QDG can look forward
to later this year. Since Ex WESSEX
STORM, Dav has deployed on numerous
exercises ranging from Estonia to North
Carolina. 2015 was also the 300th
Anniversary of the Royal Regiment of
Artillery, who celebrated by sending a
baton to every nation they have ever
seen action in. 3RHA thus completed
the GR20 in Corsica before moving back
to Ambemarle Barracks in Newcastle.
Taking every opportunity to get out of the

SSgt Davies in role

SSgt Davies in role Pt2

office, Dav has since spent two weeks in
Austria snowboarding and looks forward
to a week in Cyprus scuba diving.

where they flew to Kenya, via London,
to join Ex ASKARI STORM, where they
took great joy in destroying the Enemy
HQ and killing OC B Sqn, who were
deployed as Enemy (Of course, Maj
Stavely firmly denies that he was killed
and insists that the TES strike never
went in!). Roly is now looking forward to
his next assignment as SO3 G5 at Allied
Land Command in Izmir.

Capt Roly Jackson has also spent quite
some time deployed on exercise this year,
although the majority of his exercises
have been UK based or CAST (he is
clearly missing a trick here!). However,
he did manage to deploy on the NATO
Ex TRIDENT JUNCTURE in Spain. This
was the largest NATO exercise for a while
and saw Italian, Danish and British Battle
Groups working under 4 Brigade fighting
a Spanish and American Enemy. The
exercise was not limited to one Training
area in Spain, but also saw Air operations
across Spain, Portugal and Italy and
NATO naval operations in the Atlantic.
The minute endex was called, he and
his TACP were on the road to the airport,

JTAC life has lost none of its frenetic pace
since the withdrawal from Afghanistan
and, under the auspices of the Royal
Artillery our JTACs have deployed
globally. We look forward to the Army
accept the need for Light Cav to have
JTACs organic to them and we see QDG
soldiers back on the course in a role they
have dominated for the last 12 years.
RJ

The Quartermaster’s Department
Like many other years 2015 has flown
by in a blink of an eye. The year started
in earnest with the preparation for the
impending Unit Move to the UK. The
Quartermaster at the time (Capt Tim
Moore) busied himself in identifying the
full magnitude of the task ahead, which
potentially caused further hair loss, (if
this was in any way possible). As the
months progressed and the preparation
for the move accelerated to a frenetic
pace, the majority of the QM team
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found themselves running around the
functional areas of camp gathering in
the Regiments, and all of the soldier’s

All of this would not be a
simple task to manage.

personnel belongings, in preparation
to fill the 40 industrial sized containers
which would be used to take the freight
back to the UK. All of this would not be
a simple task to manage. Thankfully Sgt
(Blond haired) Thomas volunteered (or
was voluntold) to take the lead in this
unenviable task.
Nevertheless Sgt Thomas took the
proverbial bull by the horns and quickly
identified an area on camp where he
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belongings for as long as physically
possible. However, Sgt Thomas’s easy
going demeanour and physical stature
ensured that these minor issues were
resolved quickly and with as little blood
loss as possible.

Who says the QMs Department are a bunch of
Cowboys. LCpl (Chunk) Davies in his element

could start to collate the Regiments
holdings as part of the pre stack. This
was to ensure when it came to the
packing of the kit onto the back the trucks
it would fit in “with ease”, famous last
words. Unfortunately, the reality of filling
these containers in a timely manner was
‘greatly’ assisted by individuals within the
Regiment who were adamant that they
were going to hold onto their personal

As the first tranche of containers arrived,
Sgt Thomas and his team deliberated
at length as to where the hell they
would start. As the plan of attack
became apparent Sgt Thomas and
his team of 20+ fatigue men began
the laborious task of filling these
huge containers. It’s potentially
worth mentioning at this point
that each of these containers had
a capacity of 2393 cubic feet, which
when full would hold in excess of 12
tonnes of equipment each, all of which
had to be physically manhandled into
the back of these containers. Thankfully
this task was made slightly easier by Sgt
Thomas’s right hand man LCpl (Chunk)
Davies 183, whose size and individual
‘mong’ strength proved to be an asset
on a daily basis. Who needs a forklift
truck when you have a Chunk…?
As the task of filing these containers
continued and as ever as the soldiers
became more accustomed to the task at
hand, the easier it became. However it
was unbelievable at times to see exactly
what individuals were trying to take back
to the UK. One of the worst culprits was
our RMO, Maj Lee, who must have had
the oldest TV and sofa the team had ever
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seen. In was estimated that the TV was
in fact not only older than some of the
soldiers present, but it was potentially
heavier than the combined weight of the
soldiers who were stood around staring
in astonishment at this monstrosity of
a TV. Even the sofa had to be taped
together so it could be placed safely onto
the back of the container. Thankfully both
of these items didn’t survive first contact
with the future Mrs Lee, which were
thankfully skipped within days of their
arrival at Robertson Barracks.
As the task of filling and shipping these
containers to the UK came to an end it
gave Sgt Thomas and his team the time
to reflect on their excellent achievement,
as well as the opportunity to reminisce
on the so called ‘fun times’ that they
had experienced during this process.
Many of which ranged from the normal
tomfoolery to being continuously called
Bob the Builders, due to the team having
to wear their fashionable H&S hard hats
and bright yellow vests. Or to a more
notable event which saw the expression
on the face of Sgt Thomas turn to one
of sheer terror as the realisation sank

Many of which ranged from
the normal tomfoolery to
being continuously called
Bob the Builders…

The new sign and Tpr Preston
with no headdress
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programme. Luckily this delay enabled
the SSgt Riley to plan and conduct a
full weeks’ worth of MATT’s training for
the soldiers on the Advance Party, as
well as conduct a week’s Dismounted
Close Combat Training on Thetford
Ranges under the steely gaze of RQMS
Brown. Nevertheless the first shipment
of containers arrived in earnest, relatively
safe and sound, which were then emptied
in record time; well inside the two hour
window allocated per container.
As the days passed by it was not unusual
to see random containers arriving as and
when the driver saw fit, which would
enviably arrived as the Advance Party
were either running out of camp on PT,
or about to finish for the day. Regardless,
the team were able to react quickly and
empty the containers into the secure
location. The steady stream of containers
continued over the coming weeks and
months, which saw the vehicle hangars
look more like an Amazon Warehouse
prior to Christmas, rather than an actual
vehicle park.
Capt Dumont’s room ready for inspection

in that he had just popped one of his
stiches (attached to his ‘nether region’)
as he foolishly picked up a heavy MFO
box the day after he had undergone a
vasectomy. Silly boy!
Nevertheless as the last truck departed
Dempsey Barracks for our new home in
Swanton Morley there was a huge sigh
of relief, not only in the knowledge of a
job well done, but also that it would not
be them who would be unloading all of
these containers back in the UK. As this
would be a task for the Advance Party.
The forward elements of the Advance
Party arrived in Swanton Morley in late
March, which saw Capt John Dunne
(QM Forward), RQMS Danny Brown
(RQMS Forward) and SSgt Riley taking
the lead in what would be the takeover
of Robertson Barracks from the Light
Dragoons. Unfortunately, as the Light
Dragoons had only just recovered
from a major overseas exercise it was
clearly apparent that they were simply
not prepared to commence any form
of hand over. Their willingness to begin
the handover may have been slightly
influenced by RQMS Brown after he had
spent some quality time making friends

…it was clearly apparent
that they were simply not
prepared to commence
any form of hand over.
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and influencing people during one of
his more meticulous explanations as to
exactly how he expected the condition of
the camp to be handed over. Luckily this
delay enabled Capt Dunne to continue
in his role as the incumbent RCMO,
until the opportunity presented its self
to relinquish this task to the incoming
RCMO, Capt Steven Thomas, which
unfortunately wasn’t completed until the
later part of May.
Within no time at all the remainder of
the Advance Party arrived, a full month
ahead of the first containers, due to
an unforeseen delay in the movement

At the same time the laborious process of
taking over every element of Robertson
Bks continued at a steady pace, which
‘thankfully’ was not hindered in any way by
the relentless need to support RAAT tasks
across the UK, as well providing support
to numerous local civic engagement
events which helped to announce the
arrival of the Regiment in Norfolk. Not
forgetting of course the need to ensure
that the soldiers, who were sent forward
as part of the advance party to assist in
the takeover of Robertson Bks, received
their mandatory training via the newly
established Training Wing, prior to being
sent to Bovington to attend their much
needed career courses. Even the day to
day management of the 10% of soldiers
whose lack of discipline would take up
90% of your time hardly got in the way

Sgt Taylor a specialist in ‘Log’ support
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of the handover process. This ultimately
gave the RQMS the opportunity to relive
his days as an SSM, whilst the QM spent
some time appreciating the surrounding
countryside during his continuous trips
back and forth to Colchester as an
assisting officer. Not!
As the final elements of the takeover of
Robertson Barracks drew ever closer,
it became clearly apparent that The
Light Dragoons would hang on to every
last second of their remaining time in
Swanton Morley, potentially due to their
obvious reluctance to move to Catterick.
I’ve seen Alabama ticks removed from
a mangy old dog with greater ease.
This process also uncovered the odd
skeleton or two lurking in areas which
had not seen the light of day for well over
a decade.
The formal handover/takeover was finally
conducted on the 7th of July 2015, where
the occasion was marked with a very
simple parade which saw the lowering of
The Light Dragoons flag outside of RHQ
for the very last time and the raising of
our own Regimental flag. This accession
obviously gave the QM the opportunity
to finally crowbar the remaining elements
of the Light Dragoons out of Robertson
Barracks. The camp was finally ours.
With the handover complete came
the realisation of the task ahead for
the Quartermasters Department, as it
was clearly apparent that very little had
changed on the Barracks since the Light
Dragoons first took over the camp back
in 2000. This is ultimately due to the total
lack of support the system had provided
the Light Dragoons during their time at
Swanton Morley over the last 15 years.
I’m not saying that the camp is in a poor
state of disrepair, but we have identified
furniture within the Sqn lines which
potentially predates the Regimental
Secretary’s (Lt Col ‘Basher’ Brace)
military career.

the thankless task of unpacking all of
our clothing, fuel, USA, DFI and expense
accounts here in Swanton Morley. These
were of course accounted for and
packed up back in Germany, which was
an epic task all on its own. Thankfully this
was accomplished with very little fuss,
thanks to the efforts of Cpl ‘Rana’ Rana
and Pte ‘Joel’ Houldey who ensured this
went as smoothly as possible. However,
the unpacking of these accounts and
getting them up and running to an LSI
standard, as well as squaring away B
Sqn with their operation equipment for
BATUK resembled something more like
the seven labours of Hercules rather than
a simple unpack of kit and the provision
of support to an extensive overseas
exercise.
We have also seen a change of the
personalities within the LSD department
as SSgt (Jez) Thomas has recently
departed on promotion to WO2, where
he will assume the responsibilities of the
105 Sqn WO ES in BATUS. His humour,
zest for life and all things QDG will be
sorely missed and we wish him the very
best of luck in his new appointment.
His successor, SSgt ‘Dan’ Turner, has
been welcomed into the Regiment in
true QDG fashion with a handover that
was to be conducted in the middle of
a Regimental move. This potentially
couldn’t have come at a worse time
if APC had he tried. But as ever the
accounts were checked and the
proverbial high five was carried out and
the eternal throwaway comment of “it’s
all there, honest butt” was heard uttered
under SSgt Thomas’s breath as he
happily skipped out of the front gates of
Dempsey Barracks, on route to Canada,
for the very last time.
We would also like to welcome LCpl ‘G’
Gurung to the team, whose personal
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professionalism and pride in his work
has already proved to be an asset.
Unfortunately, as he is also a qualified
PTI he thoroughly enjoys educating the
Regiment in the finer detail of the correct
method of carrying out press-ups during
our PFA assessments. I’m not saying
he’s a task master but if Shaun Bannister
was still serving he’d still be on press-up
number one.
The Brady Bunch
As the Regiment continues to develop
the Light Cavalry construct we look
forward to an exciting year ahead, we
hope that elements of the department
will hopefully have the opportunity to
take part in in the vast array of exercises
the Commanding Officer has managed
to plan for the Regiment. Whether it is in
Sierra Leon or in California the G4 team
will deliver.
I would also like to take the opportunity
to wish a fond farewell to one of the
Regiments more notable and devoted
characters, the outgoing (and much
older) Quartermaster, the now Major ‘Tim’
Moore, who has recently been selected
to take over as the Quartermaster of
the RWXY in Bovington. We sincerely
wish him, Denise, Hannah, Emily, Jack,
Charlotte and Monty the Labrador the
very best of luck in their future endeavours
and their presence at Regimental Duty
will all be sorely missed, long live the
funky chicken.
As a final comment I can think of nothing
more appropriate than to finish with the
immortal words of Alexander the Great.
“My logisticians are a humorous lot…
they know that if my campaign fails, they
are the first ones I will slay.”
JOD

Nevertheless, after a significant amount
of time and effort the redecoration
of Robertson Bks was planned to
commence in late July, a process where
the QM would experience first-hand
the ‘excellent’ procurement procedures
provided within the 27 stage ESR
process, which is used by our industry
partners CarillionAmey, under DIO, to
deliver a much needed lick of paint to the
interiors of the main buildings on camp.
Thankfully this process did not frustrate
the QM ‘much’, and his angry alter ego
‘Clive’ only reared his ugly head on a few
occasion. The RQMS would argue that
this happened more frequently than the
QM might think.
As the dust continues to settle on the
back end of the unit move it has given
the LSD team the time to commence
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Quatermasters Department (Technical)
2015 has been a very busy year with the
Regiment moving from Dempsey Bks to
Norfolk. The Quartermaster Technical
department QM (T) has seen a big
shift in personalities. Capt Tim Jones
(The Head) has moved to HQ Sqn Ldr,
congratulations, replaced by Capt Paul
Jones (Pecs), the better of the Jones
officers! WO2 (RQMS) Jason Davies
(Bongo), posted on promotion to RSMI
GTAT, we wish him and his family all
the very best for the future. Replaced
by WO2 (RQMS) Jason Davies (Butch),
good luck with finding the monsters!
As part of the new structure within
the department we have welcomed a
G3 Warrior, Sgt Tom Hughes as the
ET Sgt. This is a new initiative to take
young thrusting Troop Sargent’s away
from G3 as they wait to promote having
completed their Troop Sgt slot. It gives
them a better understanding of the G4
world before becoming an SQMS and
then later an RQMS. The department/
regiment has benefited hugely from this.
This year the Regiment has been
converting to Light Cavalry on the
Jackal, Coyote and Panther platforms,
the department has been responsible
for supporting all the vehicle & weapon

This is culture we now have
to adapt to.
movement, for courses, driver training
and range periods. Under the new A2020
structure the regiment now only holds a
squadrons worth of vehicle fleet, which
has to be passed around the squadrons
when they are conducting the training.
This can become very frustrating as
soldiers lose their way on how to look
after the vehicles on an Equipment Care
perspective. This is culture we now have
to adapt to.
The move to RBSM has seen the QM (T)
& QM (A) continue as one department,
the infrastructure allows us to do this. It
allows us to deliver a better service all
round. During the unit move the team
had to pull out all the stops to get the
‘Technical kit’ to Robertson Barracks
in good order. Unfortunately we had to
leave the Gate Guardian (T55) behind
for a short period before funding was

released, it eventually arrived in RBSM
in October. As we settle back into
RBSM and re- energise our working
processes, (changing all our paperwork
from Germany back to UK), we prepare
for our first round of inspections with our
annual Equipment Care Inspection (ECI)
in Jan 16 and a visit from JAMES Team
headed up by WO1 Pawlin-Gardner.
JAMES is a management system for all
our Technical holdings. Post ECI I see
the department supporting a very busy
Forecast of Events in 2016, with possible
deployments to Sierra Leone and the
United States.
Cpl Rai ( Mrs Rai) continues to provide
the Department with a traditional
Ghurkha curry, every couple of months
the G4 team down tools and all gather
in to enjoy some traditional food, a big
thanks to Mrs Rai for all her efforts.
I cannot write this without mentioning
a couple of sporting achievements, Cpl
Miles Davies (Chunk) representing the
Army and Royal Armoured Corps in
Rugby. LCpl Mathew Palmer representing
the Royal Armoured Corps in Basketball.
Well done keep up the good work.
PJ

The white elephant
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MT Troop
2015 has been a busy year for the
Regiment thus ensuring MT was doubly
busy and regarded as the best MT Troop
ever. Early in the year we faced an EC
inspection which the team passed with
flying colours followed by a period of
supporting Ranges and driver conversion
to the new Lt Cav platforms. This has by
no means been an easy task first we
had to work out which vehicles we were
going to be housed in, at one stage we
thought it was going to be Tandem bikes
so that would have been interesting.
The conversion has ensured all our
driving instructors were kept busy
whilst the MTWO WO2 “Dinger” Bell
and his team single handily ran the
driver training centre within Sennelager
which they were highly commended
for. The period between Easter and
Summer leave had the Troop franticly
packing boxes and loading vehicles in
preparation for the Regimental move
back to Swanton Morley, as this was
in full flow we also had the pleasure of
backloading the Regimental fleet of left
wheeled drive Landrovers and Trucks
back to TFSU. As you could probably
imagine MT looked like the Carwash you
pay for next to Homebase where you
see everyone descend on a vehicle and
it spits out the other side immaculate,
however we stopped short of wearing
the pink marigolds. The Troop as a whole
have also been busy in other tasks with

SSgt Thurston stopping vehicles in their tracks

supporting various trawls and potential
strikes in the UK with our HGV drivers
conducting courses and training in
preparation for this. A big chunk of the
guys have also been required to complete
their instructor qualifications so we can
support and teach the relevant people
within the Regiment, this is on-going and
will be for the foreseeable future.
It’s now September and we are firmly
seated in Robertson Barracks, Swanton
Morley, the Summer has been good
to the families and Norfolk boasts
some excellent beaches, the theme is
unchanged and the conversion to Lt

2015 has been a good year for MT, it’s
been busy but otherwise rewarding and
the members of the Troop understand
this, the future looks busy and exciting
and the boys are looking forward to the
New Year which will bring new challenges
and see us support the Regiment in all
shapes and sizes in various locations at
home and abroad.
DSJ

Dinger Bill and Dinger Bell

Every face tells a story
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Cav and support to various Ranges
and Exercise continues. The Troop has
been busy getting to grips with new
policies and working ideas that the UK
brings differently to Germany, we have a
whole new fleet of vehicles which include
a variety of cars and oddly coaches
which sees us training our youngsters
to drive, luckily for us we have SSgt
“Billy” Thurston who acts like Blakey
off “on the buses” clamping down on
rowdy passengers. MT wouldn’t be MT
without the funny story’s, we’ve had
guys driving to Airports and on arrival
realised they’ve forgotten the family and
left them in Sennelager whilst the best
one being when the Duty Driver was
not contactable for the CO after a Mess
function so we provided a driver in his
souped up BMW with neon kit car lights
flashing across the front bumper, funny
for everyone bar the MTO.

Tpr Finley sports the wrong eagle

Cpl Davies – always smiling in MT

Sky smiles throughout
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Training Wing
The on-going conversion to Light Cavalry
has dominated the Training Wings (TW)
activities since the return from Op
HERRICK 20. This year started with a
continued emphasis on the switch from
CVR(T) to JACKAL (JKL), COYOTE
(CYTE) and PANTHER (PAN) Wheeled
Armoured Fighting Vehicles (AFVs).
This requires commanders and drivers
to retrain, as well as operators learning
to use unfamiliar weapon systems such
as the Grenade Machine Gun (GMG) and
50. Cal Heavy Machine Gun (HMG).
For this training the Training Wing relied
heavily on a cadre of newly qualified
instructors who often took back to back
courses, for weeks on end as we pushed
on with conversion.
Sgt Milner was
tireless in his teaching of HMG and GMG
courses and he and Sgt Cartwright ran a
successful range package to qualify our
new gunners. The range was visited by
the then new Brigade commander, who
thoroughly enjoyed himself brassing up a
tank hulk with the HMG, and proved to
be a fairly good shot.

All students who completed
the course could be
rightly pleased with
themselves…

In March the Training Wing, aided by Lt
McKechnie, ran a much needed potential
non-commissioned officer (PNCO) cadre.
The aim of this course was to test junior
soldier’s decision making, leadership
and robustness under pressure with a
view to identifying talented individuals
with potential for promotion. We were
also able to offer places to our fellow
Lt Cav soldiers from the Royal Scots
Dragoon Guards, who sent 3 students
down from Fallingbostel. The course
progressed well, with testing physical
training, tactical exercises and basic
section tactics alongside classroom
based presentations and learning. All
students who completed the course
could be rightly pleased with themselves
for getting through a gruelling couple of
weeks. The then Tpr Platt was awarded
a well-deserved top student award at a
parade overseen by the Commanding
Officer.
Our last few months in Germany were
dominated by the constant churn of JKL
and PAN driver and commander courses.
This pace took its toll on the Regiments
already meagre fleet of vehicles and the
REME can be thanked for helping to
keep courses running. Unfortunately we
had a couple of vehicle casualties, but
extremely luckily no casualties amongst

students or instructors. A rather sad
looking PANTHER that had rolled three
times sat in the hanger as a grim reminder
to students as to the implications for
losing concentration when driving these
vehicles on challenging terrain. We were
blessed in Germany with dedicated and
excellent driver training areas, having
these within easy reach was a huge aid in
getting drivers and commanders trained
and confident on their new steads. In
addition the requirement to prepare our
students as well as possible for external
courses meant that a constant stream
of pre-course training was taking place.
Much help was provided by Command
Troop and its CIS instructors, who proved
invaluable and enthusiastic tutors.
June saw the departure of the Training
Officer, Capt Paul Jones to the Quarter
Masters department and the arrival of
the first DE Training Officer for some
time, Capt Duncan Wiggins.
Luckily,
renowned for his grumpy exterior, Capt
Wiggins’ fitted in the LE shaped hole
behind the TOs desk well. This period
saw much activity as the reality of the
impending move finally hit home for the
TW and the classrooms and equipment
began to be packed ready for transfer
to UK. Only the loss to transit of the
vehicles and weapons forced an end to

Sgt Speight
very much the
instructor
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Desert Cam still cool…

Flat old Norfolk

the conversion courses just prior to the
Main Body move.
The Training Officer, moving earlier than
the TWWO was first from the TW to arrive
in Swanton Morley, with the exception of
Sgt Hughes who has accompanied the
advance party to sign for the Wing and
prepare the ground. The new building
was huge and very empty! In comparison
to the rather cramped quarter in
Dempsey Barracks, we were swimming
in classrooms and offices. Sgt Hughes
set to work transforming the building
from Light Dragoons to QDG, and was
soon joined by Sgt Cartwright and Sgt
Milner. Unfortunately he was also joined
by Mr Costello whose OCD meant that
almost everything had to come down to
be straightened or re-written. As the
summer wore on slowly but surely the
Wing began to take on a more QDG feel
and we settled in to our new offices and
environment.
As mentioned above, we have inherited
several large classrooms, some smaller
ones and many offices and computer
terminals.
Alongside this we have
dedicated small arms, heavy weapons
and Javelin classrooms alongside a
Dismounted Close Combat Trainer
(DCCT).
This excellent facility allows
troops to practice their marksmanship
digitally using realistic gas operated
replica weapon systems. From pistols
to HMG, a huge variety of weapons
can be calibrated to the trainer and
weapon handling drills tested through
artificial stoppages, whilst accuracy and
technique are measured. Included in
the Training Wings estate is the 25m
Range. We are again very lucky to have
an in-house facility of this nature. It has
been extensively used so far, and even
featured as a stand on the march and
shoot style Mullens Cup this year. It is
also open for use with civilian weapons
and is the base for the Regiment’s Air
Rifle Club on a Wednesday afternoon.
This comes with the inevitable burden
of inspections and maintenance, but this
is worth it for the convenience of having
such an asset to training on camp.
In addition to the above we have also
inherited a Back Door Training Area
(BDTA) in the form of the disused airfield
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…the Wing began to take on
a more QDG feel…

that the camp was originally built to
serve. This was planted some time ago
with woodblocks and is now an excellent
facility for low level mounted and
dismounted training. The woodblocks
giving areas to practice camouflage and
concealment as well as Troop hides and
OPs, and the open grassland a perfect
driving training area. The BDTA also
attracts a wealth of other users, from
PTIs, exterior units, clay pigeon shooters
and Motocross riders all of which has to
be de-conflicted by the Training Wing.
One downside of the move to Norfolk has
been the lack of a nearby driver training
area. We have recently been able to
begin training on areas around STANTA
and so conversion training has been able
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Sgt Shortman’s interest in driver
training is easy to see

after a significant hiatus to recommence.
There is still some back log of people to
be re-trained and we are now ready and
able to continue with the task.
This year we have said goodbye to
Sgt Milner, who has posted to the RY
in Telford as an instructor. The drop
in volume around the TW is noticeable!
We have also gained Sgt Speight who
has transferred to QDG from the RTR,
who after 4 years at the CBRN School
has brought some much need expertise
back to the Regiment.
I would like to take this opportunity
to thank all the instructors integral to
the TW or pinched from the Sqns who
have facilitated all of the vital training
that has occurred this year.
Without
their unstinting and impressive efforts
the Regiment would not be in such a
good position in our road toward full
conversion to Light Cavalry. Well done
for all your hard work, let’s keep it up in
the New Year!
DMW

Bldg 106 in all its glory
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Light Aid Detachment (LAD)
With the memories of Operations and
the CVR(T) fleet being firmly placed in the
past, the focus rapidly switched to the
conversion to Light Cavalry and the unit
move to the UK. The unit move alone
has created a particularly turbulent time
for the LAD, due to there being a 50%
overhaul of manpower as soldiers wished
to remain in Germany; the department
therefore lost both competency and
currency. However with change brings
opportunity and we welcome the newest
member to the command team, WO1
(ASM) Matt Hodgkinson, bringing with
him his extensive experience of weapon
systems; a warm welcome to you and
your rather large family. Special mention
should go to SSgt ‘Muzzy’ Issitt for his
hard work throughout this difficult period,
as he stepped into the gapped ASM role
of 5 months and performed admirably.
One of the great advantages of the move
to Swanton Morley was the inheritance of
members of the former inhabitants, the
Light Dragoon LAD. These tradesmen
were at the forefront of shaping Lt Cav ES
capability and have not only been a huge
benefit to the shopfloor and repairing the
fleet, but have also helped to mould the
Regt and provide exceptional advice on
the JKL fleet’s capacity.
Light Cav conversion is progressing at
a pace and having now received the
majority of the Basic Unit fleet, it has been
great for the Regt, and subsequently the
LAD, to get amongst the equipment and
test out their knowledge from training.
Initially utilising only 4 JKLs for conversion
naturally created a large ES burden as
there was minimal reserve time between
courses. However the LAD were up to
the task and special praise should go to
the ever shrinking number of tradesman
left in Germany prior to the unit move for
their ingenuity and efficiency in ensuring
no courses were cancelled due to
equipment availability.

As always the LAD
is renowned for fully
embracing the opportunities
to develop themselves…
engineering real estate in Robertson
Barracks, bringing with it the small, but
slightly sad, excitement over an in house
Roller Brake Tester; it’s the simplest things
in life. Whilst we are still undermanned,
“Who isn’t?” I hear you ask, we are still
providing excellent equipment availability,
of which the Regt has continued to
conduct their conversion with little to no
issues.
As always the LAD is renowned for
fully embracing the opportunities to
develop themselves away from trade
and this year was no different. Aside
from being involved in a multitude of
Regt sports teams, the LAD has heavily
supported Corps events this year such
as Ex Supreme Glacier 15 where one
of the fitter sections graced the slopes
with their snowboarding skills. Naturally
at a Cavalry Regt the concept of field
sports is high on the agenda, therefore
a number of the LAD attended the Corps
training day and performed well. Special
mention should go to SSgt Leon Field
and Cpl Cook who were selected to be
part of the Army development squad
ahead. Additionally, Capt Pete Hockley
and SSgt ‘Muzzy’ Issitt represented
REME(G) Rugby on the team’s tour to
Seattle; sadly this was the clubs last ever
event as the close down of Germany
draws ever closer.

As mentioned earlier the unit move
obviously had some teething issues,
however every cloud has a silver lining
and the tradesmen commandeered
from the LDs have been invaluable.
Immediately noticeable is the better

Its easy to say that 2015 has been a
particularly busy year, however this is
unlikely to change in the near future as
the Regt, and therefore the LAD, works
towards Full Operating Capability. The
foundations set this year will hopefully
prove invaluable for the upcoming
demanding period. The whole of the
LAD has worked extremely hard and
it has been a real pleasure to have
such dedicated tradesman who are so

Operating at reach in action

Obviously a training serial for the REME
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If we hide in here all day the ASM won’t find us

passionate about supporting the Regt.
Fully embracing everything the Army has
to offer, I would like to personally thank
every soldier for their enthusiastic work
ethic and continued upbeat attitude in
this time of change; a good year well
done. Arte et Marte.
PCH

Navigation… easy when you’re the EME
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The AGC (SPS) Detachment
Reading back through past journal
entries I see that it is ‘de-rigeur’ to start
by explaining what a busy year it has
been and I’m sure this entry will not
disappoint. As we wrote the last entry
we were just returning from the final Op
HERRICK tour and planning to embark
on some well-deserved leave. With all
that we had gone through it was difficult
to imagine the scale and pace of change
the next twelve months would bring.
The year started gently as the chaps
returning from Op HERRICK enjoyed a
spell of post-operational leave whilst the
team that had stayed behind as part of
the Rear Operations Group calmly held
the fort in anticipation of everyone’s
return. This was definitely the calm
before the storm. The return to work
date soon arrived and with it came the

This was definitely the calm
before the storm.

The Russians invade

realisation of the challenge to come. The
move of the Regiment to UK after so
many years in British Forces Germany
was just three months away and this
was to coincide with a huge changeover
of SPS personalities taking place over a
very short period of time. In all we said
goodbye to Lt Sophie Dawes (SPS Det
Comd), WO2 Dean Sprouting (RAWO),

WO2 Jason Sacco (RAWO and FSA),
Sgt Cruickshanks (Sys Co-Ord), Sgt KC
(Regt Acct) and Sgt Nthani (SSA) from
the two messes. This latter two only
joining us in the past year and having the
temerity to leave early on promotion.
Returning to the move from Germany it
was key that we did our utmost to prepare

Cpl Graham
patrolling the
wrong way
in Kenya
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the QDG for the massive changes they
would face in adjusting to life back in UK.
A large-scale briefing programme was set
up in conjunction with the Welfare Office
to ensure our Officers, soldiers and their
families had as much information as we
could give them. This was complemented
with the set-up of a movement booking
and clearance system aimed at ensuring
as little disruption as possible was
experienced and to ensure that the good
name of the Regiment was maintained.
Pte (then LCpl) Kolvik was often found
wandering around in a daze that will
be familiar to cat-herders everywhere
as she dealt with the soldiers and their
families to ensure every movement detail
was covered. Her hard work paying off
through the almost faultless transition
of the Regiment back to the UK and
earning herself a Brigade Commander’s
Commendation along the way.
I will spare you all the detail of everything
we did to deliver the Regiment back to UK
and instead let you imagine it to be just
like a magician’s trick. So ‘just like that’
we were in Swanton Morley and departing
on summer leave. No honestly don’t
imagine any work goes into these tricks…
Our return to work in September saw
us joined by our new team members

It took the Adjt a while to realise
he was in the wrong mess

and I would ask you all to bid a hearty
welcome to Capt Tom Clemens (SPS
Det Comd), WO2 Leon Pears (RAWO),
SSgt Al Tomlinson (FSA), Sgt Menya
(Regt Acct), Sgt Noy (SSA), Cpl Gurung
and Pte Hamal. Their enthusiasm has
already been tested as we immediately
supported the Regiment through a
spell of UK operations, Waterloo 200,
Real-Life Support to a divisional CAST
exercise, Light Cavalry conversion, the
COEFOR deployment to Kenya and a G1

Study period hosted on behalf of HQ 7
Inf Bde and HQ East. Phew…
So with another quick ‘abracadabra’
(though some days I might prefer ‘Avada
Kedavra’) it’s almost Christmas. I’ve
been extended with the Regiment for a
few months to provide a bit of continuity
after all that change but I suspect much
like this last year it will all pass by in the
blink of an eye...
SP

Catering Department
Quite a few changes have hit the
department with all the chefs remaining
at Robertson Barracks Swanton Morley
and the Light Dragoons moving to
Catterick. SSgt Minshull has also taken
over as the Master Chef within the
Regiment. With the Unit move, this was
one of the busiest times of the year
with all of the functions going on to say
a big welcome or a fond farewell. This
included numerous functions to assist
the Regiment including Summer Balls
for both the Officers’ and WOs’ and Sgts

Mess and numerous Ladies Guest Nights
in both Messes. All the functions got
tremendous feedback and a big thank
you to all the Chefs in the Department for
their hard work and dedication to make
it all happen.
AF2020 saw the Catering Department as
a whole reduce from 18 chefs some 2
years ago down to a future Military Core
Catering Manpower of 10 to support
Regimental Operational commitments
and assist the Commercial Contractor

where it can be afforded. We have now
had the first influx of civilian manpower
added to the kitchen in a transition which
eventually sees the Main Kitchen run
totally by civilians.
LCpl Wickham competed in Ex ARMY
SUSTAINER coming in first place,
beating a host of Units from across
the Division. The event comprised of
a 3 course meal for 6 people in a field
kitchen cooking some high class food.
He was commended for his efforts
from both the Commanding Officer and
Brigade Catering Warrant Officer and will
now compete later next year at the Joint
Services Culinary Challenge.
Also Sgt Hilton, Cpl Dunn, LCpl Wickham
and Pte Sharpe deployed on Ex JABEL
SAHARRA in Morocco. They worked
from a field kitchen for the duration of the
exercise in some very hot and sometimes
unbearable conditions, sustaining the
Regiment for the 6 weeks they were
deployed.

It seems success for all but SSgt Minshull
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SSgt Minshull has overseen the CPD, in
the Department with Sgt Flint, Cpl Dunn
and Pte Sharpe gaining their Level 3
Assessors Award and Level 3 and Level
2 Customer Services Award respectively.
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SSgt Minshull has also completed his
Facilities Management Qualification with
Cpl Dunn, LCpl Pun and Pte’s Sharpe
and Britton having recently completed
their Level 2 and 3 qualifications in
Nutrition. Pte Britton has also completed
his Level 3 Education and Training
qualification to teach.

This was a demanding
exercise for all the chefs…

More recently we have seen Sgt Lacey
posted into the Regiment in September
this year, who is a Qualified Internal
Quality Assurer which now sees him in
a role as the London District Coordinator
this will qualify there chefs for any trade
related NVQ’s.

posted to the Regiment and was lucky
enough to come off the promotion board
to LCpl. As he hasn’t been with us long,
he will stay in situ and remain with the
Regiment. This was an excellent day for
the Department as it has now seen 4
promotions in two years.

Sgt Flint and Cpl Dunn have recently
returned from a 1 Division RLS tasking
where they were stationed at Westdown
Camp in Salisbury Plain. This was a
demanding exercise for all the chefs with
the feeding of up to a 1000 Soldiers for
three meals a day for 8 weeks. October
saw the Regiments CT 1 training, this was
a good chance to get the field catering
equipment out too feed the some of the
soldiers on STANTA Training Area, this
gave the Soldiers a well-deserved break
from compo rations and ensured morale
remained high.

LCpl Wickham took part in the recent
Edinburgh Tattoo, he was the lead
drummer for a local RAF band, and even
won an award for being the best overall
drummer at the Tattoo. A massive well
done from all in the Department!

Sgt Hilton has now reached his 24 year
point and has started his resettlement.
We all wish him well for the future and
we are looking at having his dine out
early next year. Pte Pun was recently

The next six months will see the Regiment
settling in to their new home. Functions
and Balls will still be coming in thick and
fast, which as always will be taken in our
stride and we will strive to accomplish
the highest of standards working in
partnership with the contractor. With
the Regiments on-going commitment to
Sierra Leone and all of the forthcoming
Exercises planned, the pace at which the
Department and the Regiment runs is
not showing any signs of slowing down.
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LCpl Wickham won the award for
best dressed and best drummer

Field catering for all… LCpl East’s
second time round

Courses for some of the chefs who are
new in rank will be run early in the New
Year and the chance to get some of the
chefs for some well-deserved Adventure
Training will be a must. LCpl Wickham
is again drumming, but this time with
the chance to go to Australia and New
Zealand for 4 weeks.
RCWO

Regimental Aid Post (RAP)
2015 sees the RAP continue in its support
of the Regiment and wider Army. The
main effort was to support QDG training
towards Light Cavalry Conversion, whist
relocating from Germany to Robertson
Barracks, Swanton Morley (RBSM). On
arrival in RBSM, the RAP supported QDG
on Op TEMPERER, Ex IRON RESOLVE
and collective training while filling trawls
from higher formations. At the peak of
concurrent activity, the RMO had to
provide ‘range cover’ for a day or two!
The first commitment came early in the year
with Cpl Owen departing to provide nursing
support to the winter repairs program on the
Canadian Prairie. Cpl Birkett arrived RBSM
as the RAP advance party to establish
a foothold in May 2015. He was joined
shortly by Sgt Lacy, on his assignment to
QDG as our new Med SNCO. Both were
instrumental in preparing for the arrival
of the RAP and our integration into the
medical centre in RBSM. Cpl Owen (on his
return from Canada) and LCpl Quantock
held fort in Sennelager until the QDG main
body departed.
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Support to Operations continued in
earnest. LCpl Pettinger volunteered for
Op GRITROCK in Sierra Leone, caring for
the UK force elements in-country. Shortly
after returning, she volunteered for Op
TORAL 2, deploying with 2 SCOTS in the
summer. We are expecting her back in
time for Christmas. Sgt Lacy qualified as
a Chemical, Biological, Radiological and
Nuclear (CBRN) Medic in preparation for
Op TEMPERER. Cpl Owen completed
his specialist training as a Primary Care
Nurse, ready to reinforce our deployed
primary care capability, should Op
TEMPERER be activated.
The RAP also stepped up our support to
and integration with the Army Reserves.
Cpl Quantock deployed in support of 3
PWRR on Ex IBERIAN STAR in Spain.
LCpls Hollands and Walters deployed in
support of Ex TRIGLAV STAR in Slovenia
with 3 Royal Anglian. They also deployed
with B Sqn to Kenya, where they were
joined by LCpl Price, an Army Reserve
Combat Medical Technician (CMT) from
the Royal Yeomanry.

Ha, Ha really – Maj Lee Spinning
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Maj Lee thought he got away with
less turbulence this year with higher
formations losing sight of him due to
QDG re-subordinating to 3 DIV and again
to 1 DIV. Alas, he couldn’t hide for long.
Ex ASKARI STORM took him to Kenya
as MO to the 2 LANCS Battlegroup.
Between moving and unpacking, Maj
Lee trained in Radiation Medicine in
preparation for Op TEMPERER. He was
concurrently placed on high readiness
for Op ELGIN, the UK’s contribution to
EU operations in Bosnia Herzegovina.
He scrambled to deploy alongside other
UK force elements when Ex QUICK
RESPONSE was activated to rehearse
for Op ELGIN.
The RAP’s sterling performance was
recognised by promotions of Cpl’s
Owen, Birkett and LCpl Pettinger. In
between her Op GRITROCK and Op
TORAL tours, LCpl Pettinger received a
Brigade Commander’s Commendation
for her sporting achievements. The RAP
lost Cpl Birkett when he became Med
SNCO to 14 Sig Regt in Pembrokeshire.
We wish him and his family well in their
posting deep within the QDG homeland!
As the year drew to a close, the RAP
finally caught our breath and began to
settle into our new home on RBSM.
December was the first time that all
members of the RAP were in the firm
base at the same time! The RAP turned
out in force to support the Unit Health
Fair hosted by the gymnasium, ending
the year on a positively healthy note.
In Arduis Fidelis.
Medical and Dental Centre
The Defence Primary Healthcare (DPHC)
Medical and Dental Centre on RBSM
provide primary care, general dental care

Cpl Quantock grafting

The Regiment forms the
largest component of our
registered patient
population.
and primary rehabilitation to QDG and
other eligible patients in the area. The
Regiment forms the largest component
of our registered patient population.
After 13 years of service, Dr. Ian
Jennings, the Medical-Officer-in-Charge
(MOIC), said his goodbyes to UK General
Practice, taking up a position on more
sandy pastures in Saudi Arabia. We
thank him for over a decade of dedicated
service to the military population in RBSM.

Wet, tired, hungry…dry your eyes

Dr. Ben Coghill also bade farewell as he
departed to take up a GP partnership in
Fakenham. The practice welcomed Dr.
Simon Carroll as the new MOIC. QDG
were pleased to meet Physiotherapists
Linda Long and Mike Faithorn, who took
on all the rehabilitation requirements of
the Regiment. Representatives from the
Medical and Rehab team were on hand
to promote healthier living during the
QDG Unit Health Fair.
The Dental Centre is staffed part time by
the main Defence Dental Service branch
in RAF Marham. On retiring from the RAF,
Dr. Simon Gowing joined the practice as
the regular visiting Dental Officer.
KL

Gymnasium
The main effort this year for the
Gymnasium and PD staff has been the
unit move back to the UK, making sure
that we handed over the Dempsey Bks
Gym and all the PD equipment in good
order and the taking over of the new gym
and its equipment in Robertson Bks. To
make life easier all PD equipment like
running machines, rowers and strength
equipment is classed as fixtures and
fittings and therefore like when you move
house these are left for the arriving unit.
This makes sense and saves the units a
lot of time, effort and money moving their
equipment however not all units have the
same PD equipment and in our instance
we left behind an evenly stocked
Gymnasium facility with good CV and
strength and conditioning equipment but
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inherited a very well stocked CV room
but a depleted strength and conditioning
suite.
This was identified on an earlier recce
to Swanton Morley and highlighted
this through the Chain of Command
and applied to our new 7X welfare
officer for funds to rectify the situation.
The bidding process for this type of
equipment is usually very frustrating and
can typically take a long time to come
to fruition however our new Brigade (7)
were incredibly keen to help our their
‘new Regiment’ and we were given the
green light on a generous amount of
funds to buy some new equipment and
bring the gym up to a good standard
for all aspects of Physical training. The

The CO pedalling the Regiment
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HQ Sqn on PT
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Cambrian Team ‘hanging out’

new equipment is now in and has been
very warmly received buy all the users,
we are now going back for more funds
to mirror the strength area to bring
it up to civilian standards and with a
massive push throughout the military on
strength and conditioning this can only
be a good thing. In my view fitness is a
basic requirement made by the Army on
all soldiers, therefore the Army should
supply the means for their soldiers to
train without them having to pay to use
a civilian gym.
We were tasked to run the first Unit
Health Fair in Robertson barracks in
December to bring health and wellbeing
to the forefront of the soldiers and their
families prior to the Christmas stand
down. Planning started early and with
the help of Sgt Owen we managed to
gain the support of a plethora of support
services. The whole event was an
outstanding success and we had stands
form the Job Centre, Sexual Health,
Citizens advice, help to buy, forces
finance, joy of food, stop smoking and
many more.

Health and Safety had gone too far

The whole event was an
outstanding success…

A fine fair
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Guardroom
The Guardroom like every other
department had its part to play in the
regimental move and this was made
all the more difficult as the regular
commitments of the guardroom had to
remain right up to the last in Germany,
and then begin immediately in Swanton
Morley. Adding to this the normal raft of
security inspections and accounts check
which came with the CIW and Board
of Officers. The Guardroom also had to
contend with the major events planned
for the Regiments leaving Germany.
As you would expect the provost staff
played a heavy part in s making sure
the drill was as sharp as possible for the
parade. As ever drill is something that
needs to be finely tuned prior to such
an event and it was excellent to see the
Officers putting in so much effort, despite
the lack of progress or reward for them.

It is safe to safe to say Cpl ‘Q’ Laqere
continues with his very rigid approach to
discipline and he never seems to struggle
in making young soldiers know of his
presence. Sgt Mike Dodd has been very
busy practising his clerical skills making
sure that the all the regiment’s fire diaries
are up to date; he even sharpened
his crayons once or twice. We then
started getting the Guardroom ready for
handover to 1 Medical Regiment along
with packing our own stores at the same
time. LCpl Evans 143 did a fine a job
of packing away the MSA and welfare
equipment, although the less said about
the lack of TV remote control the better.

Sgt Dodd and Sgt Cruickshank

PFA discussion was fun

Upon arrival in Robertson Barracks it
was very evident that the camp lacked
a certain amount of blue & white paint.
Suffice to say no bollard or kerbstone

survived more than a week from flag
change before it got the necessary
treatment. The provost staff and the
guard also became budding gardeners
for a short period, leaving no weed
standing and a few bushes blocking a
clear line of sight to and from RHQ also
met their match. The Guardroom staff
have now settled into life in Swanton
Morley are all looking forward to spending
the coming months shouting at people
for walking on the grass and pointing
angrily at litter. Although we are mainly
looking forward to greeting members of
the Military Provost Guard Service as
we are fortunate enough to have a troop
in bound to assist us with our duties
protecting the soldiers and families of the
Regiment.

Padre’s Notes
Like his father before him, St. Martin
of Tours was a Roman Cavalry officer.
Legend has it that one evening as he was
entering the city of Amiens, Martin saw
a poor shivering beggar. Martin removed
his military issue cape and slicing it in two
with his sword, handed one half to the
beggar.
That night Martin dreamt that the beggar
was actually Jesus. The supposed remains
of Martin’s cape became a famous relic,
and was even carried into battle by
kings. The priest who cared for the cape
in its reliquary was called a cappellanu,
and ultimately all priests who served the
military were called cappellani. The French
translation is chapelains, from which the
English word chaplain is derived.
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Similarly, small churches were built to
house the relic. People called them a
“capella”, the word for a little cloak.
Eventually, such small churches lost
their association with the cape, and all
small churches began to be referred to
as “chapels”. Whenever a Padre tells
this story to a group of soldiers you can
guarantee that at least one will pipe up
‘Padre, why didn’t he give him the whole
cape, wouldn’t that be the Christian
thing to do?’ Indeed, didn’t Jesus say ‘If
someone asks for you coat, give to him
you shirt also.’ and ‘Sell everything and
give to the poor.’?
However, Martin was a soldier, and one
thing every soldier should know is that
looking after oneself is a priority. We’ve

Hellfire and damnation at the
flag change ceremony
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Mistaking the Christmas Carol Service at All
Saints Swanton Morley for a football match

all experienced the pleasure of stagging
on at 4 in the morning; sitting in a muddy
hole, freezing cold, soaking wet, tired as
hell, with only a lukewarm flask of tea and
the faint hum of a night sight to keep up
from going insane. And if we can’t be
bothered to put on our goretex, warm kit
or break out the hexy for a hot meal, we
only have ourselves to blame. Any idiot
can be uncomfortable, as they say.
Just like Martin, modern day soldiers
have two priorities, to look after ourselves
and to look after others. If we’re honest,
we probably do neither as well as we
should. Jesus said that we should love
others as we love ourselves. If we don’t
look after ourselves, how can we expect
to be able to look after others? Eating
healthily, moderating our alcohol intake
(difficult for a real ale fan with all the nice
breweries in East Anglia!), getting enough
sleep and exercise, spending quality time
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St. Eligius day REME workshops

If we’re honest, we probably
do neither as well as we
should.
with family and friends, all contribute to
our ability to fulfil our roles effectively.
A few people have asked about the
chapel on camp; there’s no doubt that
the small white building would look more
at home in the dry, dusty southern United
States, than in windswept, waterlogged
Norfolk. As you may know Robertson
Barracks was once RAF Swanton Morley
and was home to both the RAF and
USAAF. When the Americans left they
gave the chapel as a gift to the British.

The chapel is dedicated to St. Michael.
Michael is a warrior archangel mentioned
several times in the Bible. Inside the
chapel is a large painting of Michael
casting Satan out of heaven as per
Revelation 12.
As the chapel is quite small we are very
grateful to All Saints Parish Church in
Swanton Morley village for allowing us to
use their church for Regimental services
such as Christmas and Remembrance.
At present there are no services on
camp, however after Easter I will be
starting a regular family friendly service,
so keep your eyes peeled on orders and
social media. St. Michael’s chapel is
always open and is a quiet safe place for
people of all faiths and none to find a bit
of peace.
‘Come to me all who are weary and I will
give you rest’
KA

Welfare
The Regiment has undergone huge
changes over the last year as we have
relocated from Germany to Norfolk under
the restructuring of the Army and the
Welfare team has been at the centre of
much of the activity. Back in December
2014 the team waved farewell to Capt
Steve Thomas who had done a sterling
job as the Unit Welfare Officer during
HERRICK 20 and welcomed Capt Rob
Mansel as the new Welfare Officer who
would be responsible for ensuring the
move to UK was as seamless as possible
for the families.
Relocating to Robertson Barracks in
Swanton Morley dominated the Welfare
calendar for the first eight months of 2015
as the move became the Regimental
main effort.
Moving one Regiment
might seem like a fairly straightforward
task, however, the Regiment were only
one of seventeen units that would be
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Children’s activity weekend –
red hats only allowed
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Chaos

Christmas with Santa

moving over the same period, as a result
none of our planning could be done in
isolation and had to fit the Army’s master
movement plan.

assist, thankfully many of the wives have
stepped forward and volunteer on a
regular basis. They are commended for
giving up their free time and this is just
one example of how strong our QDG
community is here in this small corner of
Norfolk.

In order to provide welfare support
in both Germany and England it was
decided to increase the size of the team
and forward base the Welfare Officer in
the UK to set up the arrival process for
the families. The present welfare team
would like to thank WO2 “Sheep” Jones
and Pte Stephanie Kolvic who were
temporally part of the team but played a
huge part in the plan. We also left Sgt
Gallagher back in Germany and wish him

The Regiment have settled
in well and have started to
become accustomed to
the Norfolk countryside.
the very best of luck as he continues his
career with the Queen’s Royal Hussars.
The majority of the families moved over
to the UK during the months of June,
July and August. This was obviously
a busy time for the team with twelve
families arriving at Swanton Morley on
one of the busiest days. The Regiment
have settled in well and have started
to become accustomed to the Norfolk
countryside.
Most people feel the
Regiment is extremely lucky to be based
at Robertson Barracks, there is a very
strong community feel due to the fact
the married estate is within the perimeter
fence.
We have inherited some great facilities
that include a Welfare Centre with a
Café, a nursery, a youth centre and
two fully equipped welfare houses that
are available to the soldiers to utilise if
they have people coming to visit. We
have also recently had the addition of
WRVS support and the team welcome
Amanda Lamb the new WRVS worker
to Robertson Barracks, anyone who has
served can appreciate the vital role the
WRVS play in the welfare support of our
soldiers.

If I do this I will be sure to get into the journal!
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Due to not being in a Garrison with all the
facilities that offers we are responsible for
organising and running the youth clubs.
This is achieved by an Army Welfare
Community Development Officer, Simon
John, who being based on site organises
the activities. He would not be able
to run any clubs without volunteers to

Our first event in our new home was a
family’s day; this took place on 5 August
and was a huge success that was
enjoyed by all. The day included lots of
entertainment, live band, archery, donkey
rides, bouncy castles, hog roast and
children’s entertainment. The BFBS icecream van also turned up with free icecream, unfortunately Maj Tim Jones, HQ
Sqn Ldr only found out it was free as the
vehicle drove away across camp.
The routine of Wednesday coffee
mornings still proves to be popular in our
community café the Dragon’s Den which
has really become a community hub due
to our rural setting. We have been given a
great welcome from the local community
in Swanton Morley which is the small
village near camp and members of the
village have attended the coffee mornings
to pass on information to the families.
The normal events such as the children’s
Halloween and Christmas parties along
with the wives’ Christmas party have
been a great success and all extremely
well attended and critically supported
by the wives committee for whom we
continue to rely upon. A series of themed
events in the café since we have arrived
have allowed the wives committee to
self-generate funds which assists when
planning the parties and clearly reduces
the overall costs to anyone attending.
It is safe to say the families have settled in
well here in Norfolk and we look forward
to the coming year.
RCM
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Officers’ Mess
Another year has flown past in the Mess,
a year dominated by leaving our dearly
loved and abused Mess in the Dempsey
Barracks. That massive, imposing, yet
slightly dreary and certainly haunted
German block house was the scene
of some the most fantastic parties, (in)
famous exploits and epic hangovers in
Mess history, indeed, who can tell how
many QDG Officers “met” their future
wives for the first time in that wonderfully
appointed Captains Corridor. So many
bangs of the gong, so many memories,
Auf Weidersehn Dempsey, you will be
sadly missed.
As the year began, however, we had
much unfinished business in Germany.
The year began, as it usual does in
the snows of Europe, with the downhill
ski team putting in an excellent
performance in Verbier, its Captain, Lt
Ross Mckellar continuing onto the Army
Championships, only to be laid low by
a nasty knee injury. Those less able at
skiing were attending the annual Ball
der Offiziere in Vienna. Once again, the
QDG mess kit wowed the crowds and
none of the Officers pulled. Especially,
Lt Woolland, whose ex-girlfriend
appeared and clung, limpet like, to his
arm all evening sobbing, whilst he tried
to wibble her off. This was followed by
a Regimental Dinner Night, which was
celebrated in the usual style, although
alas no Daft Punk SPS tribute act was
available to swing the night away and
we had to settle for a decidedly average
German band.
Late February saw a visit and fireside
chat from the then CO des, a chance to
finally meet the man we expected to fast
rope down the building and throw a flash
bang in to the ante room and appear in
the smoke in gas mask. Disappointingly
he used the door. March saw the sad
departure of Colonel Will, who left us
for pastures new. The whole mess were
very sad to see he and Katie go, and we
wish them and the children all the best
in their new home. This change left a
period of inter regnum, before the arrival
of Colonel Dan in mid-April. The livers in

Hold your breath
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began now to understand the scale of
the task ahead. With the move now firmly
on the not too distant horizon, we began
to appraise the job of carefully packing
our precious mess silver, property and
paintings as well as clearing the building
ready for 1 Med Regt to take over in
mid-July. A further complicating factor
was the Summer Ball which was set for
the 13th June. This required us to play
a tricky game of packing most things
but not everything in case we needed it
for the ball. The long summer evenings
saw the young officers packing priceless
pictures and silver in their designated
ancient packing cases. It was heartening
to see from the labels, stickers and
stencils covering the boxes that our
labours had been shared by countless
generations of subalterns en route to
Wimbish, Osnabruck, and Catterick!
The card room, packed as it was by
the Mess’ assembled silver made for
quite a sight, with Lt Dumont sat in the
middle of the shining pile, like an ogre
with his hoard, wrapping each piece.
The profusion of readily available MFO
boxes also led to a series of challenges
for Lt Poppleton to punch his way out
of increasingly more fiendish cardboard
mazes. He would always emerge, just,
gasping for breath and bloodied but
alive! It also gave us the chance to find
out how many MFO boxes are required
to stop a spear gun fired at 1m range.
20 it turns out, science club at its best.
With the precious things packed, a
stream of lorries arrived marshalled ably
by Sgt Maj Ananins, to take every stick of
furniture. We were a sad bunch squatting
on packing cases, drinking beer from the
tin feeding the fire with bits of broken up
chair and unwanted desks.
Luckily we soon had something to
entertain ourselves with. The impending
Summer Ball, which being our last in
Germany had to be a good one, with
no expense or effort spared on the
decorations or preparations. Capt Martel
had the dubious honour of orchestrating
the chaos. The theme of Grimm’s Fairy
tales gave us all sorts of options, and

Lt Borecroft – certainly not a wizard

Capt Wiggins explores PAX insurance

Officers in the same order of dress – miracle

Capt Roberts brokering entry

Cpl Welfoot and Lt Poppleton bonding

Capt Martell sporting a very smart CROP Tie
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Two lovely people

the chance to mix Germanic weirdness
with a touch of irreverent mess humour.
Junior Officers were dispatched to
Hornbach and other local hardware
stores to collect hard to pronounce items
and vast quantities of paint. From the
Chaos emerged, remarkably, Poppleton
and Jackson’s 25 foot home made and
slightly wonky two tier tower complete
with Rapunzel blow up doll bought from
a local shop of dubious nature by regular
customer Lt Poppleton. The garden
steps became a castle gate house,
complete with portcullis, drawbridge
and fish filled moat. The Ante room was
transformed into the enchanted forest of
Little Red Riding hood and Snow White,
once again we scattered a hard to pick
up and easily spread about material on
the floor in the form of wood chippings.
The smell of rotting horse dung was overpowering and the wood chippings had to
be taken back outside to dry in the sun.
Entering the Marquee transported you
to Capt Robinson’s vision of Cinderella’s
ballroom,
complete
with
lovingly
constructed staircase, banners and
tables adorned with delicious homemade
ginger flavoured vodka.
As usual our guests, having travelled
from UK, had made a huge effort with
their costumes and descending for the
Mess steps into the garden was like
stepping onto the set of a low budget
medieval themed film. Princes rubbed
shoulders with grubby peasants, wolves
and huntsmen chatted amiably while
ravishing damsels sauntered with knights
in armour. The champagne was soon
flowing and guests toured the fantasy
world created by the livers in. The Tower
was a big hit, with its secret ‘chill-out
room’ in the base, where couples could
get away from the party for a little while,
normally about 3-4 minutes. It was soon
time to move through for supper, and
the chefs had produced an excellent
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The Japanese exchange officer at CAVMEM

An impenetrable cloud
of smoke soon filled the
marquee…
spread, platters groaning with a variety
of delicious meats were devoured in true
medieval fashion washed down with
Claret and more champagne. Following
supper it was time to hit the dance floor,
Lt Dumont had prepared an excellent
play list that was pumped out at high
volume from the new regimental disco
set up. Attached to the new Disco was
an excellent smoke generator, originally
designed for training firemen, which
was perhaps turned up a little high. An
impenetrable cloud of smoke soon filled
the marquee, sending guests either
spilling out into the night or running into
each other.

A Sqn Officers getting it done

Other chaos continued elsewhere,
Capt Martel performing a spectacular
flying head butt come dive through the
wall of Little Red Riding Hood’s house.
Unfortunately the house was occupied at
the time, and a rather sheepish looking
young lady left soon afterwards, pursued
by a furious looking Household Cavalry
Officer.
Behind the Marquee, Capt
Wiggins was discovered having a little
lie down, and was rude awoken from his
slumbers by a prolonged blast with the
fire hose. Capt Lough was meanwhile
sustaining a serious head wound
administered by a disgruntled former
employee of the QDG. Capt Roberts
would not go to bed. Several attempts
were made by the German police to have
the music turned off, these were dealt with
magnificently by the Duty Field Officer,
but eventually something had to give and
around 7am the plug was finally pulled.
Super cider Sunday was as fun as ever,
with the usual round of Pimms and

QDG OTC in action
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champagne to eliminate hangovers. This
Escalated into the usual blur and led to
the destruction of those decorations not
completely ruined the night before. The
Tower met its waterloo sometime in the
afternoon, those officers uninjured the
night before soon became casualties,
several including Capt Wiggins bleeding
from multiple places. At this point a
number of Potential Officers arrived from
Sandhurst. I doubt that the contrast
from the Military Academy and the Field
Army could have ever seemed bigger.
Once again the Mess had a great time,
and after a significant clean-up effort
it seemed that no lasting damage had
been done.
Now the end of our Germany experience
loomed large on the horizon and the
Mess staff and Livers in once again put
in late evenings preparing the Mess for
handover to the Medical Regiment.
Those reading this that have lived in the
Dempsey Mess will realise the level of
job it was to clear the Ball Prep room as
well as every other room in the Basement
and Attic of the accumulated detritus if
several generations of officers. We got
there in the end, and we were proud of
the excellent condition that the Mess
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was in for handover. We hope the Med
Regt enjoy it as much as we did.
Arriving in East Anglia was a shock for
many. Most had never visited Swanton
Morley, and had no idea of the scale of
both our new camp and the new mess
buildings. Most arrived on a glorious
summer day, seeing the camp at its
best, rolling green playing fields and big
blue Norfolk skies. The Mess is large,
big public rooms, a billiards room and
large TV Room and acres of corridor
swallowed our furniture and paintings
easily. However despite fears that there
would be gaps, some excellent work
by the PMC with Lt Dumont and some
of the boys meant that the Mess was
soon hung and the Mess’ collection
of artwork was looking at its glorious
best. Unpacking of furniture was mainly

Glad I didn’t wash this last year

We hope the Med Regt enjoy
it as much as we did.

Army – Marines – Whatever
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country house less Butlins canteen.
The kitchens produced some delicious
canapés, the champagne flowed and a
fantastic evening was had by all. Some
useful connections were certainly made
and hopefully the Regiment will feel the
benefit of these in the near future.

Just one bottle

CO in traditional German dress

accomplished by the Mess Sgt Maj and
his team and we are extremely grateful
for their help and hard work.

few new games were explored, including
the now legendary Robertson Barracks
Rabbit Warren Rumble.

Late summer and autumn saw the Mess
settling in to Norfolk. An average trip to
London of 3 ½ hours meant less lost
time during weekends, and encouraged
more visits from Girlfriends. Beaches
were explored, country shows visited
and pubs were extensively reconnoitred.
We have certainly landed on our feet in
this beautiful part of Britain, and have
been warmly welcomed by the local
community. Our first dinner night post
move was a gathering of the Regimental
Trustees who were keen to see our
new home and visited for 2 days. After
a round robin of stands and a shoot of
the 25m range the Mess hosted a dinner
night, which predictably, was excellent
fun. Lots of old stories emerged and a

In return for the hospitality extended to us
by the local community the Commanding
Officer and all the Officers hosted a
Drinks Party for a wide range of people
from all over Norfolk. 2Lt Jackson found
himself on duty the weekend before
hand with the Mess to decorate for
Christmas. Two trees of varying quality
were purchased but there was nothing
varying about the Christmas decorations
bought from Poundland, they were all
horrendous. The inflatable snow man
sat in the Mullens Cup surrounded by
fake snow and tinsel was too much for
the CO who ordered a rapid change of
decoration direction. Luckily George
and the Subbies rose to the challenge
and the Mess was soon looking more

Getting our money’s worth out of Mess
Sec, Capt Martel, before he leaves the
Army, this was swiftly followed by the
first Ladies Dinner Night in Norfolk. On
the Friday night the livers in and one or
two girlfriends visited Dereham for the
first time as a collective and brought
some Germanic style to the Strike
Bowling Alley, with some Lederhosen
Disco Bowling in true Paderborn fashion.
Saturday saw the rest of our guests join
us and there was the usual excitement
before the party. With the silver and
pictures on a long table in the new dining
room, the Mess looked at its very best
for supper, followed of course by much
dancing and other fun into the wee small
hours. Thanks to Hans for organising his
own leaving party!
It has been a turbulent year for the
Mess, with the return from Herrick, the
regimental move and settling in to a new
camp and country. We are extremely
pleased with our new home and are
looking forward to enjoying many happy
years in Norfolk.
DMW

Warrant Officers’ and Sergeants’ Mess
2015 was always going to be a busy
year for the Regiment, achieving both
the conversion to Light Cavalry and a
Regimental move to Robinson Barracks
Swanton Morley. Despite the Regiment
being so busy the Warrant Officer’s and
Sergeants’ Mess managed to host a
number of functions.
The first event held in the mess was
a charity auction organised by WO2
“Butch” Davies on the 14 February,
the night of Wales V England in the six
nations. A total of €2864 was raised
by auctioning Welsh rugby kit to mess
members and guests. The money raised
on the night went towards WO2 Davies

A total of €2864 was raised
by auctioning Welsh rugby
kit to mess members
and guests.
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London Marathon where he raised a total
of £3600 for Army Benevolent Fund.
Following this the Mess had a number
of farewells to say to Regimental
personalities and mess members. The
first of these was a send-off for Lt Col W
Davies MBE as he approached the end
of his time as the commanding Officer.
Fitting with tradition the PMC and Mess
Manager organised a Regimental dinner
in order to give Lt Col W Davies MBE
the send-off he deserved. A superb
5 course meal coupled with copious
amounts of wine on the tables ensured
that all who attended had a thoroughly
enjoyable evening. Lt Col W Davies MBE
presented the mess with a very large
solid wooden carving of the Regimental
TRF. We wish him and his family all the
best in the future.

Lt Col W Davies’
presentation –
some wood

It was also time to say farewell to WO1
Jason Wilcox after completing 22
Years’ service, Jason travelled over
to Germany for his dine out on 12 Feb
which was a night full of laughter and
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The strained face of a man holding
it in….Sheep – Jugs whatever

Hair was hard to come by

story swapping. A curry buffet and lots of
drinking was followed by the speeches
and presentations. In May WO1 (ASM)
Nathan Lawrence was also dined out of
the mess in similar fashion after boarding
on the commissioning board. Nathan
was never seen out of his QDG hoodie
so it was fitting that the dress code for
the night was in fact, hoodies. The Mess
wishes them all the best and good luck.
The Mess then took its socialising on tour
as it was time for the Combined Cavalry
Memorial weekend. With the Regimental
move in full swing it was decided by
the RSM that all Warrant Officers would
attend and all other SNCO would be
encouraged to attend. WO2 O’Connor
was tasked with organising the transport
and accommodation; he did not
disappoint with luxury accommodation
in Putney Bridge TA Centre, 12 men to
a room and cot beds for all. After a full
days travelling from Germany on the
Friday we arrived at Putney around 6
a clock, a quick shower and everyone
went out for a well-deserved beer. With
sore heads we all went to Chelsea
on Saturday morning to support the
Regimental Football team in the Cavalry
Cup final. Sadly the team lost to the Light
Dragoons (which was no surprise) but
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A curry buffet and lots
of drinking was followed
by the speeches and
presentations.
the boys did everyone proud putting in a
solid performance. Following the game,
the afternoon was spent in the company
of QDG Officers and Light Dragoons at
the Chelsea Potter pub. On the Sunday
it was time to make our way to Hyde
Park for the Combined Cavalry Memorial
Parade. Safe to say any sore heads
from Saturday morning had not been
cured by Saturday evening’s antics but
nothing a full English breakfast wouldn’t
sort out. We all donned our dark suits,
regimental ties and left Putney TA centre
and headed straight for the local greasy
café before catching the train to Hyde
Park. Upon arrival, we met with past and
present QDG and exchanged stories
from the night before and caught up with
old friends before the start of the parade.
During the parade, SSgt Smith laid
the Wreath on behalf of the Regiment.
Following the events at Hyde Park, most
people returned to Putney and enjoyed a

few quiet beers before the journey back
to Germany on the Monday. A great
weekend was had by all.
The weekend of 15th to 17th of May saw
the Regiment bid Farewell to Germany.
The Regimental Comrades’ Association
(RCA) travelled from the UK to join the
Regiment and share in the weekend.
The mess hosted the RCA throughout
the weekend, a daunting task for Sgt
Davies the Mess Manager, who had the
difficult job of making sure that the bar
was always fully stocked and they were
fully fed. WO2 JW Davies had the task
of getting the RCA to the right place at
the right time throughout the weekend, a
challenging ask trying to get 50 civilians
onto a bus at 0830hrs after a night on
the beer. After the Parade on Saturday
morning the RCA were taken to Detmold
by SSgt Thurston and Sgt Hughes 282
to visit old haunts. On their return to
Dempsey Barracks it was time for the all
ranks party to start. The music was too
loud for some of the RCA so they went
over to the mess bar. The all ranks party
was closed at 2300hrs all SNCO’s and
Officers’ escorted the RCA to the mess
bar where the night went on till early
hours of the morning. The weekend
came to an end with a full English

It was better in our day
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Tigers – loaned from the PWRR

I had nothing to do with this party
but I’ll take credit for it

WO2 and Mrs Davies

breakfast on Sunday morning before the
RCA climbed aboard the coach for their
dreaded journey back to Cardiff.
A week later 23 May, all QDG Officers’
and SNCO’s were all back in the mess
dressed in suits and Regimental ties
ready to host the Schutzen. The evening
started with a couple of drinks before the
presentations from LT Col Duff and WO1
(RSM) Gallacher. After the formalities the
QDG’s and guests alike set about the
task of diminishing the bar stocks before
the move back to the UK, the evening
was a great success on all counts.
After the Schutzen night the mess was
closed in preparation for the move to
Swanton Morley. Mess Manager Sgt
Davies started the meticulous task of
packing up all mess property to ensure
its safe arrival in Robertson Barracks.
The mess re-opened in Swanton Morley
in September ready for the Rugby World
Cup. On behalf of all mess members
I would like to say a huge thank you
to Sgt Davies 067 for all his hard work
managing the mess over what has been
a busy year.
The 200th Anniversary of the Battle
of Waterloo was celebrated on the 04
September in Cardiff City Hall. It was a
great honour and privilege for all SNCO’s
to celebrate such a special occasion in

The evening was a trip down
the yellow brick road with a
pantomime theme.
the Regiments History. A big thanks must
go to SSgt Ananins and Sgt Davies 067
for all their hard work in the preparation
and running of the event, which saw all
serving QDG Officers, Warrant Officers
and Sergeants host a large number of
distinguished guests.
Back in Swanton Morley and the mess
hosted a family Sunday lunch after the
Remembrance Service at the local
church. The chefs laid on some excellent
food and all who attended enjoyed the
afternoon.
With the year drawing to close the Mess
kicked off the Regimental silly season
with our first Christmas function in our
new home. The evening was a trip down
the yellow brick road with a pantomime
theme. The mess was decorated with
hundreds of fairy lights and props set the
scene for a magical night. The food was
exquisite; a combination of a hot and cold
food from lobster to steak and an array of
delicious desserts. The entertainment for

Dinger Bill in all her/ his glory

the evening was ‘Ray Guns Look Real
Enough’ a singing comedy duo which
kept us all in fits of laughter! Before the
disco started, the prize draw took place.
The evening continued into the early
hours, some as ‘late’ as 0630hrs.
Despite being such a busy year for the
Mess and Regiment we have managed
to enjoy some excellent functions and
Mess events, thanks again to all those
whose hard work made this possible.
Now back and settled in Swanton Morley
we look forward to the next year.
JWD

Corporals’ Mess
It has been a busy time for the corporal’s
mess moving over from Dempsey
Barracks to our new home in Norfolk. Prior
to the move the mess had the privilege of
dining in the Commanding Officer Lt Col
Duff and all had a good night.
On arriving to our new home in Swanton
Morley it came apparent that our new
mess would need a lot of work doing
to it. Most of which has now been
completed ready for the Christmas party
with a special thanks going to LCpl Miles
Davies (Chunk) Cpl Scott Halpin and
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newly Promoted LCpl Gale who all spent
days in there getting it ready to open on
remembrance Sunday for a curry lunch.
On the 11th of December the mess held
its first function Christmas in New York
organised by the Cpls mess committee
the night was a great success it was
also a joy to see some of the JNCO’S
away on ERE making an appearance Cpl
Nicky Maunder who travelled up from
Bovington and left with nearly everything.
A Big thanks to all those involved in
organising the evening and special

Cpl Young with Mrs Young
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thanks must go to Cpl Dave Watson who
organised the prize draw.
Christmas day in the regiment saw
the Troopers keeping up tradition and
singing a Christmas carol to the Mess
and (despite the quality of the carol)
being invited in to celebrate Christmas
and enjoy a few beers and a few games
organised by Cpl Casey .
The mess is now open on Tuesdays Friday
and Saturday nights for the JNCO’s to let
off a bit off steam. We look forward to
2016 where the new committee has lots
planned for the mess to enjoy

Tweedle dumb and tweedle dee

Cpl Halpin looking tall for once

Ex CAMBRIAN PATROL, Ex JERBOA PATROL
Exercise JERBOA PATROL is a
Dismounted Patrol which offers 7
X Bde OPCOM units the chance to
demonstrate their military skills in an
organised format, whilst simultaneously
testing and assessing their teams prior to
the Cambrian Patrol. Jerboa Patrol is run
over the Peak district. The competition
is patrol based and aims to test MATT
level military skills, robustness, navigation
and leadership within the small team
construct.
Exercise CAMBRIAN PATROL is a
Dismounted Patrol Competition held
every year in and around the Sennybrige
Training area in Wales. This event is
one of the toughest tests of military
ability considering the harsh terrain and
climate. The teams cover 65 km, cross
country over 48 hours carrying Bergan’s
up to 40kg. But the physical aspect is
merely the setting for the test of military
skills which include weapon recognition,

This year more than 120
teams from around the globe
entered…
first aid, tactical river crossing and report
writing. This year more than 120 teams
from around the globe entered, with
teams from Canada, Ireland, Netherlands
and Pakistan. Out of the 120 teams that
entered 35 did not finish.
During the busy schedule of the regiment,
OC A Sqn Maj Garland, had managed to
put time aside to allow the training of a
small team of volunteers, most with a
past experience of Cambrian Patrol. The
Squad was made up mostly from A Sqn
and was led by Sgt Blackburn, using
his and the teams past Cambrian Patrol

One of many Sgt Davies’

The Commanding Officer offering advice
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also with help mustering the kit for both
patrols from Cpl Helpin. Also with the
return of CBRN being thrown in the mix,
Sgt Speight delivered some well needed
but fun CBRN training. Thanks to all who
took time to support and facilitate the
teams training.

First or last…?

experiences they made and produced a
fairly testing training package. Time was
set aside to come up with a working plan
to train both body and mind around the
regimental dairy and with mostly training
in camp. The focus was on refreshing
some basic soldering skills and also
other skills required for the exercise.
During the build-up, the team carried out
its own PT, carrying weight starting from
just wedding with 10kg and over the
days and weeks working up to webbing
and Bergan’s with a combined weight of
45-50kg. The skills training started with
classroom presentations to exercising
the skills in the field. The team received
great support with help from RSM
Gallacher which some of you may know
has vast knowledge of river crossing skills
after many Cambrian Patrols and being
in the jungle a couple of times, (in case
you didn’t know), Sgt Beal, Sgt Ruddy,
Cpl Comley , good comms training from
WO2 Worsley and SSgt Bowden and

The team had everything in order and
on the 2nd of October 2015 set off and
arrived at Jerboa Patrol (Totley Camp)
With being the first team to arrive they
quickly checked in, with a final kick
check and brief and with there being no
accommodation at Totley Camp were
in their sleeping bags and under the
stars before the Competition began.
The morning of the 3rd the team had an
early start and moved to the first stand, a
section attack lane. A quick Battle picture
from the DS and the team moved straight
in to action. With the well-rehearsed plan
the team got through the stand with ease,
and after a hot debrief were directed to
move on to the next stand. Moving from
the first to second stand the team came
into trouble when Sgt Blackburn went
over on his knee, as this was very early
on in the patrol he forced himself to get
the team to the second stand where he
could seek the advice of the medics and
handover to his 2i/c Cpl Smith. At stand
2, Sgt Blackburn was told he may have
ripped or pulled a muscle in his knee and
was not able to carry on the patrol. Cpl
Smith jumped straight in to the Patrol
leaders spot and L/Cpl Tunner happily
took on the 2i/c’s role and with time
now against them they cracked with no
trouble or fuss. Moving over the hard and
testing ground that the Peak district has
to offer the team found themselves being
pushed to their limits but at every stand
arrived with a smile and a willingness to

…the team found
themselves being pushed to
their limits…
do their best, something mentioned in
the final debrief by the DS. Despite Tpr
Rolands at one stage asking him and the
rest of the team why did we sign up to do
this? But again after a quick boost from
Tpr Critchlow’s never ending moral bag
he cracked on with a smile on his face.
The team’s final stand was a tactical river
crossing, where CO QDG, Col Duff had
arranged to sit off and watch the team.
It was a welcome surprise that Col Duff
was on the other side to greet them and
gave the team the final willingness to get
to the end. Unfortunately after sustaining
an injury and losing a team member the
team did not come in to the top three.
However this only served to spur the
team on for the Cambrian Patrol which
was to follow.
Exercise CAMBRIAN PATROL
On Monday the 12th of October the new
team Leader for the Cambrian Patrol had
to be put in place and Sgt Davies C Sqn,
Stepped up with keenness and a great
aptitude that would get the team round
the extremely harsh terrain of Sennybrige
and Brecon.
The team was back on track with Sgt
Beal and Sgt Blackburn now moving in
to the team manger role. The Team had a
couple of days to get everything in order
before moving to Cardiff and settling in

Cpl Comley’s bergan
inspection didn’t go to plan
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to Maindy Brks HQ of QDG to conduct
QDG fashion he was adamant to carry
final training and get in the mind set of
on but after inspection Sgt Davies made
what they as a body of men, were about
the call to have Tpr Williams taken out
to face. It goes without saying that as the
of the Competition. With the team now
team was placed in Cardiff and the Rugby
at 7 and with the knowledge that they
world cup was taking place, The team
we’re out of the running for a medal they,
were allowed to enjoy a couple of early
unlike most teams in their position, that
evenings watching rugby and letting their
would and did pull out of the competition
minds relax. At last minute Cpl Smith had
entirely, worked together as a team and
a phone call to say his wife was in labour
worked through the stands. However
and without no hesitation Cpl Comley
as the team moved to the CTR stand,
that had already
which we all know
pre-warned
the
the team would
team if this might
of done extremely
happen, was fired
well at, the DS
in to action the
The whole team dug deep
moved them on to
night before was
the next and this
and have set the standard
there and ready to
could have been
for next year…
go. So now on the
the deciding factor
18th of October
in the teams result.
it was game day
The final attack
for them. With an early morning call
hit Cellini village at 0900hrs morning of
From Sgt Beal and Sgt Blackburn they
the 20th with the RSM and CO QDG in
were load up on the minibuses and on
over watch of that and the final gruelling
the way to EXCON Cambrian patrol.
debrief. The relief hit the patrol when
The team set of at 0800 hrs Sunday
they were directed to a car park were
the 18th of October, moving straight in
both Sgt Beal and Sgt Blackburn were
to a kit check, then a comms stand and
waiting with cans of coke and mars bars.
receiving full marks for both, moved out
With some final words from Col Duff and
on to embrace the elements and battle
RSM Gallacher, they mounted up and
through the mountainous terrain.
moved on to the awards area, where
they proudly received their certificates of
The eight man team commanded by Sgt
merit.
Davies had to conduct various stands
along the route, all was going extremely
The team performed extremely well and
well with the team moving fast across the
were unfortunately ruled out of a medal
route and passing many teams, a very
after sustaining a casualty and not being
promising start until injury struck again
given chance to conduct the CTR stand.
as Tpr Williams 488, moving over wet,
The whole team dug deep and have set
rocky ground misplaced his foot and fell
the standard for next year where many
forward on to his front and with the full
of this year’s team have already put
weight of his weapon, himself and his
themselves forward to go at it again. All
Bergen crushed his right hand. In true
the team have shown how a recce soldier
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Patches optional

should conduct themselves, where, it be
to step up to the task at a minutes notice
or to fight through when the going gets
tough and have the will to succeed no
matter the outcome.
The Cambrian Patrol Team
Sgt Davies 284
Cpl Comley
L/Cpl Tunner
Tpr Critchlow
Tpr Johns
Tpr Rolands
Tpr Sims
Tpr Williams 488

DB

Mullens Cup
In a year with so much upheaval and
volatility, Mullens Cup was never going
to be able to take the format that has
been used for the last few years. The
Troops as a body of men had spent very
little time together, and the Regiment
was still finding its feet in our new home
of Swanton Morley. This did however,
provide an ideal opportunity to create a
Mullens Cup loosely based on a march
and shoot. The concept was that each
troop of twelve would go the same
designated route that would have a
variety of stands spread along it. Each
stand would be different and would be
scored separately. Once the final team
had gone through, the stand directing
staff would rank the eleven teams in
order, with those rankings being added
together with the other stands results
to give the final positions. Each stand
therefore had an equal weighting.
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Robertson Barracks is almost tailor
made for such an event. The back area
has a perimeter track which is roughly
2.5 miles long and has four woodblocks
spread around it, while the camp has
its own obstacle course and 25m firing
range. The event started at the northern
gate onto the back area with a kit check
by SSM Watson. The kit list had been
issued a week before, so it was to be
a test to see whether the Troops could
follow simple instructions as well as
making sure that they actually thought

This did however, provide an
ideal opportunity to create a
Mullens Cup loosely based
on a march and shoot.
The transition to MTP was difficult for some
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B Sqn practising for Ex…looking for SHQ

Ketchup was Cpl Welfoot’s favourite

about the serviceability of what they were
packing. As you would expect it was a
stand where most people scored well
so every incorrect or missing item could
have cost the teams a position. Not
having oil in the oil bottle or gas in the jet
boil was not going to fly.

and two 20kg burdens was enough to
try the fittest men and enough to weary
minds that needed to remain sharp. No
sooner was the stretcher down than the
Troop was into a vehicle recovery stand.
With the prospect of the obstacle course
immediately afterwards a recovery was
needed however the LAD made sure this
was not an option. Sledgehammers were
used to hammer in the numerous pins
that made up the ground anchor while
some of the Troop was required to show
off their new found expertise on Jackal.

After everything was packed away again
the stop watch was started. The total
time spent between stands was an event
that was also scored so it was best foot
forward. Along the route there was a
command task stand, then a CIS stand
that required knowledge of HF radios.
The med stand saw the troops split in
three. Two were to take a written test,
two to conduct CPR for 20 minutes and
the rest to deal with a mass casualty
situation. How Tpr Bernard was able to
keep up the level of wailing his character
was committed to, for the entire day,
no one will ever know. After a mass
casualty situation it was only right to
have a CASEVAC. 80kg on the stretcher

The obstacle course saw
some tired bodies throw
themselves at it.

The obstacle course saw some tired
bodies throw themselves at it. With the
extra weight and the tired arms it took
a few people a couple of attempts at
the rope swing. The repetitive thud and
resulting curses were enough to bring
smiles to those observing. The end was
in sight though with the 25m range at the
end of the course and it being the venue
for the final event. Both rifle and pistol
was used, with more points awarded
for smaller and more deadly areas of the
Figure targets that were used.
Each team was only out for between
two and a half and three hours, however
they certainly felt like they had earned
their supper. With the final results in
it was time for the presentation of the
cup. 7X Commander, Brigadier Jonny

The only good photo of Lt McKecknie

The REME always did love a face full

Bourne OBE had that day returned from
a Sierra Leone recce with our CO so he
was on hand to award the winners of this
prestigious event with the cup. B Sqn 1st
Troop was deserved winners of the cup,
beating second place B Sqn 2nd troop
by a comfortable margin.
HB

N

Heads up everywhere
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There’s more inside
than you might
think...

With membership starting at just £30 for
Young Officers, and excellent rates available for
all Serving Officers, there has never been a better
time to step inside London’s best located Club.

Situated two minutes walk from Piccadilly,
the Club has bedrooms from just £80, a sunny
courtyard, excellent gym facilities, squash court, a
blissful swimming pool, sauna, jacuzzi, friendly bars,
fine dining as well as a brasserie menu in ‘The Goat’.

No. 4 St James’s Square London SW1Y 4JU Tel: 020 7827 5757
www.theinandout.co.uk
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Farewell to Germany
The regiment have been resident in
Germany since 2003 and we’ve left
Germany before without really marking
the occasion so what made this time
any different? Well this time we would be
leaving Germany with the view that we
would never return, the Army 2020 plan
sees all troops out of Germany before
2018. It was decided last year that we
needed to mark the occasion with a formal
parade which would draw a line under
our time in Germany and allow us to say
‘Thank you” to those who have supported
us during our time in Sennelager. As most
of you will know the regiment has spent
much of the last 60 years in Germany with
spells in Wolfenbuttel, Detmold, Hohne
and Osnabruck as well as Sennelager,
not to mention time in Berlin, so for us to
leave without marking the occasion would
be a travesty.
The plan was to invite the RCA and make
the weekend one to be remembered.
Those who travelled across from the UK
are of course be commended for their
commitment, many of whom came by
coach and as we all know that is not
a journey for the faint hearted. Shortly
after arrival and a quick bite to eat in
the WOs’ & Sgts’ Mess it was up to the
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sports pitches to watch the Regiment
play QRH at Rugby and to see some of
the kit and equipment we use in our new
Light Cavalry role. Needless to say we
won the Rugby quite convincingly and
it is safe to say the RCA and serving
regiment made a start on the beers. The
day rolled nicely into the night and stories
were swapped in the WOs’ & Sgts’ Mess
until the wee hours, Sammy Pritchard
and Martin Ruscoe even stayed awake
for some of it!
The following morning saw the regiment
say goodbye in typical British Army
fashion with a parade in Dempsey
Barracks in front of local dignitaries and
our families. Notably the RCA formed a
division of men who were then the final
ones to leave the square with a poignant
march past. Brigadier Georgie Powell
leading the contingent and Col Basher

The following morning saw
the regiment say goodbye
in typical British Army
fashion…
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making sure everyone was in step. Some
would say the RCA were the smartest on
the day, either way it was a joy to see
them on parade with heads held high
proving you’re never too old to ‘get on
the heel’ with your ‘neck in the back of
the collar’ etc etc. We leave continental
Europe with our heads held high after
being awarded the Fahnenband, one of
the highest military honours Germany
can bestow on allied forces. Michael
Dreier, the burgermeister of Paderborn
also thanked the regiment for its work in
the community and wished us luck for
the future.
Joining us on parade were the Band
and Bugles of The Rifles who provided a
stirring accompaniment to proceedings.
Whilst we would never criticise the
musical accompaniment we have for
any official parade the occasion would
have been so much nicer if we still had
our own band, which sadly is long since
gone…but not forgotten.
The day didn’t end after
small lull in proceedings
of the RCA to take to
visit Detmold and other
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…one of the highest military
honours Germany can
bestow on allied forces.
Sennelager. It wouldn’t be a proper RCA
visit if they didn’t try out a few of the local
German hostelries, nobody was arrested
and everyone made it back for the all
ranks party being held in the NAAFI bar
on camp. The decision to open some
of the Sqn bars once again proved a hit
with the RCA, yet again proving it doesn’t
matter when you leave you still hold
an affiliation to a particular Sqn, even
though we all know A Sqn are the best
one (author and editor bias naturally).
The parade and social activities of the
weekend seemed a fitting tribute to our
time in Germany. Although as we close
the chapter of our history there it doesn’t
mean the end, it merely means we open
a fresh chapter in Norfolk our new home
for some years to come.
TRJ
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Waterloo 200
When I was first told I would be taking
over as the Regimental Sergeant Major,
I was filled with a number of emotions;
immense pride, excitement and drive
mixed with dread, apprehension and
panic when I realised that the 200th
Anniversary of the Regiments Main battle
honour Waterloo, would occur during
my tenure. However the Commanding
Officer soon relieved some of that
obvious pressure by telling me he would
be appointing an OC Waterloo, thankfully
I would have someone to share the
blame with should it all go terribly
wrong. The planning started in earnest
in November 14 in preparation for the
dinner, which was initially going to be
held on the original date of 18th June
2015. However unfortunately due to the
unit move back from Germany and one
or two other external influences, we had
to delay the dinner until 4th Sept 15. This
was music to the planning team’s ears;
we now had a couple of extra months to
get this right.
The decision was made to host the
dinner at the Regiments spiritual home
of Cardiff. City Hall was the chosen
venue and this laid the foundations for
the rest of the planning. Of course Maj

To this day no one knows who did it

The Regiment hears that the
RSM is to commission
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The decision was made
to host the dinner at the
Regiments spiritual
home of Cardiff.
Stavely my co-conspirator spotted an
opportunity to carry out a recce and a
series of Friday recces were entered
onto the Regimental FOE. Apparently
Fridays were the only days suitable
for the city hall representatives, it had
absolutely nothing to do with socialising
in Cardiff on a Friday night, plus we were
both dry throughout all of the planning.
After a few well-chosen recce dates and
a belly full of chicken of the bone from
the infamous Caroline street, things
were falling into place. We had secured
help from a few movers and shakers
from within the wider Regimental family,
the likes of Lt Colonel “Basher” Brace
MBE BEM, Colonel Alan Richmond
OBE, Colonel Christopher MacKenzieBeevor CBE, Jonathon Beatson-Hird,
Peter Wisher, Adrian Bridge and Alan
Montague-Dennis all proving invaluable
in ensuring this evening was going to be

Wobble

Gob

a special one within the history of this
fine Regiment. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank those individuals
for their support, I and Maj Staveley
were overwhelmed with how everyone
involved went the extra mile, ranging
from the meticulous detailed involved in
procuring personalised replica medals,
as a momentum of the evening for all that
attended to the personalised port bottles,
it all made for a very special evening. I
personally would like to thank Lt Colonel
Brace the Regimental Secretary who was
not just instrumental in the planning from
an early stage but was my go to man in
regards to Regimental history and the
RCA. The footprint in Wales was without
doubt helpful and his contacts within the
city ensured that our 5 hours’ drive from
Norfolk were never a waste of time.
On the 4th September the day had
arrived, nothing further could have been
done and I and Maj Staveley now relied
on the Mess managers SSgt “Scouse”
Ananins and Sgt “Sonic” Davies to set up
and deliver our plan, also the PMC WO2
“Rob” Jones HQ SSM to ensure that the
photograph was set up correctly, which
they all did with great success. The
VIPs arrived along with the RCA and on

Reminiscing about their time in the ‘trees’

A real life sized arm and Capt Mansel
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completion of the Beating Retreat; the
cat herding began.
The Colonel of the Regiment, drummed
into the planning team the importance
of setting the conditions for the night by
successfully hosting VIPs and guests in a
manner of which only the Cavalry could
do from the minute they arrived. Serial
1 was a success and everything flowed
well as a result. Considering the dinner
was to be held outside the regimental
wire and on public display at times,
we kept to tradition as best we could.

Unfortunately the Mess rugby was cut
for obvious reasons, like passing the
sun test, but all the various readings of
the battle and the regimental marches
followed tradition and the evening was
as traditional as the previous 200 years
but with a little extra panache to mark the
anniversary.
The event was a huge success from
a Regimental perspective and the
list of VIP guests ranging from the
Secretary of State for Wales to GOC 1
UK Div, ensured that we had effectively

59

re-established ourselves in our Spiritual
home and indeed made some friends in
the process. W200 was a great success
and that was down not just the detailed
planning and execution but also down
to all the Regimental personalities,
serving and past members that ensured
everyone left the venue nothing short of
delighted and in no doubt about how
special this Regiment is. Pro Rege et
Patria.
RG

Ex CASSINO EAGLE
The Regimental Battle field tour to Monte
Cassino began early. Very early. While the
rest of the Regiment slept peacefully the
party of assorted officers, seniors and
one slightly confused subaltern gathered
on the parade square on Dempsey
Barracks to board their luxury red bus
and made their way to the airport. Many
hours later, having battled through the
chaos of Italy’s busiest airport, we met
up with our guide and battle expert, the
redoubtable Lt Col Frank de Planta as
well as two of our RY colleagues who
had been encouraged by an unnamed
source to make the journey from London

to enjoy a week of Italian sunshine. Once
all assembled and mounted up on our
trusty mini buses we made our way to
the town of Cassino and to our first stand
of the tour.
The 1st stand of the tour saw us stood
in the shadow of the Monastery where
upon Frank set scene and explained
the layout of the Allied forces prior to
the four battles of Cassino that took
place from January 1943 to May 1944.
It was here that we learned about one of
Franks favourite historical figures Lt Gen
Mark Wayne Clarke, the man who lead

the Fifth Army and who had been given
the task of advancing his force north in
order to break through to the German
defensive lines that lay between the
Allies and Rome. From there we made
the short but slightly precarious journey
through the tale tail signs of Italian twilight
littering to the final stand of the day which
brought us to the sight of the Rapido
River crossing. It was at this point that the
educational side of the tour really began
as Frank described the plight of the
141 Inf Reg as they attempted to cross
the river in full view of the entrenched
German defences. A bitter fight had

It was at this point that the
educational side of the tour
really began…

A memorial
to the fallen
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Monte Cassino in the background and a tall tree

ensued seeing much of the 141st killed
as they attempted to advance down the
forward slope towards the river. Once
again Frank took great care to highlight
Lt Gen Clark’s role in these events and
strangely enough it became clear that
Frank wasn’t as enamoured by Clark
as we had previously thought. With the
first day drawing to a close and the
impending comfort of the hotel looming,
we headed to back for a refreshing beer
and the first round of Worsley watch of
the tour.

The Commanding Officer in Monte Cassino

The next day thankfully did not start as
early as the first however Frank was
running a tight ship so by the crack of
0730 all the group were in the buses
and headed to the first stand of the day
at Maiano on the Garigliano. The stand
itself showed where the King’s Dragoon
Guards had made their first input to the
fighting since landing in Naples. It was

pleasing to hear Franks description of
the KDG’s activities during this stage of
the war as he set the scene and pointed
out the various reconnaissance actions
that the Regiment under took in the valley
during the build-up to X Corps crossing of
the Garigliano to take the Austene valley.
As a retired infantier, Frank seemed to be
rather impressed that as well as fulfilling
their reconnaissance role, the KDG
also worked as an infantry unit harrying
the Germans in what were termed as
“Chinese attacks” throughout their time
on Maiano. They also managed to have
a superb time over their short Christmas
reprieve once they had been relieved and
managed to eat heartily and drink heavily
demonstrating a good level of Cav like
behaviour.
From that point we moved on to visit
Monte Damiano and the Minturo Ridge,
the sites were 56 Br Inf Div and 46 Br Inf

YMCA outing
on a hill
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Luckily Maj Jones’ head was almost out of shot

A German OP onto the low ground and the RAO’s tight T-Shirt

Discussing caravans

Suntan was required for the
remainder of the week

Div had tried to capture and hold Monte
Damiano itself and where the 5 Br Inf Div
had attempted to break over the Minturo
Ridge and take the Liri Valley behind the
Gustav line of German defences. All of
these offensives were really put into
perspective by the visit to the Minturno
CWGC Cemetery. After a short service
lead by the RSM, small remembrance
crosses were laid at the graves of the
KDG soldiers who had lost their lives
during this period of the war and while
the Italian sun lit up the beautifully
maintained white stone graves, we spent
a while walking down the rows and
contemplating the sheer number of lives
lost during this brutal campaign. With
our act of remembrance concluded, our
thoughts turned to more cheerful matters
namely the beach, and after much
persuading Frank finally agreed to take
us to the coast. The group was excited
and as we jumped in the buses there was
much talk of beachside bars and cold
beers. On arrival however we realised
that Franks idea of a beach trip wasn’t
quite the same as ours. Picking our way
through the various flotsam and jetsam
adorning the so called “beach”, we were
a million miles away from the Riviera style
beach bars we had been fantasising
about earlier and decided a hasty retreat
and an ice cream were in order and thus
we left Italy’s finest beach and headed
inland in search of refreshments.

ridges from San Michele and Caira. We
then climbed Monastery Hill to see firsthand the huge advantage this position
gave over the surrounding area. From
there, it was off to Snakeshead Ridge to
study the ground where the 34 US Inf Div
fought during the 1st battle and where 4
Inf Div fought in the second battle and
where the 78 BR Inf Div fought in the
third battle and finally II Corps fought in
the fourth and final battle. Needless to
say the group were ready to put their feet
up after this marathon day of battle field
study and thus the beers in the hotel at
the end of the day were gladly received.

Having found a café and after tucking
into our delicious packed lunches, we
moved on towards the final stands
of the day starting with a visit to the
Hove Dump supply route and then the
Cavendish road both of which were vital
to the re-supply of allied troops on the
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The third day of Exercise Cassino Eagle
was equally as busy as the previous
two and saw the group climbing more
hills, giving everyone a chance to sweat
out the previous night’s impurities
amongst other things. Perhaps the most
memorable stand of the day was the
visit to the Polish Cemetery. The long
walkway to the graves set on the side of
a hill close to the Monestery at Cassino
itself with pillars flanked by powerful yet
grim stone eagles stood as yet another
stark reminder of the human sacrifice
associated with the Second World War.
This was also illustrated by the tank
memorial at the next stand which had
been placed on the sight of the tank

Needless to say the group
were ready to put their feet
up after this marathon
day…

battle that took place on 19th March 44
on the Cavendish road.
After the memorials we headed up hill to
Monte Camino Monastery to study the
German position that stopped 201 Gds
Bde from breaking the Bernhardt line. It
was on this climb that Capt Wiggins took
it upon himself to remind the group that he
lives in the countryside by rescuing a calf
that had been separated from its mother.
While most of us were impressed by his
commitment, the CO made the accurate
point that he would be covered in tics
come days end. From there we moved
to Rocca d’Evandro and Frank talked us
through the assault across the Garigliano
and the KDG’s support of this effort by
the 128 Inf Bde. By this point it had
become clear that Frank’s scepticism
of Mark Wayne Clark’s decision making
and leadership had given way to more
negative assertions about his character.
At one point during a speech on the
subject, Frank nearly lost his temper with
Mark Wayne Clark however he managed
to regain control of his passion as we left
Galluccio and headed to the Monastery
where we were finally able to see inside
the famous building that we had observed
from various different angles all week.
After wondering through the beautifully
restored chapel and grounds, it was hard
to believe that it had been bombed at all.
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The Commanding Officer’s
fitness regime in full force

Maj Jones accompanied by his friends

Having concluded the day’s stands we
headed back to the hotel to brush up for
dinner in a restaurant run by Italy’s only
Cockney waitress.
The final day of the tour began in much
the same fashion as the last three. An
early rise followed by a road move to the
first of the days stands and then on to
the final Cemetery on the tour itinerary,

20% off

the Cassino CWGC Cemetery. Here
we once again paid tribute to the fallen
members of the Kings Dragoon Guards
who had served during this period of
the war by once again laying crosses at
their graves. This provided a fitting final
act of remembrance to round off what
had been an interesting and in many
ways enlightening battle field tour. This
is a stage of the Second World War that

home &
contents

is over shadowed somewhat by other
major stages of the war however, a more
detailed look at what happened will reveal
the terrible sacrifice that took place and
that Cassino should be remembered as
such.
HF
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Sport
Exercise White Knight 2015/16
Eight Members of the Regiment attended
the Royal Armoured Corps (RAC) and
Army Air Corps ski championship
in Verbier this winter. The level of
experience ranged from highly skilled (Lt
Fraser) to the determined but unsteady
(Tpr Hugo). Many of the team had arrived
back from playing COEFOR in BATUK
and the heat of Kenya only 48 hrs earlier,
tanned and weary. With the character for
which the Regiment is known they threw
themselves (quite literally in some cases)
into the next challenge.
Verbier is a stunning resort and when we
arrived on the morning of 1st December
it was carpeted in a thick layer of fresh
snow, much to everyone’s excitement.
As it turned out, it would not snow again
until January… this had the benefit of
forcing all the ski instructors on the
pisted slope and honing race technique,
with few detours into the unkempt snow
possible after the first week. Sadly, the
lack of snow during December ultimately
led to the cancelation of the Super G and
Downhill events, the fastest and most
daring races favoured by the slightly less
skilled but correspondingly brave skier in
which our team specialised.
QDG presented a competitive all-round
team this year with Capt Paine and 2Lt
Carter separated on three races, over

two runs of the course, by less than 0.2
seconds. From the first race of the season
to the last all QDGs improved their ranking
consistently and showed that after last
years’ stellar performance there was also
skill in depth for QDG skiers.
Christmas and New Years in Switzerland
were enjoyed in the traditional Verbier
manner: expensively but unforgettable,
with several Mess members making it out
for a few days here and there to support
the team. The Colonel and RSM arrived
just in time to enjoy the heavy snow in
January and were hosted in good style
by the team. The skiing ability of the now
seasoned skiers must have rubbed off
on the Commanding Officer, who won
the Presidents’ race in the aerodynamic
Bays/QDG winter jumper of ski expeds
past.

Capt Paine filling his suit

The A Team placed 5th out of 24 teams
competing with the B Team performing
well to come 16th in a competitive field.
Particularly successful was LCpl Grove
who went on to represent RAC at the
Army Ski championship. Looking forward
there is plenty of developing talent for the
next seasons and QDG Alpine will, snow
permitting, be challenging again next
year.
HDGP
Could be worse I could be on a trawl

The Commanding
Officer in Verbier
with some skiers
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QDG Nordic Skiing 2015/16
This year the QDG Nordic team
convened straight off the back of the B
Sqn deployment to Kenya. Almost all the
members swapped the heat of the Rift
Valley for the extreme low temperatures
of Sjusjoen, where the team has trained
for a number of years. Drama beset
the team from the very off set with the
20 hour projected Satnav journey time
quickly becoming upwards of 50 hours.
The extraordinary set of circumstances
that led to this include a faulty fuel card,
sleepy drivers and a mistaken border
arrest in Sweden for attempting to
smuggle rifles and ammunition.
Unfortunately the paperwork for both the
weapons and ammunition was located in
the lead vehicle, which had seamlessly
passed the border control. This left the
vehicle with the ammunition in a spot of
bother. The border guards unfortunately
decided to conduct a thorough search on
the vehicle with the ammunition. Cue an
awkward phone call back to the Orderly
Officer in Robertson Barracks. This left
Tprs Rabbitts and Morgan struggling to
explain the presence of ammunition to
some very irate Swedes. Tpr Morgan in
particular became enamoured with the
idea of having smuggling on his record
perhaps believing it would offer him
some street credibility were he to end
up in a Swedish jail. With the situation
explained and resolved we were able to
continue along to join the REME Nordic
skiing camp, Ex Nordic Bluebell.
The team spent the first few days learning
the art of classic skiing with additional
lessons set aside for rifle training. Our
first race, a 7km classic went well
with only Lt Cowen’s customary injury
spoiling what were encouraging results.
The performance of the day was from
Tpr Pritchard, who managed to set a
competitive time after only a week on
skis. The following week focussed on
both the skating discipline and range
sessions. The QDG’s shooting prowess
helped the team during the final race of
the camp, a 7.5km Biathlon. Their Bambi
skiing assisted by
some
accurate
shooting produced
some good results.

Tpr Rabbits you hold the flag I might dislocate my shoulder

Not the first thing Lt Cowen
has messed this year…

Exercise White Fist, where the RAC, AAC
and RA championships take place. The
skiing in Hochfilzen is renowned for being
some of the most technically challenging
in the world.
With considerable
trepidation, and some sore memories
from last season,
the team went
headfirst, literally
at times, into the
The team skied hard,
races. The team
with some encouraging
After an undeniably
skied hard, with
eventful end of
some encouraging
performances…
camp night out
performances
(questions about
from Tpr Powell
the aforementioned
and LCpl Palmer,
are best directed at those that attended),
the latter having completed five seasons
the team were able to enjoy 10 days
with the QDG and his previous unit.
Christmas leave.
After a week of burning thighs, the team
left Hochfilzen, and headed to SerreFollowing the Christmas break, the team
Chevalier, for Ex Spartan Hike, the
journeyed to Austria to compete at
divisional championships.
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Thank god I have no friends

While the first race of the competition
was cancelled due to the icy conditions,
a flurry of snow allowed the remainder of
the races to take place. Again the team
put in some good performances; Tpr
Powell and Tpr Rabbitts fought it out to
be the fastest QDG. However, the team
struggled to compete against strong
opposition; many of the teams had skied
through the Christmas period. With their
heads held high, the team returned back
to Robertson Barracks, with another
season complete, and more lessons
learnt.
JC
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The worst kind
of faceplant

Ex SNOWBOARDING EAGLE
Members of 1st The Queen’s Dragoon
Guards attended the adventurous training
snowboarding exercise EX SUPREME
GLACIER 15 (EX SG 15), a REME training
Camp. The exercise took place on the
Stubai Glacier in Austria over the period
13 - 28 Nov 15. The aim of the exercise
was to allow all levels of snowboarders
the opportunity to learn, develop and
improve their snowboarding skills.
The 6 man team, led by Cpl Stokes,
consisted of 5 members from the LAD
and 1 member from Command Troop.
The team had mixed experience with
winter sports, with 4 members previously
attending the training camp last year and
remainder only having some experience
with skiing. Because of the different level
of knowledge and experience the team
was divided up amongst 3 other groups,
2 as beginners and the rest in 2 groups
of novice/ intermediates.
The first week proved to be the most
difficult for all. Weeks without fresh snow
on the Stubai Glacier left a lot of the slopes
covered in patches of ice. This in turn
had a knock on effect with the training,
draining morale as the week progressed.
Beginners found learning the basics
harder, prolonging their development and
the novice/ intermediates quickly learnt
to be more cautious moving down even
the easiest of the slopes. This didn’t
stop attempts at snow ball fights whilst
boarding, that ironically ended up with
the thrower finding themselves on their
backs more often than not; or in LCpl
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Cannon’s case, on his front sliding head
first down the mountain. Luckily a decent
down pour of fresh powder on the Friday
quickly changed both the morale and
terrain for the better.
It continued snowing over the weekend
and into the second week, allowing
the groups to enjoy themselves more;
putting into practice the previous week’s
lessons. Comfortable in the knowledge
that instead of ice waiting for them when
they fell over, there was at least a much
softer pile of snow there. However heavy
snow fall on Thursday severely reduced
visibility to the point that everywhere you
looked all you could see was a wall of
white. Because of this, Cpl Dickinson got
some unexpected air time after hitting a

large lump of snow, resulting in his board
and feet coming level with his head
before falling, “with style”, back down to
the ground. With better conditions the
second week of the training quickly went
by, ending with an unofficial race for each
experience group.
Overall the exercise was a great success,
with everyone enjoying the experience
and opening the door for the more
advanced snowboarders in the regiment
to move forward and look into becoming
instructors. Special mention should go
to LCpl Cannon for all his hard work in
going towards organising a successful
and enjoyable expedition, well done.
JS

LCpl Cannon…we think
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Ice Camp
1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards have a
prestigious history in the ice sports world
with bobsleigh being at the forefront. In
its heyday the Regiment had eight of its
members competing in the Olympics
and the reputation of the QDG ice sports
team still resonates today. 2016 saw
the return of QDG bobsleigh. Myself (Lt
Poppleton) and Cpl Letts set off from
Swanton Morley on a mission to rekindle
a lost flame. We purchased new helmets,
packed our lycra and rugby pads and
embarked on a 27 hour coach journey
to Igls Olympic Ice Track, Austria. On
arrival, the first item on the agenda was
to book a flight home, as we both agreed
to never get on a coach again.
In order to safely complete a bobsleigh
run, preferably on four runners, you

Black and nasty, basically as good as new

need to have a thorough knowledge of
your bobsleigh and more importantly,
the track. We spent the next five days
looking at ice! We memorised all 15 turns
in the track and learnt how to manoeuvre
the bobsleigh down the track quickly
and safely, most of the time. Taking full
advantage of the bath in our room to
tirelessly rehearse in the evenings – think
‘Cool Running’s’.
It’s safe to say that the Army bobsleighs
have seen better days. We were
allocated a very old tatty bob indeed.
After brushing off the cobwebs we were
delighted to discover the Hapsburg Eagle
and 1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards
‘The Welsh Cavalry’ emblazoned on the
front, another relic from the QDGs past.
Each day would consisted of two runs as
the driver and two runs as the brakeman.
Cpl Letts was the first to take the reins.
In order to get used to the controls and
reduce the speed slightly we started from
the ‘damen’ or lady’s start. Approximately
49 seconds later and allot of grimacing
we completed our first run.
We quickly progressed to the top of the
track where it all became much faster and
allot more fun. It was from the top that
an over confident Cpl Letts crashed on
corner 11 and we finished the run on our
heads for the first time. This was where it
began to hurt and the potential for injury
dawned on us. My first run from the top
proved even more turbulent, crashing on
corner 7. Corner 7 is known as the Krisel
and is a 270 degree turn where you pull
an average of 4 Gs. It was coming out of
the Krisel that caused the bobsleigh to
flip, resulting in 45 seconds of inverted
fun and it’s safe to say we’d had or fill

Cpl Letts and Lt Poppleton

of crashing. Hurting but not defeated we
retired to the sauna to lick our wounds.
In the final six runs we went from strength
to strength, consistently finishing in the
top three. On the final day Cpl Letts hit
the top speed of the day at 127kph, with
myself achieving fastest course time. The
week was polished off nicely with a few
jars in the RAFs luxury hotel before our
reluctant return to Regimental duty.
Our short exposure to the world of
bobsleigh proved to be successful and
we were invited to enter a team in the
Inter Army Championships. Unfortunately
we were both unable to attend this year.
Nonetheless, we will be back next year in
strength with aspirations to put the QDG
back on the map.
CP

Nonetheless, we will be back
next year in strength with
aspirations to put the
QDG back on the map.

Ice skating
looked difficult
at that angle
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Regimental Football Team
It has been a good season for QDG FC,
our main effort this year was the Cavalry
Cup followed up closely by the British
Forces Germany league. Our season
started in early December when C Sqn
returned from H20, beginning with a
home league game against one of our
biggest rivals the QRH, it was a tough
game that flowed frantically end to end
and involved a sending off for each team
finishing in a 1-1 draw. Then came the
first round of the Cavalry cup, at home
to the Scots DG, we fielded a very young
team who did themselves proud by
dominating the game and winning 4-2, a
couple of fantastic goals from Tpr Harry
and L/Cpl Hopkins. The game gave
us some belief and confidence that we
could go far in this year’s competition.
The squad was now training most days
after work, coached and tutored by the
wise old heads of the Football Officer
WO2 (Sheep) Jones, Team Manager
WO2 (Barney) Costello and Player
Coach Sgt Fisher. The squad was
predominantly formed from the junior
ranks, young, fit and hungry for success
which led to most teams being unable to
deal with our fast attacking football.
The next game was away to 4 Scots
(who were later crowned BA (G) winners)
on the all-weather pitch in Fallingbostal,
due to commitments we only had 12
players available and Sheep was named
on the subs bench, they scored early and
then the inevitable happened, Cpl Abbey
was injured and Sheep had to come
out of retirement and on to the pitch as
one of the back three. After a chat at
half time we got our game together and
were on the front foot from the off, two
goals from Tpr Harry and one each from
Tpr Howells, L/Cpl Hopkins and L/Cpl
Flower gave us the 5-1 win. Sheep put
in a good performance that rolled back
the years, but 20 mins after the game he
dully went back into retirement.
QDG FC were then brought back
down to earth with two losses in quick
succession, the first was against 1PWRR
3-2, the only good point was that two
new Tpr’s made their debuts, Cones and
Pritchard who won man of the match.

…it was a tough game that
flowed frantically end to
end…
The second loss was against 1 LSR, 4-0,
who played us off the park and taught
our young team a few lessons in keeping
the ball.
The team worked hard in training and in
the next game beat the league leaders 26
Regt RA 5-2 with superb performances
from Tpr Pritchard, the Captain L/Cpl
Dewhurst, Tpr’s Howells and Kniveton.
The next game was a hard fought 2-2
draw with 5 Rifles (our last game in the
league) that contained a lot of fouls
and bad feeling between the teams. A
screamer from L/Cpl Dewhurst and a
goal from Tpr Harry earned a share of the
points. We finished mid table this season
but this was mainly down to playing less
games than most of the other sides.
Finally the Cavalry Cup Germany Final
was upon us and once again it was
against the QRH, it was a very hot day
with lots of spectators from both teams.
As always against the QRH it was a very
tough match against a well organised
opponent, Tpr Harry put the QDG
ahead after 15 mins but after some poor
defending on our part they equalised.
The game was edging ever closer to
extra-time when Tpr Pusey scored a
thunderous 25 yard shot that left the
QRH goalkeeper standing. Some very
good performances from Tpr’s Morgan,
Chamling, Harry, Howells and L/Cpls
Somers and Grove with Tpr Pritchard the
man of the match.
It was the first time that the majority of
the squad had reached the Cavalry Cup
Final and we moved on mass to Putney
Bridge Reserve Centre, hosted by Capt
‘Jugs’ Jones who also declared that he
was now the Football Officer, a few days
before the match. The team participated
in some light training and a bit of team
bonding before heading to Burton Court

on the morning of the game, again there
was a good crowd from both teams. The
Light Dragoons were the opponents and
had been in the final consistently over
the last six or seven years, they had an
older, experienced team where the QDG
team was very young. The opening of
the game was typically frantic and tense
with QDG starting to settle down and
playing some nice passing football. A
mistake from a corner gave the Light
Dragoons the lead and not long after
we were hit with a double blow, Tpr
Hopkins was injured (on his last game
for QDG) and replaced with Cpl Trudgill,
then we were down to ten men as Tpr
Casey got his studs caught in the ground
just as he went into a challenge which
subsequently lead to his studs clattering
into the opposition players knee.
In the aftermath of this the LD’s took
advantage and scored a second, after
half time the QDG’s were keeping the ball
well and threatening the opponents goal
when L/Cpl Dewhurst scored the goal
of the game lobbing the keeper from 30
yards, we then chased the game hard,
threatening to equalise, this lead to us
leaving too many gaps at the back and
the LD’s hit us on the counter to extend
their lead to 3-1. L/Cpl Dewhurst soon
scored a second from a corner and
again we were in all-out attack mode,
the LD’s soaked our pressure up and hit
us on the counter twice more running
out 5-2 winners. The score did not
entirely reflect the game and many of the
spectators were left impressed with our
young team, they possess a lot of skill
and determination but lack that little bit
of experience that sometimes makes the
difference.
Next year the team will be managed by
Sgt Fisher with WO2 Costello moving
up to be the football officer, we will be
involved in the East Midlands League,
Army Cup and striving to go one better
in the Cavalry Cup. There is a bright
future for the QDG FC as we have a
young talented team who do not want to
experience the feeling of losing in a final
again.
AC

Rugby
In the past few years the Rugby article
has ended the year with a hope of more
games at the beginning of the next year.
This year could not have been more
different with not one game played in
the 2015/16 season so far. Now before
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this opening statement has the Rugby
members of the RCA plunging their
heads into their hands it’s not all bad.
The commitment for Rugby in QDG
is still strong, although those boring
deployments and pesky exercises keep

stuffing up the master plan to get us
back where we belong on the Army
rugby stage.
The small amount of rugby we have
managed to play as a regiment has been
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fruitful. On bright sunny Saturday in May
a squad of 15 players from the QDG
rugby team headed to Osnabruck to take
part in a Rugby 10’s competition. The
tournament was held with the purpose of
raising money for charity and to boost the
profile of the sport within the region. After
only three afternoon training sessions,
mainly consisting of fast-flowing touch
and a few moves and set pieces, the
team was quietly confident and fired up
for the competition. QDG were in pool
A along with 3 German teams, including
the hosts. We opened the tournament
with a 88-0 win with tries from Tpr Hugo
and Tpr Tomkins on his first game for
the regiment. The next game saw a solid
55-0 victory over a physical Osnabruck
side followed by a great performance
from Cpl ‘Squeaky’ Griffiths and LCpl
‘PTI’ Coles earning us a 90-0 win. In the
Semi finals we played the runner up from
Pool B, The Rhinos, who were mainly
made up of soldiers from Logistical
Supply Regiment and Royal Signals units
around Herford. A move straight from
the training ground saw an over the top
line out throw by Tpr Pine caught by Sgt
‘Gaz’ Roberts then quickly offloaded to
Tpr Ethan Jones allowing him to score
straight under the posts. As if to prove a
point that we hadn’t had an easy route
to the semis we comfortably won 51-0.
In the final we were to face 35 Engineer
Regiment a fellow Paderborn team, with
a demonstration of Fijian flair from LCpl
Bobo and LCpl Delana proving too strong
in attack for the somewhat surprised
opposition. Although in all fairness the
Sappers were the only team to break our
defence and cross the try line, thankfully

1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards

One person in the line up just couldn’t let go…

only once, allowing us to secure a 32-5
victory. After the awards and lifting of
the trophy there was a special farewell
presentation to Sgt Mike Dodd who
played for Osnabruck on weekends and
donated kit to their club. Suffice to say
everyone enjoyed the day and the hosts
made us feel very welcome indeed.
Returning to UK we hoped to have more
time for Rugby and even being out on a
limb in Norfolk we hoped for the games
to come in their droves. Sadly not only
are we busy but so are the rest of the
Army with not one of our five planned
fixtures from September actually going
ahead due to the opposition not being
able to commit. Despite this element of
gloom we have still managed to get a
number of the Regiment playing at Corps
level and LCpl ‘Chunk’ Davies, brother
of Welsh International Bradley Davies,
representing Army A. Tpr ‘Heath’ Pine
has made a few appearances for the
Army U21s. We have also managed to

have a great impact on local Rugby here
in Norfolk with a regular eight players
on the Dereham team and their league
position looking very favourable indeed.
WO2 Rob Jones and Capt Paul Jones
have both relinquished their appointments
in BA(G) Rugby and in doing so entrusted
their string of successes to new blood.
We also losty WO2 Jason ‘Bongo’
Davies on posting to RSMI in deepest
darkest West Wales, we all thank him
for his commitment to Rugby over the
years. As we look forward into 2016 we
hope that the teams that couldn’t play us
manage to fit the fixture in and we also
hope our representation at higher level
also increases. Keep an eye out on the
Army Squad for a 2Lt Will Simpson who
is about to join us from RMAS. Oh and
the Welsh beat the Rest of the World
on St David’s Day, for the first time in a
number of years!
TRJ / GR

Ex CANARY EAGLE
Planning an AT expedition to the Canary
Islands whilst on tour is a good way to
get some escape, and imagine some
luxurious sun-drenched beach, rather
than the different type of sun-blasted
sandy environment you find yourself in.
After months of administrative wrangling,
it was decided that windsurfing is
actually not AT at all, but rather a sport,

so Ex CANARY EAGLE was allowed
to progress through the Army Sports
Control Board instead. A select team of
budding windsurfers was selected from
across the Regiment, and the dates
finalised for early February.
After POTL for those who had been on
tour, the time came, and although the

expedition leader was delayed thanks to
an inconvenient hospital visit, Sgt Tucker
took the reins. The team moved out to
Fuerteventura in the Canary Islands,
to a surf hostel in the Northern town of
Corralejo. Flag Beach, who facilitated
the expedition in-country, divided the
team in half to better assist instructor
ratios. Under the watchful gazes of

How do you
know my name
is Petre?
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If you look really hard you can see just 1 ab

Line yourselves up from best looking to ugliest

instructors Chris and Barry, the learning
was conducted in a sheltered lagoon
near Corralejo; a perfect environment for
learning which took away the possibility
of accidentally sailing to Florida. With
an inbuilt ability in any sport courtesy of
the PTI course, LCpl Baker took to the
sport quickly, as did Sgt Tucker leading
by example.

After the final windsurfing day, there was
a final day of R&R before we flew back,
where we rented five off road buggies
and went on a ‘safari’ of the North coast
of Fuerteventura. The temptation to take
the racing line was too much for Tpr
‘Jenson Button’ Johns, who was more
concerned with overtaking other buggies
on public roads than appreciating
the scenery. Who said that taking ten
mounted specialists on a four hour off
road course was a bad idea?

After this first three day ‘Beginner’
course a rest day was built in, and on
the eventual arrival of the exped leader
Flag Beach organised a surfing day on
the normally good Fuerteventura surf.
With unfair prior experience, LCpl Baker
was again unnecessarily capable, but the
unexpected performance – unexpected
for him as much as anyone else – came
from Cpl Petre, who perhaps should look
at a second career in surfing if the whole
Army thing fails to work out. Then it was
back to the windsurfing for the ‘Improver’
course, where all members took their
knowledge and learned more advanced
manoeuvres. Apart from Tpr Kelly, who
instead of mirroring the graceful ability of
the others, or aerodynamic ability of LCpl
Brocklehurst’s head, opted to wrestle
various items of windsurfing kit either on
the board, but normally in the water, for
hours at a time, to no obvious result.

69

More reliable than Jackals

But then it was time for the final exams to
get the VDWS Windsurf licence, to allow
members to self-hire equipment from
many European locations. With some
dubious exam techniques, everyone
passed, and the awards were handed
out. Best female windsurfer, in a shock
result and fighting off strong competition
from Tpr Kelly, went to LCpl Hollands.
Best male windsurfer went to LCpl Baker,
and most improved to Tpr Cairney, who
made impressive leaps in confidence
and ability. After an emotional farewell
from Cpl Hill to his bromance partner
Chris, we arrived back to a much less
sunny Paderborn, but with a good
tan and many happy memories to
show for it.
EW

Cpl Hills in
deep water
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Ex SNOWY EAGLE
On return from Op HERRICK 20 is was
decided that some well-earned rest and
recuperation was in order for the soldiers
of 1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards
before the chaos of the ‘Light Cavalry’
re-role and move to Swanton Morley
began. This saw 12 members of the
QDG pack up their warmest (brightest)
clothing and head to the French Alpes
for a week of Alpine Skiing.
We had certainly picked the right week for
our Adventure Training (AT) and couldn’t
have asked for better conditions. It
snowed over 5 of the 7 days we spent
in Val D’Isere, resulting in no shortage
of ‘powder’. There was in fact so much
snow that on the final day the mountain
was closed for the first part of the morning!
The QDG were accompanied by 2 Army
qualified Ski Instructors enabling the AT
to cater to all levels and abilities. This
meant the group was able to split down
into those who had never skied before
and those who were already well on their
way to becoming pros…

It was great to see the likes of Cpl Evans
880 and Tpr Hawkins jump fearlessly into
skies for the first time ever, un-daunted
by the slopes. Indeed all of the boys
who had never skied at the start of
this week quickly picked up the basics
and were hungry to progress. It is safe
to say that the only real challenge the
instructor faced was keeping his group
of ‘beginners’ (I use the word loosely)
from shooting off down the Black Runs
or escaping into the Snow Park.
It was also great to see those who had
spent a bit of time skiing previously to
the expedition moving from strength to
strength on the mountain. Cpl Letts and
Tpr Thomas 739 lost no time in getting
reacquainted with the snow and quickly
moving to break a few land-speed
records on the slope.
By the end of the week all members
of the Exercise were parallel turning,
jumping and generally pushing their
insurance deals to the edge… It was a
great relief to say that luckily no one saw

the inside of a ‘blood wagon’, despite a
few close calls.
However it was not just the slopes that
felt the full force of the QDG. ‘Apres Ski’
was met head on by all those involved
in the AT! Val D’Isere was certainly put
through its passes once the lift stations
had shut. This side of the trip was
unquestionably spear-headed by Cpl
Sudlow and LCpl Anderton. Although
other highlights included the likes of LCpl
Hicks beating Ben Kay (the ex-England
2nd row) in an arm wrestle…
All in all Ex SNOWY EAGLE was a great
success. All those involved gain their
Level 1 Ski Foundation qualification.
Several individuals have unquestionably
being converted to Skiing and we should
hopefully see some promising individuals
taking part in Ex WHITE KNIGHT this
coming winter.

Royal Armoured Corps Yacht Club
The season got off to an early start in
2015 thanks to Maj (ret’d) Peter Schofield
(ex-KRH) shipping his well-known HOD
35 Zarafa over to the Caribbean for
a spring campaign and allowing her
to be used for Adventurous Training
expeditions and racing by members of
the RAC. Highlights included the Voile de
Barths regatta in glamorous St Barths for
a QRH team and a hard-fought second
place in class in the Rolex Caribbean 600
for a KRH team.
Back in the UK the club’s J109 White
Knight VII has been hard at work as
well. 2015 was a Fastnet year, meaning
the biennial Fastnet Race took place in
August. In preparation for this the club
Offshore Sailing Team took part in five
races of the Royal Ocean Racing Club
(RORC) series, mostly along or across
the English Channel. This culminated
in the Fastnet Race itself – although a
stacked KRH team produced an excellent
performance aboard a repatriated Zarafa
to take the prizes for lead Service boat,
White Knight VII was the highest placed
amongst the many corps boats that took
part. Especially notable was the fact
that for a quarter of the crew (two QRH
troopers) this world-renowned offshore
epic to Ireland and back was only the
fifth time they had been on board a boat!
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Plans are laid down for
next season to build on the
success of this year.
Elsewhere in the season the RAC
finished second in the Army Offshore
Regatta, narrowly pipped by a strong
Royal Artillery team, and the Royal
Lancers enjoyed the use of White Knight
VII during Cowes Week, making full use
of her as a social base and managing to
take part in nearly all the races as well.
Plans are laid down for next season to
build on the success of this year. The

Offshore Sailing Team will be taking part
in the much-loved JOG series (Junior
Offshore Group) – as these races are
mostly confined to weekends they are
easier to commit to than RORC races,
and the high standard of the racing is
not compromised by a strong social
aspect and an extremely welcoming
environment for novices. The Household
Division have chartered the boat in order
to compete in the Scottish Islands Peaks
Race and the club has also decided to
make her available for civilian charter
during Cowes Week in order to raise a
substantial amount of cash to invest in
the 2017 Fastnet season. The purchase
of a J109 in 2014 as the seventh White
Knight continues to be a success and
other corps yacht clubs have been
inspired to follow suit. The first of these
was the Royal Engineers and it is hoped
that this will see more friendly competition
between the corps clubs grow.
Readers are reminded that White Knight
VII, usually based in Gosport, is available
for civilian charter at competitive rates
and Adventurous Training charter at
even more competitive rates. Anyone
interested should visit the club website at
www.racyc.co.uk or contact Maj David
Hoey for more information.
DH
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QDG Off Road Club
The recently formed QDG off road club
currently has 16 members of all abilities
and a variety of disciplines from Moto X,
Enduro and Quad bike off road racing.
We are currently using the training area
at Robertson Bks, but training there is
minimal therefore we approached Range
Control at STANTA to gain permission to
use a purpose built Moto X course which
is located at RAF Sculthorpe. We now
use Sculthorpe every Wednesday and
Sunday for training and to develop all
skills required to enter future events.
Recently Sgt Shortman entered the Army
Championship in Aldershot, and finished
mid table in a very experienced field of
riders, this was a mammoth achievement
having spent some 6 hours on the bike.
On his return he could hardly walk and
the sight of his bike made the pain
greater, due to his OCD and his desire to
permanently have a pristine bike, clearly
the novelty has worn off as his bike as
not had sight of its engine since.
We are looking forward to the future where
we hope to host a number of event’s
with the potential of the Royal Lancers
heading down from Catterick and the
RAC team coming up from Bovington

SSgt Riley maintaining 3 points
of contact at all times

Sgt Shortman at the Army Championships

in the near future. Longer term we are
looking at the potential of a 7 Brigade
competition with both Moto X and Quads
participating in the event. Next year we
also hope to enter a 4-5 rider team into
the Army Championships which will be
the primary focus in the New Year, further
more we are looking into the possibility of

an Adventure training package to Spain
or Portugal where we hope to do a joint
package for all abilities. All new members
are encouraged to come along and have
a go bike or no bike we are all happy to
let you get on ours, however it’s not for
the faint hearted.
MDR

Details were scarce about who I would
be exchanging with, whilst I knew it
would be some sort of cavalry/armoured
regiment, the location and unit details
were only available a few days before my
flight down under.

temperatures (in the 30’s and humidity of
74%) were quite a shock to the system
having left a spring-like Paderborn. Met
by Capt Gibbins (my exchange officer) of
The 1st Armoured Regiment (1AR), I was
in for a bit of a surprise. I would be taking
his place as 2IC of one of Australia’s two
operational M1A1 Abrams Squadrons.
Well, as they tell you at Troop Leaders, a

EX LONG LOOK
Exercise LONG LOOK is an annual British
military exchange with the Australian
and New Zealand Armed Forces, aimed
at increasing the experience of the
individual and exposing them to different
TTP’s. This is all with a view to improving
future co-operation between our nations
and greater understanding.
Decades ago, this would have involved
filling a Tri-star with UK service personnel,
dropping them off and returning with a
plane full of our antipodean cousins.
Unfortunately over the years the numbers
have diminished to around twenty-five
servicemen. The exchange lasts for four
months with a couple of weeks factored
in to travel the country and visit relevant
regiments.

This is all with a view
to improving future
co-operation between
our nations…
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Arriving in Darwin the capital of Australia’s
Northern Territory in mid-April, the

Off shooting some bush tucker
(ASLAV gunnery)
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O Group the Aussie way,
‘it really was this big!’

vehicle is a vehicle, regardless of if it’s a 7
tonne Jackal or a 68 tonne MBT!
The Australian Army live and work
in massive Brigade-size garrisons.
Robertson Barracks (ironic) near Darwin
is no different as 1st Brigade’s location,
with around 7 regiments, an air wing and
2,000 US Marines on station at any one
time. The reason for such a busy base
is its proximity to the extensive training
areas afforded by Australia’s Northern
Territory. These are huge; allowing joint
fires, close air support (CAS), as well as
training in the littoral environment.
My first taste of the Aussie bush was
the next day when Capt Gibbins took

Mr Mckellar learning where Crocs
and Sheilas can be found
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Being the end of the wet
season the heat was quite
unbearable…
me out to Kangeroo flats, to observe
and have a go at some defensive live
fire training. Due to the vast distances
involved, ranges that we could conduct
over a couple of days in the UK are
spread out to a week in Australia, with
everyone living in range accommodation.
Being the end of the wet season the
heat was quite unbearable, with even

the Aussies struggling to work effectively.
The BFA was occasionally used to ferry
those overheating to an air conditioned
recovery room. Although these men are
‘tankies’ by trade, their dismounted skills
were very good. They moved effortlessly
through the bush, often leaving this
‘POM’ (Prisoner Of her Majesty) dodging
the smoldering bush fires to catch up.
On return from this first exercise on
Kangeroo flats, we attended the ANZAC
Centenary Parade. Tributes were paid to
those who served in the Gallipoli landings
of 1915, a very sobering reminder of the
sacrifices made by those from Australia
and New Zealand.
Post parade we were able to spend
some time in town sampling the delights
of Australian culture. Needless to
say, Fosters is not served anywhere.
Swimming is also out of the question
- I found this out the hard way due to
a close call with some box jellyfish and
saltwater crocodiles (salties), which
inhabit the local creeks and beaches.
Rodeos, shooting and sailing are the
main attractions in the frontier-like town
whose inhabitants either work in the
mining industry or are in the Australian
Defence Force (ADF).
Back to work saw 1AR busily preparing
for a few long exercises or ‘field/bush
time’ as they call it. My baptism of
fire was on EX PREDATORS WALK,
a Brigade exercise to test units at
Squadron level over 2-3 weeks in the
field. Live firing, replens, offensive and
defensive ops as well as obstacle serials
involving Engineers were all completed
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to the standard required. Coming from a
light cavalry background it was a bit of
a challenge planning around the heavy
logistical dependence of these tanks,
as well as the inevitable breakdowns
occurring due to excessive heat and
dust. Despite the challenges, the exercise
was fruitful; a squadron of Abrams tanks
rolling through the bush is quite a sight
to behind.
During this time I was fortunate to be
attached to an Australian Light Armoured
Vehicle (ASLAV) squadron. An eightwheeled light armoured vehicle mounted
with a 25mm canon, an effective bit of
kit that suits the outback down to the
ground. The ‘diggers’ (Aussie soldiers)
seemed miffed that I was so enamoured
with vehicle, as they consider it to be
outdated and in need of replacing.
They were shocked however to hear a
description of CVR(T) and soon agreed
that ASLAV was in fact not so bad! That
said, ASLAV is soon to be replaced by
their AJAX variant.
A couple of weeks later we were out
in the field at Shoal Water Bay training
area near Rockhampton on the East
coast. This exercise certifies one of
Australia’s three combat Brigades as
‘ready’ whilst the other two move to
‘readying’ and ‘reset’. This is part of
Plan BEERSHEBA announced in 2011,
designed to modernise the army into a
36-month force generation cycle. 1AR
moved to readying during my exchange
in 2015, however they still have to supply
heavy tanks to the ‘ready’ Brigade when
needed. This means they are in effect
‘on call’ even though their Brigade is
not. This problem is being resolved with

Wack-a-mole

The aim is that each ACR will
be self-supporting…
the creation of three Armoured Cavalry
Regiments (ACR’s), each regiment
will consist of a cavalry squadron, an
armoured personnel carrier squadron
and a tank squadron. The aim is that
each ACR will be self-supporting; training
and operating much more effectively.
Whether engineer and logistical support
can function in this distributed way is yet
to be seen.
The Regiment very generously allowed
me to visit various cavalry regiments

around the country including our sister
Regiment the 1/15th New South Wales
Lancers in Sydney. As they are a reserve
regiment, I was fortunate in that my arrival
coincided with the weekly training night
and an officer’s dinner in Parramatta. The
1/15th are based in the oldest barracks
in Australia, on the Parramatta River west
of Sydney.
On return to Darwin I just had time to
celebrate the Ashes victory in town
with my fellow officers, before jumping
on a plane back to the UK. This was
an insightful and once in a lifetime
experience. I was hosted and made
to feel very welcome by some superb
men and officers, whose training and
professionalism is a credit to their nation.
RWM

Field Sports
Our move to rural Norfolk has opened up
significant opportunities for participation
of field sports and new entries in the Game
Book have been common. Norfolk is a
sporting man’s mecca, famous as it is for
its excellent partridge shooting, its unique
fenland and extensive foreshore teeming
with wildfowl and refreshingly in these
days of the mass commercial shoot,
home to some of the largest privately
owned sporting estates in England.
We have been warmly welcomed to the
area, and indeed invitations to shoot
pigeon and rabbit n on the surrounding
farm land have been forthcoming,
particularly for those keen beans that
made early contact with the local
keeper. Well done Cpl Evans 880 and
Sgt Davies 220 who have both been
very proactive in this regard. In addition,
some of the Regiment have been able to
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The chefs are also quite
willing to serve up what we
have shot for supper,
free and delicious!
bolster the ranks of the nearby estate’s
beaters, giving them their first insight into
pheasant shooting.
We are incredibly fortunate at Swanton
Morley to control the old Airfield, which
acts as our own training area. It is also
a haven for wildlife and provided many
enjoyable evenings pigeon flighting in
the late summer months. A more idyllic
spot is hard to find, and to walk out of
work, into a warm summer afternoon,
up to the woodblocks with gun and dog

is an experience that is hard to beat.
The chefs are also quite willing to serve
up what we have shot for supper, free
and delicious! In addition we are lucky
to have a small lake on camp, which
once cleared and stocked, will make an
excellent fishing sanctuary for our keen
fishermen. A project for next spring and
summer perhaps.
With preparation for and implementation
of the unit move taking up the best part
of the year careful and early planning
was required to enable us to apply for
any of the shooting available to serving
soldiers.
Luckily we were successful
in our applications to join the Warcop
and Hinton Grouse Shoot as well as the
shoot that takes place on STANTA.
As Field Sports Member, I manfully
volunteered to take the first day at
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Capt Wiggins’ first Roe Buck
(Beard -Bottle. DPM – Bottle)

Warcop, which was preceded by doom
and gloom in the sporting press about
the numbers of Grouse on the moors
this year due to a wet spring killing off the
early hatches. The Guns waited in the
fog, having driven up the hill, and waited
on tenter hooks for the shoot Captains
assessment of the weather. Luckily it
was deemed as clear enough and the
party sallied forth into the peat hags
and heather. Warcop takes the form of
4 long drives, with 2 teams of 17 guns
taking turns to either stand in the Butts or
‘beat’ across several miles of moor whilst
shooting walked up birds. The weather
became dreadful with driving rain and
rolling mist, but the guns were not to
be discouraged, and the excitement of
glimpsing the packs of grouse flicking in
and out of the purple heather covered
gullies was exhilarating. The grouse were
there, but as feared not in great numbers.
The team was a friendly and eclectic mix
of serving soldiers and retired personnel
and the emphasis was on good humour
and fun, indeed it was with a wry smile
that the shoot captain reminded us all
how strenuous the day was likely to be
and proudly showed off the to show off
the shiny new defribulater fitted to the
Argo cat that acted as game cart for the
day, those bogs which can be very heavy
going!
Along with the sport, there can be few
more beautiful landscapes to shoot in,
the hills purple flecked with heather, the
incredible views of the moors stretching
off into the distance and the bird’s eye
view of the green valleys and farms far
below were stunning, and made the
trudging, river jumping, rain sodden trek
worth it. We ended the day with 39 brace,
a disappointing number made more
worrying by the lack of young birds in the
bag. In a wise decision after another fairly
poor day the decision was made to call
the season to an end, to allow the grouse
population to recover, who said shooting
men aren’t conservationists.
As mentioned above we have also
taken a gun on the STANTA shoot,
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The first lamping expedition of the airfield proved
more successful for Maj Garland than for this fox

No birds

by the Hunt, we cut a bit of a dash and
were easy to spot.

This relaxed, friendly shoot is
the perfect environment for
inexperienced guns…
which has given us great links to some
lovely people here in Norfolk as well as
good shooting on the training areas.
As members of A syndicate we have
been looked after very well by Mike
Gouldstone our syndicate leader, and
we are looking forward to many more
days shooting pheasants this season.
This relaxed, friendly shoot is the perfect
environment for inexperienced guns to
develop their knowledge of shooting and
the countryside.
On the 7th November, the Commanding
Officer was pleased to invite the West
Norfolk Foxhounds (WNFH) to meet at
the Officers’ Mess here at Robertson
Barracks. A field of 30 joined Charles
Carter MFH for a day’s hunting in
the stunning Norfolk countryside.
Unfortunately due to a large deployment
to Kenya and several injuries no QDGs
were able to join the Field; however a
good contingent did manage to follow
the pack by car. The WNFH were also
kind enough to make a collection for the
Regimental charity for which we are very
grateful. It was brilliant to see a pack
of hounds charging off towards the first
Covert on the Airfield. A good view spot
was found on the top of the disused air
control tower, and to hear the hounds
speaking as they disappeared into the
second woodblock was wonderful.
I
have no doubt that the WNFH will return
next year and that we will be able to
provide a few more mounted officers for
the Field. That evening we were invited
to take a table at the WNFH Hall Ball,
held at Raynham Hall, home of Lord and
Lady Townshend. This was quite some
event and an excellent opportunity to
meet some of the sporting community in
Norfolk. Luckily, invited to wear Mess kit

Stalking has been harder to come by
in Norfolk, as the Officers’ Mess Game
Book shows, with only Capt Wiggins and
Maj Garland having shot deer this year.
Maj Garland was successful in gaining a
sought after place on the Defence Deer
Management scheme which bodes well
for his and the Mess’ future prospects.
Maj Garland has done much since arrival
to encourage shooting sports amongst
the regiment as a whole.
This has
led to the setting up of the QDG Rifle
and Clay Shooting club which meets
on Wednesday afternoons.
With the
excellent facility of the 25m Range here
on camp those interested in the finer
details of Air rifle target shooting are
well catered for. Additionally, after the
purchase of two electric clay traps with
plans to purchase more, and with 200
acres of disused airfield to shoot on,
those more interested in things that fly
also have much to keep them busy, be
it for fun or to keep their eye in for the
live version. We have an encouraging
number of people from all Messes taking
up the sport, applying for licences and
joining in, all are extremely welcome!
To conclude, this has been a good year
for field sports. The return to UK has
opened up a number of opportunities
simply not enjoyed in Germany.
The
Regiment should aim to build on this
years’ experience and expand our
horizons next year. There is no limit to
what can be done with enthusiasm and
imagination.
DMW
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Pony club

Spurs Course
For the duration of the Regiment’s stay
in Sennelager the Paderborn Equitation
Centre (PEC) provided a well-equipped
and accessible place to ride and learn
how to ride for QDGs and their families.
In recent years the PEC has been under
QDG stewardship with a number of Welsh
cavalrymen having spent time working at
the stables. As the Regiment prepared to
say farewell to Germany and Paderborn,
so too did we say farewell to the PEC.
For a fitting send off, a final QDG
‘Spurs Course’ was attended by
four officers; Capt Wiggins, and Lts
Woolland, Poppleton and Cowen. The
one drawback was timing. Coming at
the back of the Farewell to Germany
Brothers Grimm Officer’s Ball weekend,
the four riders met the first morning with
a combination of enthusiasm and hungover gloom. To this end, upon hearing
Lt Poppleton express his abject misery,
Capt Wiggins opened up and exclaimed,
“now you know how I feel all the time”.

Quite evidently he’d used up
his annual ration of rhythm
the previous Saturday
night.
This was not a good morning to start the
course. The hangovers were painfully
enhanced by the morning’s mucking
out jobs, and only properly alleviated at
the welcome sight of the NAAFI wagon
stocked with a full array of bacon and
sausage rolls. Feeling better after lunch
the first ride that afternoon was a basic
walk progressing into trot. A slow and
steady start for a group of mixed abilities.
The trot was mastered by most by the
afternoon of the first day, yet took a little
while longer for Lt Woolland to get to
grips with. Quite evidently he’d used up
his annual ration of rhythm the previous
Saturday night.

Spurs courses progress at a great
speed and maintain a significant
theoretical element to maintaining horses
throughout. By Wednesday afternoon we
went for a hack, and on Friday morning
enjoyed the thrill of a gallop through the
woods. The traditional final test in front
of the CO was fortunately bypassed, but
we weren’t to escape jumps all together.
The group maintained their balance for
the majority of the jumps, but fortunately
there was time for one fall. Capt Wiggins,
a graceful rider in the majority of cases,
delighted his fellow officers with a slow
motion fall off the side of his horse. A
good time had by all!
It is with much sadness that the QDG had
to say goodbye to the PEC. And it is with
much fondness we shall remember spur
courses, hacks, lessons, and events of
the past.
JC

Waterloo Ride 19-22nd June 2015
“To plan to reserve cavalry for the ﬁnish of the battle, is to have no conception of the
power of combined infantry and cavalry charges, either for attack or for defence.” Napoleon Bonaparte
Saturday morning, weekend of the
200th Anniversary of Waterloo. Pressed
and dressed, three QDG subalterns
presented themselves at the Dutch
Ambassador’s residence to meet some
fellow officers from the Dutch, Belgian
and Prussian Cavalry Associations
together with whom they would be
advancing along a similar route Blücher
had taken to the historic field of Mont St
Jean, or as we know it, Waterloo.
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We moved on in convoy later that
morning first to Plancenoit for lunch
and a brief detailing of the battle from
the Belgian representative, General
Kautz, and then on to Caillou. Here at
Napoleon’s final HQ before the events
of 18th June 1815 we were greeted by
the sights and smells of a modern army
at rest - the Waterloo reenactment had
been in full swing for the past week and
thousands of European volunteers had

Casual glass of champagne to start the day
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Medal club was going well

descended on this small patch of ground
in Belgium to recreate the battle of 1815.
From the camp fires and costumes to
Napoleon’s Imperial Guard, no detail
had been spared as the French army
prepared for battle.
That evening we were entertained as
guests at the Club des Guides - the
Belgian Reconnaissance Regiment’s
equivalent of our Cavalry & Guards Club
in London and to repay their hospitality,
Lt Cowen transported the enraptured
guests back to the field of Waterloo with
an energetic and theatrical detailing of
the KDG’s actions 200 years previously.
Sunday morning, Blücher rides to
Waterloo. Having taught our fellow riders
the proper technique to a successful
‘sabrage’ and after a nervy start with
some very skittish animals we mounted

The Legion will love this trick

Old Marquee working well

up. Our dreams of recreating the charges
at full speed across the battlefield were
sadly not quite what ensued; instead
our thirty-strong contingent wound its
way through parts of suburban Brussels
and out into the surrounding countryside
following the route of Blücher’s hasty
approach from the east of Mont St Jean
to join Wellington’s beleaguered eastern
flank, an arrival that crucially denied
Napoleon’s attempt to split the Allied
Forces.

In spite of the rather more subdued
ride than anticipated, we had enjoyed
a weekend of history, culture and
commemoration renewing and reinforcing
the fact that since the victory 200 years
previously, the KDG’s descendants still
maintain strong connections with our
19th Century allies and the beautiful area
of Mont St Jean still remains a poignant
reminder of that bond.
GJ

A History of RAF Swanton Morley
In the 75 years the airfield has been
part of the village of Swanton Morley it
has been a focal point for aviation and
the development.
The RAF station
was constructed in 1939-1940 which
included the largest grass airstrip in
Europe, also including a perimeter
track and buildings including a control
tower, hangars, barracks, messes, a
bomb store, Pickett Hamilton forts and
pillboxes. Aerial photographs have also
revealed traces of sub surface structures
such as the airfield battle HQ that would
have been occupied by personnel during
an attack along with numerous air raid
shelters. Some of the original buildings
survive and the grass airfield is amazingly
the only one of its kind to still survive in
Britain today.

Blenheim Crash Landing Swanton Morley 1941

The control tower, despite not looking
like it, is the jewel in the crown. A listed
building and the best-preserved example
of the most definable Art Deco of the
Air Ministry’s control tower designs with
a meteorological section incorporated
into the design behind the control room.
Control towers during the early build up
and stages of WWII became increasingly
important as the need to disperse aircraft

and personnel to shelter during raids and
bombings became a priority and every
minute of prior warning was valuable.
This the control tower and satellite could
do, thus the control tower evolved from
the simple duty pilot’s watch office to the
integration of traffic control and weather
monitoring in the Art Deco horizontality
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of the Watch Office with Meteorological
Section of 1939. It became the most
distinctive and instantly recognisable
building associated with military airfields,
particularly in WWII when they also served
as foci for base personnel awaiting the
return of aircraft from operations.
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Control tower RAF Swanton Morley

In June 1942, with WWII in full swing
and bombing raids from the continent
making more and more inroads onto
the British coastline, the first joint BritishAmerican bombing raid was launched
from RAF Swanton Morley. The RAF
No. 226 Squadron had been tutoring
the US 15 Bombardment Squadron
and so both Winston Churchill and
General Eisenhower were present for
the mission which saw six crews from
the US Squadron and six crews from the
RAF, using Douglas Boston light bombers
(pictured) make several low level raids on
the German airfields in the Netherlands in
an attempt to stem the raids on home soil.
Until 1944 the base was part of No. 2
Group in Bomber Command when it was
given over to 100 Group and the Bomber
Support Development Unit (BSDU) - the
RAF unit responsible for countering
German defences against the British
strategic bombing. The HQ was located
at the stately Bylaugh Hall, 5 minutes
down the road with the airfield close by.
The 100th Bomb Group nicknamed
the ‘Bloody Hundredth’ were engaged
in bombing strategic targets such
as airfields, bridges, enemy ground
defences, oil installations and submarine

Swanton Morley aerial
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Blenheim Squadron

The Group’s B-17 Flying
Fortresses acquired mythical
status…
transport facilities. After May 1945 and
the end of the war, the Group then flew
six ‘Chowhound’ missions dropping food
parcels to hungry Dutch civilians. The
Group’s B-17 Flying Fortresses acquired
mythical status specialising in daylight
raids deep into German territory, on their
first mission alone, they lost three planes
and thirty men. They experienced heavy
losses, the most prolific being on a raid
to Berlin on 6th March 1944 where fifteen
aircraft were lost - hence unfortunately
the group’s nickname was born.
After WWII the station hosted No.1 Air
Signallers School and later the Central
Servicing Development Establishment
(CSDE) and the Maintenance Analysis
and Computing Establishment (MACE).
With no more requirements to be a base
for launching regular raids, the base was
a good environment for training and
development. The airfield however could

Venture glider

not go to waste and by 1953-1955 the
station was also used by 611 Volunteer
Gliding School and by the 1980s was
holding popular airshows open to the
public.
By 1996 the station had been closed and
converted into the Army base occupied
first by the 9/12L then latterly the Light
Dragoons. Named Robertson Barracks
in honour of the celebrated Field Marshall
Sir William Robertson, the first Field
Marshall to rise from the rank of private
to Field Marshall. Finally in 2015, after a
withdrawal from Sennelager, it became a
place 1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards
were able to call home.
GJ

Blenheim returning to Swanton Morley 1941
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Hodson’s Horse
With a total Hodson’s Horse squad that was
smaller than the rugby squad of the Royal
Lancers it was never going to be a year of
on the pitch glory. The thirty men who went
down were used in two or three sports
each and showed all the commitment
and positivity that is expected of a QDG
soldier. We had relative novices throwing
their bodies in front of charging SCOTS DG
Fijians, footballers who did not know the
offside rule and Sgt Dodd in the water polo
pool standing on a drowning Lancer while
simultaneously protesting his innocence.
Despite having the smallest squad by
some way, the credit of the Regiment was
enhanced by being one of five teams that
entered a team in all of the events. Sadly
due to some unnecessary stubbornness
from an organiser who refused to drop the
rugby union team size below 15s we had to
pull out of that one event.
The week started with rugby league and
a QDG team with only two reserves for
the four matches that had to be played.
The first game against the eventual
winners, the SCOTS DG, was a very
impressive performance and a losing
margin that was smaller than any other
team to play them. The lack of rotation
meant that fatigue set in faster than for
other teams but a very respectable 4th
place was a positive start.
The second day brought three sports to
try and man whilst simultaneously trying
to not overextend a battered rugby team.
Hockey has never been a strong point
for the QDG, and a recipe of a mainly
rookie team and no training was never

Credit must go to the team
for sticking with it and
conceding fewer goals
than last time.
going to end well. Credit must go to the
team for sticking with it and conceding
fewer goals than last time. Cross country
might be another sport where we might
be seen as looking for the positives,
but with three runners being the wrong
side of thirty five, finishing off the bottom
should be seen as a good result. The
final sport of the day and it came as
a shock to some of our swimmers
quite how tiring drowning is. A hugely
physically demanding sport which needs
swift rotations and short sharp bursts of
energy was never going to play to our
strengths. This was not helped by the
drowning incident mentioned earlier that
resulted in our man taking a few minutes
on the side-lines to eye up his next target.
The final three sports were football, rugby
union and orienteering. With union sadly
not going ahead for us, all the focus was
on the football team. The first match
started well with a late penalty consigning
us to a 1-0 loss. After this things were
not quite as rosy. We did score four goals
in the next three matches, it was just a
pity that three of them were in the wrong
goal! Despite these setbacks, spirits
remained high and the team kept going
to the end.

Not Hodson or his Horse

With determined, but largely poor results
so far, it was finally time for the QDG to
shine. The orienteering team ran valiantly,
finding their way to second place. Given
that all of the team had taken part in
tiring sports the day before it was an
even more impressive showing. We even
managed to incorporate some Royal
Yeomanry integration into this, with Capt
Sam Seccombe doing very well for us.
All in all it was an enjoyable, if frustrating
week. With luck we will have more people
to pick from next year, and should go on
to give a true showing of the QDG talent.
Not just a positive attitude.
CWM

Luck Cup
The 2015 Luck Cup kicked off with the
inter squadron football competition.
While the quality of the game varied,
the squadrons battled it out in a round
robin competition, playing each other
twice. The deciding game was a closely
fought battle between B squadron and C
squadron, with B squadron coming out
on top, winning two goals to one.
The following week, the touch rugby
competition took place and being a rugby
regiment, the quality shown far outshone
the football previously! The competition
format remained the same, with another
strong performance from B squadron and
C squadron. In another decider between
these two greats, Maj Staveley and Maj
Lloyd battled it out with their respective
squadrons. After another closely fought
game, B squadron were victorious with
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a 3-1 try win, with Sgt Roberts showing
some silky skills throughout.
Following on from the rugby, Sgt
Hamilton masterminded the crosscountry competition, with an interesting
and challenging route selection, ranging
from pavements, tracks and river beds.
Starting at the back gate of Dempsey
Barracks, the competitors sprinted off,
with Cpl Savarin setting an early pace.
The race was extremely competitive,
with runners crossing the line in quick
succession and within a very respectable
time. After closing down and passing
the initial leaders, first place went to Lt
Barcroft, followed by Tpr Couch. The
overall winners were C squadron, leaving
the swimming competition as the decider.
The swimming competition saw the
squadrons thrash it out in the usual,

front crawl, backstroke and breaststroke
races. In addition, a few other races were
included; longest distance underwater,
biggest bomb, perfect dive and dead
man’s float. With some impressive and
innovative techniques on display, B
squadron eventually came out on top,
completing an impressive victory of the
Luck Cup.
Overall the Luck Cup was an excellent
opportunity for the squadrons and, more
importantly, the soldiers to get involved
in four different sports competitions.
With the move back to Swanton Morley
complete and a plethora of sporting
facilities, next year’s competition should
have a more comprehensive list of sports
to take part in.
HB
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Royal Yeomanry
Before being posted to 1st The Queen’s
Dragoon Guards (QDG) I was working in
a city bank, in the humdrum work cycle
of waking up, commuting to the office,
answering emails and then sleeping.
Whereas my weekends were spent with
the Royal Yeomanry (RY) on exercise
shooting round training areas in WIMIKs
and trying to forget that I would have to
go back to work on the Monday!
In March 2015 I Commissioned as part of
the smallest Sandhurst intake of 7 Officer
Cadets, while there I was told about
the Lead First scheme (where a newly
commissioned Reservist Officer could
spend the year as a full time Officer) and
decided that it was quite a good way to
put off that Monday blues for a year, and
put my name down.
I didn’t hear anything about my application
for quite a while and then 6 months later
I got an email from the Board saying that
they wanted me to start mid-November
(exactly 2 years to the day from starting
my city job). It was decided that instead
of spending the year based with the RY, I

Lts Long & Hebblewaite
enjoying Mullens Cup

2Lt H Pollock, delivering orders for
the final Sunday morning attack

would be posted as a troop commander
the QDG, after our two Regiments being
formally paired in the Army 2020 reforms.

theory find the Troop at any moment in
time, (an illusion which was shattered on
my first Orderly Officer).

I was a bit worried about starting as
I didn’t know what to expect, having
only experienced being an Officer in the
Reserves, which consisted of seemingly
endless emails, juggling people’s holidays
with courses, and only having direct
contact with my troop on a Wednesday
night or on the weekend exercise! So it
was a novel concept that I could find in

Having now spent a couple months
with A Squadron, I’m now settled in and
even managed to organise some pistol
training before the Christmas season
really kicked off. I’m looking forward to
a full year’s training, including joining the
deployment to Sierra Leone and getting
on as many courses as I can.
HP

HMS MONMOUTH
You will have read last year that HMS
MONMOUTH was recently upgraded
during a year-long period in dry dock. The
ship entered refit at the beginning of 2014
and had a significant amount of structural
work done, including approximately 17
tonnes of new steel covering an area
of 220 square metres - over 1km of
welding. 29 different equipment updates

were conducted including a new 3D air
surveillance radar, the Sea Wolf point
defence missile system mid-life update,
new 30mm cannons and an updated
Combat System. The refit has enabled
the ship to remain a capable and
versatile frigate, ready to serve the Royal
Navy for at least another decade. 2015
has seen her return to sea to conduct a

The refit has enabled the
ship to remain a capable and
versatile frigate

Leaving Dartmouth
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The ship dressed in signal flags
during Her Rededication parade

HMS Monmouth at Full Power

full spectrum of equipment and sea trials
proving that she is materially ready. On
18 September this culminated when
She was presented back to the Royal
Navy by Babcock and the Ministry Of
Defence’s Defence Equipment & Support
organisation during Her “Fleet Date
Inspection”. On this date She re-entered
the Fleet under the full command of
the Fleet Commander and has been
operating in UK and European waters on
maritime security, defence engagement
and training support tasks.

The event celebrates Her
re-commissioning back into
active service…

At the end of October the Commanding
Officer, Commander Philip Tilden Royal
Navy, was delighted to invite both Nick
Bence-Trower and Richard Winstanley
to the ship’s Rededication ceremony
which was kindly supported financially
by the Company. The event celebrates
Her re-commissioning back into active
service and was well attended by
officials, families and our affiliates. After
a parade and service held on the jetty,
both Richard and Nick joined a group of
former Commanding Officers for a tour
of the ship.
2016 marks the 350th anniversary of
the name ‘HMS MONMOUTH’, the
first vessel holding the name for only
a year before the second was built in

1667. A 66-gun Third Rate she gained
an unprecedented 10 battle honours
over her 100 year life. The current and
7th HMS MONMOUTH, with such an
esteemed his history to follow, will now
prepare for Operations further afield,
after another period working around
home and European waters early next
year (which will include a visit to London).
In the Summer She will then undertake
an intensive six week Operational Sea
Training package just off Plymouth,
before going on in the Autumn to partake
in international exercises while also being
part of the UK’s Joint Expeditionary
Force. As the saying goes “train hard,
fight easy”.
AC

The ship fires one of her training-variant
Sting Ray torpedos during trials from the
Magazine Torpedo Launch System
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Governor General’s Horse Guards
(Toronto Ontario Canada)

Memorial Dinner 2015

2015 was a busy year for the GGHG
which saw participation in many training
exercises, ceremonial events, operations.
Through it all, the Regiment retained its
strong espirit de corps, and focused on
training junior leadership to strengthen
the Unit into the future.
The year began with a cold winter and
lots of snow; perfect conditions for our
annual basic winter warfare refresher
training exercises: Ex COLD START I
and II. These saw the Regiment prepare

and deploy to arctic-like conditions in
Meaford Ontario. The early months also
saw the unit participate in a Brigade level
operation as part of the annual computer
based simulation training designed to
train the Brigade headquarters, training
gunnery skills with the Royal Canadian
Dragoons on Ex WORTHY SABRE and
Ex WORTHY TARGET, and preparing for
Ex SOUTHERN DRIVE.

the GGHG and enablers from the
Brigade conducted a major road move
into the U.S. and conducted Troop level
training in a Squadron context. This
training enabled the Horse Guards to
practice their mounted manoeuvre in
a large, open training area, develop
sustainment knowledge through working
with the Service Battalion, as well as train
interoperability with U.S. counterparts.

Ex SOUTHERN DRIVE was a 9 day
exercise during March in Arizona where

Summer 2015 saw the Regiment
pause its collective training to allow

A SQN-EX SG-2015
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Church Parade

individual members to attend the
summer individual training courses
across Canada as students, instructors,
or duty staff. During this time the
unit participated in the Brigade led Ex
STEADFAST ALLY, an initiative to build
connections with Soldiers from allied
nations. Summer training culminated
with Ex STALWART GUARDIAN, a two
week exercise in Petawawa Ontario
where the unit again trained with the
Royal Canadian Dragoons on mounted
tasks in a Brigade defensive context.
This was the culmination of the annual
collective training cycle.

Ex Able Warrior

The Regiments Brass and Reed band
and Cavalry Squadron performed at many
ceremonial functions throughout the year,
raising the public profile of the Regiment
and the military, and supporting key local
events like the Queen’s Plate Horse Race,
a “Flash Mob” aimed to raise awareness
of the military with the Canadian public,
and supported the office of the Lieutenant
Governor of Ontario at many ceremonial
events.
The Cavalry Squadron of
volunteer Horse Guard riders also worked
with police forces from Canada and the
U.S. in support of ceremonial events and
perpetuating the Regiment’s proud history.

The fall saw a renewed focus on basic
soldiering skills and junior leadership
development through multiple exercises
and additional training for those
preparing to test themselves on the
Primary Leadership Qualification Course.
After a brief pause for Christmas 2015,
the Regiment will be charging forward on
several exercises planned for early 2016.
As always, the GGHG will continue to
embody its motto “Second to None”
in support of Canadian Training and
Operations in 2016.

The Worshipful Company
of the Leathersellers
Founded by Royal Charter in 1444, the
Company was established to promote
the craft of tanning in the City of London.
Livery Companies have always had close
connections with the City Corporation
and their members elect the Sheriffs and
Lord Mayor to this day. The Company’s
overall objectives are to administer its
assets and affairs responsibly, play

its part in the civic life of the City of
London, support the leather industry in
appropriate ways and seek to enhance
its philanthropy through charitable giving
and engagement in the education of
young people.
This year we have focused on our new
Hall, which once completed, will be a

truly significant achievement. Along with
all the new and not so new fixtures and
fittings, The Court has just sanctioned
a new chandelier or ‘light-emanating
sculpture and work on the new leather
panelling continues at great pace. In
general, although the fit-out is slightly
behind schedule, the Clerk and his staff
should hopefully be in situ by the end

230 Sqn Helicopter flight that landed
on Colfe’s School playing fields
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of March 2016. Once we have settled
in and have our feet firmly under the
table, we will be holding our own events
in the Hall, where no doubt there will be
many opportunities for members of the
Regiment to enjoy the Leathersellers’
hospitality in the splendour of our “New
Home”.
The huge range and variety of charities
supported by the Company over the past
year are impossible to cover in the space
available in this Review; however, the
following may be of particular interest:
The Leathersellers’ Company has
established itself as one of the foremost
supporters and promoters of leathercraft,
so when we were approached by a new
charity, Style for Soldiers, we believed
we would be their perfect partner in a
project with a leather focus. Style for
Soldiers was founded by Emma Willis,
a maker of bespoke shirts. In gratitude
for the courage and sacrifice of our
servicemen and women, Emma regularly
visits Headley Rehabilitation Centre
for the injured to make the patients a
complimentary bespoke shirt in luxury
cottons and, for those who need it, a
stylish hand-carved ebony walking stick
engraved with their regiment and initials.
Emma found that servicemen fitted with
a prosthetic (having lost one or both legs)
had very limited footwear options, mostly
trainers. Those with one prosthetic and
one real foot also generally need two
pairs of shoes of different sizes in order
for each foot to fit properly. To overcome
this and in order to provide a smart
uniform appearance for interviews and
potential new career opportunities, the
Leathersellers will now be funding the
cost of providing 100 pairs of madeto-measure leather shoes for injured
servicemen.

If you would like to know more about
the work of the Charities Department
you can now follow us on Twitter and
receive live updates on the charities
we are supporting, including our work
promoting the leather trade.
We are still heavily involved in grass
root education through Colfe’s and the
Leathersellers’ Federation of Schools and
last year we decided to change the ‘brand
identity’ of our schools. Prendergast
Hilly Fields College has reverted to its
former name, Prendergast School.
Prendergast Ladywell Fields College
is now Prendergast Ladywell School.
Similarly, Prendergast Vale College is
now called Prendergast Vale School. Our
new primary school (on the Ladywell site)
has been named Prendergast Primary
School. Our Key Stage 5 at Prendergast
School is now branded Prendergast
Sixth Form College.
The Vice-Chancellor at the University of
Northampton is currently involved in the
planning to move the University to a new
site, where we hope that the Institute
for Creative Leather Technologies
(our tannery!) will be given
much
consideration and placed in prominent
position.
We have participated in three major
sporting activities which include the
Annual Inter-Livery Clay Shoot, where
sadly, the Leathersellers failed to emulate
their excellent 2014 performance, falling
to just inside the Top Twenty (19th equal),
and some 20 clays short of tenth place.
However, despite this set back we still
managed to win a spot charity prize of
£200.
We won the Prince Arthur Golf Trophy for
the third year in a row – a feat unequalled
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in modern times. The Honorary
Leathersellers’
Golfing
Secretary’s
suggestion that we be allowed to keep
it, like the winner of a Lonsdale Belt or
the Brazilian football team when they
won the World Cup for the third time,
have been rejected outright by the
powers that be. We also sent a team to
Morzine, Portes du Soleil, France for the
inter-livery ski-ing, where despite some
individual successes we only managed
second place.
Our involvement with the armed services
remains strong. We are getting to know
230 Squadron RAF much better and
what a thrill it was, for the small party from
the Company who had recently visited
them to be flown back to London in the
new Puma Mark 2 helicopter, landing
on Colfe`s playing fields, much to the
astonishment of pupils who were playing
hockey and rugby at the time. We also
have great pleasure in announcing our
newest naval affiliation HMS Audacious,
a modern nuclear-powered submarine,
which is currently under construction.
Our connections with the cadets continue
to thrive through Colfe’s Combined
Cadet Force and the Sea Cadets from TS
Challenger in Wandsworth. The company
is also currently looking into establishing
an affiliation with a RAF Cadet unit in the
Borough of Lewisham.
The Company is extremely proud of our
links with the Armed Forces and with
61 years’ service between them, The
Clerk, David Santa-Olalla and our Armed
Forces Liaison, Paul Jupp know how
important it is to maintain and enhance
the bond we have established with the
1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards.

The Leathersellers’ Ski-ing
Team in Portes du Soleil
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III Reconnaissance Battalion/
Guard Hussars Regiment
III Reconnaissance Battalion was
formed 16th of May 1974. In the past
the battalion has served as army, corps
and divisional reconnaissance. On the
1st of July 2000 the battalion moved to
Almegård Barracks on the small island
of Bornholm in the Baltic Sea. Currently
the battalion consist of the battalion
headquarters, 1 Light Reconnaissance
Squadron, 2 Light Reconnaissance
Squadron and 3rd Marine Squadron. 1
and 2 squadron are manned with regular
personnel and 3rd Marine Squadron is
a basic training squadron manned by
a small cadre of regulars who train 117
conscripts every half year.

The regimental colonel (right) and
battalion commander at the revealing
of the “battalion granite rock”

The battalion conducts its own selection
and training of future reconnaissance
soldiers from the batch of conscripts,
who are 100% volunteers. The initial
basic training runs for four months. Up
to 25 recruits are then selected for eight
months of basic reconnaissance training,
before being offered a position in one of
the regular units.
Units from the battalion have been
deployed to the Balkans in the 90’s,
including Albania and Macedonia. 1
Squadron was the first Danish unit to
deploy on Op Telic in 2003 and Op Herrick
in 2006, on both occasions 2 Squadron
relieved 1 Squadron in theatre. The last
battalion deployment took place from
August 2009 to February 2010, during
which the battalion formed Battlegroup
Center as part of Task Force Helmand.
The battalion has had a continuous
presence in Afghanistan from August
2009 to the present day. After the
stand down of Danish forces in
Helmand, the battalion deployed a
force protection team to Kabul, where a
small detachment provides escort and
protection for multinational trainers and
Danish personnel in the multinational
headquarters in Kabul. In December
2015 soldiers from the battalion returned
to Helmand as force protection for
multinational trainers deployed to the area
in support of Afghan Security Forces.
The battalion is focused at maintaining a
high level of proficiency in basic soldiering
skills, to include marksmanship, field
craft, orienteering, first aid and signals.
All training at the unit level is focusing on
those reconnaissance and surveillance
tasks that form the foundation for
providing intelligence in support of higher
headquarters mission.
3rd Marine Squadron training is centred
on creating physically and mentally
robust soldiers. As part of that process
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Signals in as Swedish forest

Reconnaissance vehicle on the plains in Spain

Helmand December 2015

the conscripts are being introduced to
the Baltic Sea on every Friday, and when
they have completed their test week
they receive the anchor badge from their
squadron commander on the beach.
In the spring the battalion deployed
as a whole for a two week exercise in
Sweden, which focused on dismounted
reconnaissance skills including forward
passage of own lines as part of the
infiltration through Swedish units,
simulating the challenges when working
together with other nations, with a

different doctrine and radio system.
The exercise was challenging for the
squadrons and provided good training.
The big event of the fall was 2 Light
Reconnaissance Squadrons participation
in exercise Trident Juncture in Spain.
During the exercise in a challenging
environment troops from the squadron
supported the Danish battle group as well
as being part of 4th Bde ISTAR task force.
Lt Col B Nissen Nissen, CO III
Reconnaissance Battalion
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Extra Regimental Employment
Colonel RAC Notes
What a pleasure to arrive in Bovington
and see so many familiar faces, not
least John Smith who was my SSM,
Paul Corfield who came to my troop in
1987, and soon to join us is Alf Alford,
who also joined my troop in ‘87 and was
my SQMS. Even Dave Way from SHQ B
Sqn in 87 is here! The other joy is that I
get to visit all the regiments as and when
I can.
Last time I visited QDG the regiment
was still in Osnabruck. Two moves, three
commanding officers and seven years
later, it was a delight to return to the family
now back in Swanton Morley. One only
has to flick through the journals covering
those missing years to realise how busy
the Regiment has been one way or
another and my exploits in Scotland and
Africa seem tame in comparison.
A lot has changed in Bovington since
my first tour here 20 years ago. Most
obviously the Directorate has shrunk
significantly from a two star headquarters
to an AD level branch of Regional
Command Headquarters. Secondly the
manpower available to contribute to
and comment on policy, to staff specific
RAC issues, to represent the RAC in
any number of fora has reduced to less
than a quarter of what it was, and thirdly
and most significantly the RAC itself
has reduced dramatically in both size
(as a result of Options for Change et
cetera) and influence (as a result of the
predominance of Op Herrick). And at the
same time for reasons I can understand,
the “Home of the Royal Armoured Corps”
has given way to the “Armour Centre”.
And this cannot be entirely right. The
Army is rediscovering contingency,
and the need to be ready for the most

John Smith, David Way and Col RAC

Never has there been a need
for the Royal Armoured
Corps to be more certain
of itself…
demanding conflict at the divisional level
where armoured manoeuvre and the real
strengths of the RAC will come to the
fore. Never has there been a need for
the Royal Armoured Corps to be more
certain of itself and for the case for armour
and manned reconnaissance to be heard
at the highest levels. There is no doubt
that the RAC has a lot going for it and the
immediate future is bright: of note, whilst
SDSR details are slowly emerging the
future of Challenger 2 is pretty secure,
and its Life Extension Programme
reasonably secure too; the role of Light
Cavalry is forming up into something
tangible, worthwhile and appealing; and

Col RAC visits visits the RAC Memorial, outside the Tank Museum
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Ajax is coming to replace CVRT(T) –
and this time it really is! However, there
remain a number of vulnerabilities, many
of them self-inflicted.
The brand is strong and we have officer
cadets at Sandhurst queuing up to join our
regiments. Keeping them is a perennial
problem and we tend to recruit those
who leave at the 3 to 5 year point, which
means we will always rely upon captains
to command some of our squadrons
and occasionally have squadron leaders
on three-year tours. But we are getting
much more used to the idea of having
squadron leaders from other regiments,
as well as commanding officers and
indeed some regiments have more
majors at RD from elsewhere than from
their own Regiment. We should not fear
this, in fact it is healthy and demonstrates
resilience across the Corps.
To compensate for these reductions
in size and influence the Colonel
Commandant has identified that we
must come together much more closely
than hitherto and act as one, maximise
our strengths across the Corps, while
supporting and compensating for areas
of weakness across the Corps. In short,
we must behave as a single body rather
than 10 individual regiments with similar
but slightly different agendas. And we
must do this in every way because as
individual regiments we do not present
a unified front, and may not survive the
challenges ahead of us.
So we must be more corporate. Is
this a threat to the Queen’s Dragoon
Guards? No. Indeed, the strengths of the
regimental system are well known and
must be retained to keep regiments as
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effective fighting units. We must preserve
what is best but be honest with ourselves
and do away with what is not helpful and
remove any barriers to progress. This
will protect our regiments
As I visit different regiments it is
remarkable how similar we all are and
how we have the same attitude. Yet it is
rather frustrating that we make much of
our differences in an effort to seem slightly
special. No problem with that, as long as
it does not spill over into lack of support
for each other. But sometimes it does. We
should instead be recognising similarities
and working closely together to achieve
clout rather than “penny-packeting”. We
know all about this in the field, yet when
in barracks we seem to instantly forget.

1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards

We should instead be
recognising similarities
and working closely
together…
That is what CFA, as Colonel
Commandant of the RAC has directed
me to do: to highlight the role the RAC
already plays in everybody’s lives and
to bring regiments together so that we
speak with one voice, and express one
clearly thought out opinion on the issue of
the day so that we move in one direction
together. This way, we will compete
collectively for the highest appointments

in command and at staff to gain influence
at the top table, broaden and improve
the career opportunities for the rest of us,
develop a sense of corporate pride that
brings further dividends in recruiting and
retention, provide the best training and
opportunity for our soldiers and so the
list goes on. We have the wherewithal
to do this, and we have nothing to
lose in being closer to our comrades
in the other regiments of the RAC. The
mechanisms already exist and we are
already part of the RAC – we just need to
have confidence in it as an organisation.
And that’s my task.
GD

Equerry to Their Royal Highnesses
On completing Staff College in May, I
took over from Lieutenant Colonel David
Bevan WG as Equerry to Their Royal
Highnesses The Prince of Wales and
The Duchess of Cornwall. Their Royal
Highnesses’ staff are largely based in
Clarence House. Taking up a posting
based in a Royal residence has taken
some getting used to. Additionally, being
in London District as a non-Blue Red
Blue has been equally disorientating.
However, an element of unexpected
familiarity has been provided by my
contact with Major (Ret’d) Charlie Craven

(Late QDG); my first Squadron Leader
and now colleague in his capacity as
Estate Manager of Highgrove!
The role of Equerry at Clarence House
entails three main functions; planning
and managing Their Royal Highnesses’
diary, delivering a portfolio of events
(which includes Defence); and fulfilling
ceremonial requirements. The working
environment is extremely pleasant,
but entirely civilian (with a hint of ‘Yes
Minister’), and I often find myself missing
more familiar territory. However, the

proximity of the St James’s Palace
Guard – who march past my window on
a two hourly basis – and Officers’ Mess
provide a welcome reminder that the
Army is never far away. Should I require
something more hard-nosed, a short visit
to the Ministry of Defence, on Whitehall,
has the effect of rapidly bringing me back
to reality with a bump!
The working hours of this post are
variable, but largely anti-social. There
are, however, a few perks that come with
the job. One of these is my honorary

A strange looking rugby pitch
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membership of the Household Division
Cricket Club, who play all their games at
their idyllic home ground; Burton Court,
(between Chelsea Hospital and the King’s
Road). As well as playing in London over
the summer, I was lucky enough to be
selected for the touring side to South
Africa – two weeks of demanding cricket
and even more demanding socialising.
Our Defence Engagement activity with
the locals can only be judged to have
been a complete success.
From my current position I have the
extreme privilege of being able to look
back at Defence as a temporary outsider,
and although there are a great many
challenges and wicked problems facing
all three Services, I remain hugely proud
of belonging to the Armed Forces and
the role they continue to play in the U.K.
and around the world. I am also very
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pleased to say, without a hint of bias, that
the QDG continue to represent the very
best that the Army has to offer.
As you all know, The Prince of Wales
is extremely proud of his position as
Colonel-in-Chief of our Regiment and
was deeply disappointed not to be able
to attend the Waterloo 200 Celebrations
in Cardiff, in September. However, His
Royal Highness is very supportive of
the initiative to generate a Regimental
mascot – in the form of a Welsh mountain
pony – and hopes to be able to visit the
Regiment in Swanton Morley at some
point in 2016.
This year I have also been lucky enough
to receive the honour of being made a full
Liveryman of the Worshipful Company of
Leathersellers. As such, I look forward to
facilitating ever closer ties between the

Your names not on the list, you’re not coming in

Regiment and the Company, particularly
now that QDG are based back on British
soil!
HP

ATC Pirbright
Phase 1 training for soldiers has
undergone significant changes in recent
years. Gone are the frequent ‘beastings’
and the concept that training should focus
primarily on toughening the man. Instead,
now the task is simple; train the man into
a soldier on an upward curve. He must
leave Phase 1 training capable of enduring
hardship in the field, but predominantly,
mentally and physically capable of meeting
the full nature of 21st century soldiering.
As the Troop Commander of up to 50
fresh Army recruits my job is relatively
straightforward; deliver unto Phase 2

soldiers that are ready to train for their
specific trades. We emphasise skills and
knowledge over hard noses. With this
in mind, it is important that as a training
team you maintain a keen eye on the
standard you would expect at regiment.
To this end, as a QDG, my recruits need
to go the extra yard to match the quality
of soldier I am used to.
Recruits undertake a 14 week basic
course, spending 15 nights out on
exercise, a week trying out some AT
in Brecon, and a weekend in Belgium
exploring the battlefields of the First World

For the training team the
practice of all this can be
hugely entertaining as
well as demanding.
War. For the training team the practice of
all this can be hugely entertaining as well
as demanding. The panic stricken face
of a recruit caught out during a patrol for
having left his webbing in the harbour,
tests both patience and an ability to not
explode with laughter. So too the array of
minstrel inspired faces that emerge after
their first cam and concealment class, or
the recruit who had failed to dress himself
from the waist down during the admin in
the field test. Ultimately, however, it is
our job to respect these men for having
done the honourable thing and enlisted,
and to then ensure they fully grasp the
magnitude of that decision.
The course ends with a passing off parade
in front of a fanfare of adoring families; an
opportunity for those joining the Cavalry
to witness for the first time some fine
QDG officer drill. It is with great fortune
the families are so singularly focused on
looking out for their new soldier.

Lt Woolland with a dog
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Pirbright is one of two Phase 1
establishments from where new QDG
soldiers will now begin their Army careers.
It is a privilege to spend a year here to see
them as they start. After all, from these
diverse young men will one day emerge
the future RSMs and battle winners of our
regiment.
FW
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77X – Vodafone
Sitting in a trendily decorated meeting
room, in an edgy open-plan office of a
creative London advertising agency,
listening to people with beards and
cardigans discuss an upcoming Vodafone
advertising campaign and eating
complimentary sushi, I had something
of a reality check. As a young, thrusting
cavalry officer, this was about the last
place I would imagine myself being. Yet
here I was, trying to keep pace with the
new language they were speaking and
not asking stupid questions.
In July, with an upcoming ankle
reconstruction, I knew I’d be just about
useless to my Regiment – the QDG – for
9-12 months of rehab and recovery. The
CO refused my suggestions to attend
a range of tropical-based tenuously
important courses, and offered me up to
77th Brigade instead, from as soon as I
could stand up again for as long as they
wanted. I imagined DfID, FCO, British
Council or similar organisations, and was
slightly surprised when it was revealed
where I was being sent. In a moment
of conveniently lucky timing, I had
been offered up soon after the Brigade
Commander had had discussions with
the Vodafone CEO about sending a
young officer on placement there. After
my operation in August the planets
aligned; Glasgow gave the green light
and after three bed-ridden weeks off I
crutched to Newbury to start a 12 month
placement at Vodafone. The plan was
for me to spend three and a half months
with Vodafone UK, then 9 months with
Vodafone Group, the global behemoth

with over 450 million customers,
reporting back to 77th Brigade as I went.
The UK phase was then split into two
week blocks with different departments,
and I have so far worked in External
Communications, Brand Marketing and
Digital Operations. The emphasis is
clearly on the use of communications, with
an emphasis on social media, customer
interaction and behavioural change. The
Downgraded so either G4 or G6,
benefit to the Brigade, outside of the
after this conversation it was G6
contacts that are forming between the
two organisations, are the lessons that it
can learn from how Vodafone operates,
Yet equally there are lessons that Vodafone
and the expertise it has in certain areas.
could learn from the Army, and perhaps
For example, Vodafone have, in the last
a combination of Vodafone flexibility and
5 years, focused on working with much
Army grip and leadership would achieve
more flexibility. There are no offices,
a significant amount. In summary, each
no
possession
department uses
of
space,
no
new
concepts
desktops and no
and methods of
corridors. It is all
potential interest
Yet equally there are lessons
open plan, based
to the Brigade,
on
hot-desking
and from January
that Vodafone could learn
and collaboration
onwards, working
from the Army…
areas, and there
in
the
many
are
six
coffee
emerging markets
shops on site
in Africa and the
where employees are encouraged
Middle East that Vodafone has, there will
to sit and meet colleagues. Whilst
doubtless be many more. It is proving to
unachievable for the Army for a variety of
be a varied and very interesting placement
reasons, the power of the right technology
so far, and one that can hopefully be
– every employee works from a laptop
repeated in future iterations. I am sure
and phone only – to enable rapid decision
the novelty of corporate life, with the
making, frequent small-scale meetings
occasional complimentary, edible lunch
and overall employee satisfaction is clear,
that does not include a D-shaped pasty
and has propelled Vodafone from relative
will wear off soon.
obscurity to now vying for the best
EW
communications provider in the UK.

The Royal Armoured Corps
Training Regiment (RACTR)
Being a Troop Sergeant in RACTR can
be a difficult but rewarding challenge.
It is very different form anything I have
experienced either at RD or on other
Phase 1 ERE postings.
Instructors
who are posted here are required to be
fit, motivated and dedicated to give the
rounded example of what an RAC soldier
should be.
The first thing expected of Permanent
Staff (PS) is the completion of a robust
induction process.
One element
involves completing ‘sitting in on’ the
recruit induction which is conducted in
the first week of arrival. This is critical
for PS as they will then understand
all that is expected of the recruits and
the information they need whilst they
complete training at RACTR. The PS
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induction also includes attending the
Army Staff and Leadership School
(ASLS) course at Pirbright, mandatory
for instructors that have involvement with
recruits.
A recruits’ training, whilst at RACTR, is
heavily defined by individual pipelines
that are produced by the Planning Cell, of
which I am now part. The Planning Cell
constructs these timelines in conjunction
with resources that are available, aiming
to get trainees through their instruction
seamlessly by capability. This is where
troop staff duty of care becomes crucial;
it is possible at any one time to have
over 30 recruits all at different stages
of their training under your control. This
can create a lot of early morning and
late evening work to deal with issues

Blades in Training
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outside of technical training allocated
periods. The out of hours times are
counter-balanced with most weekends
off, unless on essential duties, and a very
good work to home life ratio. RACTR
PS are also actively encouraged to get
away for any courses (military or civilian)
and adventure training opportunities that
arise. Fitness and sports play a vital part
in Bovington and every possible angle is
looked at so those keen sportsmen (PS
and recruits) get to attend activities.
Whilst here at RACTR, instructors, as
part of a Tp, will deliver various elements
of training to any number of recruits. This
includes a dismounted exercise (BCCS)
for five days covering aspects such as
patrolling, section attacks and CIED
training. There is also a Mounted Close
Combat Skills (MCCS) package which
covers aspects of basic mounted tactics.
Ts are also responsible for L7 GPMG
training which will conclude with a week
on the ranges.
Overall, working in RACTR is very
enjoyable although challenging. I would

Ph2 wall higher than all the others

recommend to any junior (just promoted)
Sergeant or Corporal to seek a posting
here. I like to think that we work together
as a close knit unit which produces some
high quality soldiers more prepared for

regimental life. I believe that instructors
here will get out what they put in; if they
are willing to put in the time and effort
they will reap the rewards.
SW

GTAT
Located in deepest darkest West Wales
in the Pembrokeshire National Park is
The Gunnery Training and Advisory Team
(GTAT). GTAT evolved from the Live Fire
Group and is part of the AFV Gunnery
School in Lulworth. The teams role is to
assist, advise, monitor and assess the
Mounted Close Combat community,
primarily 30mm to 120mm Challenger 2.
We have been known to dabble in the
AV(W) community as well. Being a small
team of 9 means the pace of life can be
hectic at times as members are often
deployed to cover range packages in
Poland, Germany, Warcop (North England)
and Kirkcudbright (Scotland). This is in
addition to Castlemartin Ranges which
has had some 75,000 exercising troops
through its gates in the last 12 months.
Situated on Merrion camp, GTAT works
alongside Castlemartin Range Control
and also DIO/Landmarc.
The team is made up of personalities from
the QDG, Royal Lancers, SASC, Royal
Scots, Fusiliers, RTR, QRH and the REME
(better known in the office as the “eye
candy”). GTAT has strong links with the

Operating with the
highest standards of
professionalism…
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With real estate being of a premium
on the camp, the married members of
the team reside 20 miles away on the
married quarter estate in Haverfordwest.
The 45 minute drive is often a cause of
ridicule as the single or unaccompanied
soldiers
live
in
misappropriated
accommodation a mere 5 minute walk
away. It also causes endless digs when
a team BBQ is arranged and the married
members cry off with the excuse of
getting home. Living in a county like
Pembrokeshire does have its perks, the
married members often enjoy the local
attractions of Heatherton Activity park
and Oakwood theme park while the
singlies prefer Paddles and Eddies.
The Long History of the AFVGS GTAT RSMI

QDG as the current RSMI, WO1 (RSMI)
Bongo Davies and the former RSMI; WO1
(RSMI) Jase Wilcox had both arrived from
RD having handed over their RQ role. Also
Sgt Navunisaravi (Nav) who has recently
returned to RD to take up his role as Tp
Sgt. Operating with the highest standards
of professionalism is an integral part of
being in the team, Nav however liked to
be a bit of a maverick and could often be
seen saluting with his left hand or calling
the RSMI “Sir, Sgt, Cpl, Sir” when receiving
robust instruction. All joking aside Sgt
Navunisaravi did enhance the reputation
of GTAT with his professionalism on the
range and the rapport he formed with
every unit he dealt with.

On a serious note, being part of a close
knit team like this is often a challenging
but rewarding job. You can rely on
everybody to pull together when required
and cut loose when we can. The office
is the perfect working environment where
good natured banter is common place
but work is still the priority. A range of
ages, ranks, cap badges and experience
means problems are solved swiftly with
minimal fuss.
You might not get a phone signal or 3G in
this part of the world but you will always
find a member of GTAT with a brew in his
hand and a smile on his face.
JD
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POST Op GRITROCK
What does the future have in store for a developing West
African nation? What is Britain’s role in development?
This is Africa

Africa remains a continent with significant
growth opportunities. The continent is
endowed with an abundance of natural
resources, including gold, cobalt, iron,
manganese, natural gas, crude oil, as
well as vast swathes of fertile land for
agricultural development.
Moreover,
they have a growing population, many of
whom are better educated and healthier
than in previous decades and whom are
motivated to improve their way of life and
the wider community.
However, this is offset by a complex
and often chaotic group of nations,
where there are significant social,
political and economic problems, often
exacerbated by a lack of stewardship
within government and institutions.
Corruption within government continues
to blight many African nations, draining
much needed resources from essential
areas such as education, health, utilities
and general infrastructure. Nigeria is
often cited as a nation that has suffered
significantly from corruption, notably the
misappropriation of oil revenues. These
problems not only provide challenges for
domestic policymaking - they also affect
regional and global stability.

Mining in Sierra Leone has suffered due to
the decrease in global iron ore prices.

Even in the face of such ongoing political
and economic instability, West Africa
and the wider global community should
be quietly optimistic about the region’s
future.
Over the past decade, six of the world’s
ten fastest growing countries were
African, beating more developed nations,
including many in East Asia. The boom
in global demand for commodities from
2000-2008 is partly responsible, much
of which has been exported to rapidly
developing powers.
Notably China,
in return, has assisted in large-scale
infrastructure projects within the region,
building highways, airports, railways,
hospitals, stadiums and housing.
In order to have an influence in Africa,
Britain must compete with countries
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such as China, which is flush with foreign
reserves and has an appetite to spend it.
Coupled with a strong negative sentiment
in Britain towards foreign aid, our effort to
assist Africa’s development must “draw
together, and use, all the instruments
of national power, so that the sum of
the British effort is much bigger than its
component parts.”

Sierra Leone: A
Tumultuous Thirty Years

The past three decades have been a
tumultuous period for this small West
African nation. Government corruption
and mismanagement of the country’s
natural resources were the catalyst to the
Civil War that lasted 11 years from 1991 to
2002. Not only did this lead to significant
fatalities, some 50,000 dead, but also the
wholesale destruction of infrastructure
and further siphoning of wealth and
resources. With the assistance of a
United Nation’s peacekeeping force and
a very effective intervention by the British
armed forces, under OP PALLISER, a
ceasefire was achieved.
There followed a period of relative calm,
until the outbreak of the Ebola Virus
Disease (EVD) that began in December
2013. After the first official case was
recorded in Liberia, EVD spread rapidly
across Sierra Leone and Guinea,
with almost 4,000 fatalities in Sierra
Leone. Extreme poverty, bad hygiene,
dysfunctional
healthcare
systems,
porous borders and a delayed response
to the crisis, both domestically and
internationally, contributed to the failure
to control the outbreak across the region.
In a region where there are already many
factors stifling economic growth and
development, EVD has further hampered
progress.
Quarantines and further
restrictions on daily routine had to be
introduced in order to prevent the virus
spreading, affecting agriculture, trade
and normal business life. Coupled with
a recent downturn in global demand for
commodities, Sierra Leone’s economy
has suffered greatly.
Access to credit and further financing is
also a significant challenge for developing
West African nations and their economies.
With the Gross National Income of Sierra
Leone, Liberia and Guinea at $700,
$370 and $470 respectively, the ability
to finance new businesses is minimal.
Through the existence of DFID’s central
funding mechanism, UK Aid Direct,
grants can be awarded that fund new
ventures abroad. Formerly known as

the Global Poverty Action Fund, (GPAF),
the fund, which has existed since 2010,
has awarded over 200 grants across
36 countries, including Ghana, Nigeria
and Sierra Leone. While the grants are
often small in UK terms, they can have
a significant impact within host nations,
in real terms. They are also an effective
way in developing goodwill and influence
within the general populous.

Defence Capabilities and
Opportunities

The outbreak of EVD has also had a
significant impact of Sierra Leone’s
defence capabilities. The Republic of
Sierra Leone Armed Forces (RSLAF)
were not able to meet their own annual
training requirements as well as those
required to deploy on African Union (AU)
and United Nations (UN) missions. Skill
fade is currently a major issue and this
is where Britain, through the International
Defence Engagement Strategy (IDES),
notably short term training teams (STTTs),
can have a significant impact.

Sierra Leone and Britain have maintained
strong military links since the
end of the Civil War.

STTTs are not a new occurrence in
Sierra Leone. During the latter stages
of OP PALLISER, a STTT mission
named Operation BASILICA took place,
initially led by 2nd Battalion, The Royal
Anglian Regiment. The team comprised
approximately 250 personnel with the
mission of training 1,000 Sierra Leone
Army (SLA) recruits, with the aim of
improving their soldiering skills in the face
of the threat posed by the Revolutionary
United Front (RUF). The Anglians were
later replaced by a detachment of 1st
Battalion, The Royal Irish Regiment.
Essentially this mission was focussed
around building the capacity of the SLA.
The British Army once again has an
opportunity to assist the SLA to develop
their capabilities, not only in the face
of future domestic threats, and also in
assisting RSLAF’s contribution to AU and
UN missions. Sierra Leone should look
to leverage the skills and experiences
the British Army and wider military,
have developed from over a decade
of campaigning. This includes infantry
tactics, supply chain management
and the developments in the battlefield
casualty process, to name but a few.
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This would help to bolster the country’s
defence capabilities in order to manage
or prevent further conflict and instability.
The RSLAF’s ability to defend itself and
provide a safe environment will assist in
its future development, most notably with
regards to attracting foreign investment.
The provision of training domestically is
also an important offer. The opportunity
to attend Sandhurst and staff college
provides the current and future leaders
of Sierra Leone, and other nations,
access to excellent training facilities. In
turn, it allows Britain the opportunity to
influence these future leaders, while also
strengthening current ties with foreign
militaries. Finally, Britain can provide SME
training in niche areas such as CounterIED and BCD, which have been honed
over three decades in Afghanistan, Iraq
and Ireland. In a continent where land
mines are still a significant problem,
the transfer of these skills would be
invaluable.

Ebola Free – an
opportunity for progress

In November 2015, the World Health
Organisation declared Sierra Leone EVD
free. The assistance provided by the
British and US militaries and many nongovernmental organisations has aided
the government in its efforts to control
and prevent the virus spreading further.
With the virus under control, there now
lies an opportunity for the government to
address long term underlying structural
inadequacies. A report by USAID in
2009 summarised the situation thus.
“Corruption in government, a weak
financial sector, dilapidated infrastructure,
and widespread poverty and inequality
across gender and income groups make

Sierra Leone was declared EVD free
in November 2015, though further
outbreaks are expected.

Sierra Leone’s development challenge
particularly daunting.”
There still remain areas of the country
without access to clean water,
education, electricity and sanitation, all
issues that exacerbated the outbreak
of EVD. With the virus now under
control, the government needs to focus
on aligning domestic policy with these
key infrastructural inadequacies. There
has been progress in developing the
healthcare system and hygiene practices
have improved. Further advances in
this sector will be essential in order to
prevent another outbreak and this is an
area where Britain can assist further. The
provision of medical practitioners and
doctors, either military or civilian, would
provide the expertise, covering routine
medical issues, vaccinations and more
serious surgical requirements.
There is also a need for fundamental
investment in education in order to
increase literacy levels. As at 2012, adult
literacy was at 42.1% of the population,
with gross enrolment for secondary
school at 54.4%. A report by the
Adam Smith International in July 2015
illustrated that there is currently a lack of
properly qualified staff and facilities are
ill-equipped, resulting in an education
system that is impeding the country’s
development.
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As previously mentioned, Britain cannot
compete against nations with more
significant reserves, such as China, which
is assisting African development through
large infrastructural projects.
These
projects are assisting development, but
more often than not, there are significant
transfers of wealth, normally in the form of
natural resources at a discounted price.
In order to compete, Britain will need to
provide access to a more comprehensive
list of UK departments and organisations
that can assist in development, such
as DFID, FCO, UKTI, MOD and others.
Drawing together these instruments of
power and its strengths, Britain should
be able to have a greater impact on
Sierra Leone, and the wider West African
region.

A QDG soldier taking part in the
recent STTT in Sierra Leone

For West Africa as a community, there
remains considerable opportunity for
growth and development. The area still
has an abundance of natural resources
which, if managed properly and the
wealth distributed more equally, would
provide the foundation for further
social, infrastructural and economic
development.
Moreover, their ability
to minimise corruption, which has
been endemic across much of Africa,
and improve the overall business
environment, will also have a significant
impact on the regions prospects.
HWLB

Cpl Sudlow teaches the RSLAF
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Regimental Comrades Association
Regimental Home Headquarters
Lt Col (Retd) WR Brace MBE BEM
Mark Hawtin
Catherine
Sophie
Kate
Clive Morris
Mark Evans
Well, I am not sure where the time goes, another year is nearly
done and here I am once again sitting down to write the Journal
Notes. It has been an interesting year but, at times, a very
frustrating one. The highlight of the year of course has to be the
200th Anniversary Waterloo Dinner held here in Cardiff on Friday
4th September. The dinner was a Regimental affair hosted by
the RSM, but as this was a very special occasion the Association
was given the wonderful honour of having 50 of our members
attending. There was a lot of interest for these places so it was
decided that a lottery was the fairest way of allocating seats;
to keep things absolutely fair the Regimental Secretary of the
Royal Welsh was invited to make the draw of 25 ex-SNCO’s and
25 ex-officers. Those of us who were lucky enough to secure
a ticket had the most memorable of evenings, the weather was
fair, resulting in a wonderful photograph of all those attending,
this was followed by a Beating Retreat in front of City Hall. The
dinner itself was indeed spectacular, the setting, the service,
and the food were all first class; all of us who were fortunate to
have been there will remember it for many years to come.
Earlier in the year the RCA were invited to travel to Sennelager
to visit the Regiment for the very last time in Germany. Over
70 members of the Association travelled to Dempsey Barracks
by various means in order to attend the Farewell to Germany
weekend. A coach eventually left Maindy Barracks at 10pm on
the evening of 14th May, once I had managed to drag them all
out of the Heath pub across the road from the barracks. We
travelled through the night in order to be there in time for first
event of the weekend. I have to say that I had never seen so
much beer on a coach, most of which had gone by the time
we had reached the Severn Bridge! We duly arrived at around
midday the following day and after settling in to our rooms were
able to join the Regiment at the families’ event that was taking
place that afternoon.
Saturday morning was overcast but thankfully dry for the farewell
parade, after a night of drinking and singing in the Sgts Mess

RCA visit to the Regiment 15th to 18th May 2015
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Regimental Secretary
Assistant Regimental Secretary
Subscriptions/General Enquiries
Shop/General Enquiries
Lottery/General Enquiries
Museum Curator
Assistant Museum Curator
the RCA members were treated to a full breakfast with all the
trimmings in order to set them up for the day. The parade was
absolutely first class, as were the speeches by the Burgermiester
and the inspecting officers, both British and German. At the
very end of the parade those of us who are now no longer
serving were given the honour by the Regt of being able to
march off the square under the command of Brigadier George
Powell for the very last time, thus drawing to a close many years
of service in Germany in such places as Wolfenbüttel, Hohne
and Osnabruck. We all felt extremely proud and privileged to
be allowed to march, and when the band struck up Radetzky well, bellies were lifted, necks pushed into the back of the collar
and heels dug in! Getting a standing ovation as we passed the
saluting dais was without doubt a real buzz, a great day and one
that will be in the memory for a long time.
It is always an absolute joy for us as old comrades to visit the
Regiment and this visit rates as one of the most memorable I
have ever been on. I would therefore like to express my sincere

The Chairman of the Regimental
Trust decides that body armour
is required having just turned
down the grant request for
the Officers’ Mess Jacuzzi

The cat who’s got the cream,
David Rosier about to tear off
around Robertson Barracks

Shoulders back, necks in the back of the collar and heels dug in, a
very proud contingent of the RCA, commanded by Brigadier George
Powell, march off parade in Germany for the very last time
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Simon Ward and Master Ward catch up with lost sleep
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The installation of the Regimental Memorial
for Llandaff Cathedral is underway

thanks on behalf of the Association to the CO, the RSM and all
those involved in hosting the RCA for making us feel so welcome
and so at home; it was done in the inimitable QDG style.
In late September, once the Regiment had completed the
move from Germany and settled in Norfolk, the Commanding
Officer kindly invited the Regimental Trustees to visit them at
their new home in Swanton Morley. 14 Trustees, including the
Regimental Secretary and the Assistant Regimental Secretary,
made the trip to Robertson Barracks. Everyone had arrived by
mid-day and following lunch we were given a brief by the CO on
all aspects of the regiment’s activities for the coming year. This
was followed by a tour of the barracks and, to the delight of a
number of Trustees, a chance to drive the Regiment’s Jackal
vehicles. Then there was the opportunity to test our shooting
skills on the 30m range, I think everyone of the Trustees would
need far more range time if we were asked to complete the
APWT! Tea was then taken in the WO’s and Sgt’s Mess, with
the opportunity to be shown around what is an impressively
large building that has now been given the uniquely QDG touch.
A dinner was held in the Officers’ Mess that evening giving the
Trustees the opportunity to hear the latest Mess stories and
recall their own from days gone by. It was good to see that
Richard Goldsborough was last man standing! After a hearty
breakfast the next day the Trustees made their way home with
the feeling that the Regiment was in good fettle and looking
forward to the challenges of the year to come.

Finally after such a long time it’s up

One disappointment this year has been the fact that I was unable
to get the Regimental Memorial completed in Llandaff Cathedral
in time for 4th September. This would have been the ideal date
to dedicate our memorial as it could have been tied in with the
200th Waterloo Dinner taking place that evening. Sadly due to
the procrastination of the cathedral authorities over the type of
stone I could use this was not to be. However, these difficulties
have now been overcome and so finally, after nearly two and a
half years, the work on installing the memorial is underway. I
am very pleased with the final outcome and would like to thank
alI those who have fund raised and donated to the project, it
would not have happened without our Regimental family. I
would also like to thank Warrick Guck of Edward Frazer Ltd for
making what is without doubt a most stunning bronze eagle
and Simon Morgan of Mossfords Stonemasons for keeping faith
through the various changes to the design and for producing a
wonderful piece of stone that gives our memorial its unique feel
and look. It has been a very long and torturous process but I
am glad that I have stuck with it; I hope that everyone will be as
proud of the memorial as I am and see it as a fitting tribute to our
comrades who have made the ultimate sacrifice.
WRB
The Regimental Memorial
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The Great Shave Off for Multiple Sclerosis
On the 3rd April this year, at Phil Clare’s 65th birthday party,
while having a group photo taken Spider Pickford suggested
we all grow beards. I said if we are going to grow beards why
not do it for charity.
Pat Croft, Greg Grant, and my eldest son Mishko all suffer from
Multiple Sclerosis so I suggested that we grow them for the
MS Society. We agreed to stop shaving from 31st August to
the 23rd October which was the day of our Reunion Gathering
in Cardiff; and so the QDG MS Hairy Faces were formed. We
shared our links on Facebook and created a Just Giving page
keeping everyone up to date.
We decided that we should get publicly shaved outside the
Goat Major pub on the day of the reunion which would hopefully
raise more money from passers-by. By making enquiries on our
Facebook page I set about finding someone willing to shave us
and as you can imagine we were not short of volunteers and
witty comments. A big thank you to Paul Owen for putting me
in touch with Samantha Bunce of His’n’Hairs, who agreed to
shave us free of charge. Her godson served in the Regiment

Phil Clare under the razor!

and his mother also suffers from MS so she was more than
happy to help out. We posted updates of our growths on the
QDG Facebook page for all to see.
On Friday the 23rd October we arrived in Cardiff and made our
way to the Goat Major for some refreshments prior to our shave
off at 16.00 hrs. Phil Clare had posted photos of himself with a
grey beard however for the day of the reunion and shave off he
had had it dyed in the Regimental colours!
Just after 16.00hrs the Great Shave Off took place with Spider
taking point followed by Mick Green, with Phil Clare and myself
bringing up the rear. After the shave off the singing of the Welsh
National Anthem by Keith Dicken and Steve Scott took place in
the Goat Major with all proceeds going to our cause.
Total raised for MS was a staggering £1552.00
Thank you to all those who supported QDG MS Hairy Faces
JIS

John Schumski

The Hairy Faces are no more - the job’s
done. Left to Right John Schumski, Spider
Pickford, Mick Green and Phil Clare

Englishmen Can Sing the Welsh National Anthem
On Saturday 26th September 2015 I am sat in the comfort of my
living room in Cumbria preparing to watch the England v Wales
Rugby World Cup match. Little did I realise that my long term
butty Steve Scott, who was 294 miles south of me in Chepstow,
had had a few too many Babychams, and was formulating a
message to publish on Facebook that read: “Keith Dicken and
myself are so confident, that if the impossible should happen
and England lose to Wales we will sing the Welsh National

Anthem in the Goat Major on the Friday afternoon before the
reunion stood on chairs and wearing those stupid daffodil hats”.
Who needs enemies when you have friends like Scotty? Well,
about 40 minutes into the game and my heart was starting to
race and I am having visions of being hung drawn and quartered
in the grounds of Cardiff Castle if we didn’t learn the Welsh
national anthem. Full time whistle goes and I was straight on
the blower to Mr Scott, “What the (expletive deleted!) did you go
and say that for” I asked, “Say what?” was his reply.
With just over three weeks to go before the heart thumping ‘trial
by singing’ in the Goat Major in front of all our Welsh chums in
the heart of Wales time wasn’t on our side and we had to come
up with a plan. A quick search of the internet and I had found
our saviour in the form of the Go Compare insurance chappie.
His name is Mr Wynne Evans and he is a famous Welsh opera
singer and he’s made a little video on how to learn the Welsh
National Anthem. I quickly relayed this information to Scotty
and we agreed via messenger to play dumb and make out
we hadn’t learnt it, when all the time we had our own music
instructor.

Two Englishmen in disguise in the Dragons lair Steve Scott and Keith Dicken in full flow
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Come the big day, I drove down to Chepstow to pick Scotty
up and we set off for Cardiff still not having had one single
rehearsal. So on the way in the car I turned to Scotty and said
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after three Scotty let’s have a go and see how we sound. Well
I kid you not, Simon & Garfunkel, Chas & Dave or anyone could
not have sung it better than we did; it was as though we had
been singing it together for years. Not to mention the harmony.
We arrived in Cardiff fairly confident by now but continued to
play dumb to the lads who, by the way, when asked the majority
couldn’t tell us the words to their own national anthem. Cookie
even went to a local Welsh shop and bought us two post cards
with the words on it, but little did he know we not only knew the
words but could pronounce them perfectly. The great ‘Shave
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Off’ commenced and we realised it wouldn’t be long before
we would be stood on those chairs being either jeered at or
cheered to the rafters. So after a few more whiskey chasers we
were made to don the daffodil hats and take our places. Mr Ord
very kindly introduced us and with the blood coursing through
our bodies and our chests pounding we commenced to sing a
very tuneful, perfectly pronounced and word perfect rendition
of the Welsh National Anthem! The rest as they say is history.
We feel more Welsh now than some of the boys from the valleys.
KD

Combined Cavalry Weekend 2015
Officers’ Regimental Dinner
The annual Officers’ Regimental Dinner was held as usual in
the Cavalry and Guards Club on the evening of Friday 8th May
before the Cavalry Memorial Parade on the 10th. 90 officers
both past and present enjoyed a superb dinner and retold the
same stories of deeds of daring do that were told in previous
years. A definite headache for the Regimental Secretary is the
fact that we now have 3 subalterns going by the surname of

Carter, two even have the same initials! As officers do not use
their last 3 numbers the regimental tradition of nicknames is
most definitely required. As is customary, the officers sent their
loyal greetings to our Colonel-in-Chief and his reply was read
out by the Colonel of the Regiment. Those who attended are
listed below:

Table 1

Table 2

Table 3

Table 4

Table 5

Mayall
Johnston
Ward
Powell
Howard
Peacocke
Wood, A
O’Brien EJK
Mackenzie-Beevor

Thompson
De Candole
Kernick
Montgomery
Moreton
Nicholson
Stenhouse

Roe
Blaksley
Larminie
Beatson-Hird
Brooke
Barham
Dobson
Mullins
Coleman
Middleton
Hick
Marques

Sheehan
Warner
Wilson
Barker
Brace
Duff
Alford
Andrews
Richmond

Gates
McGinnity
Carroll
Staveley
O’Brien, E
Jones, T
Garland
Robinson
Ferguson

Table 6

Table 7

Table 8

Table 9

Table 10

Chambers
Dawes
Hoenich
Mildinhall
Pilcher
Ruggles-Brise
Russell
Hoey
Berry
Ruck-Keene

Barcroft
Cowen
Jackson,
Lough
Mckechnie
Roberts
Dunne
Martel
Wiggins

Chamberlain
Farebrother
Lloyd
Wood, S
Jones, P
Mcdougall
Moore
Bond
Banbury

Fraser
Carter, CE (Lt)
Carter, CE (2lt)
Dumont
Williams
Poppleton
Woodland
Wilks

Thomas
Owen
Jackson, G
Harper
Findlay
MacHale
Carter, M
Jones, J

Memorial Parade and Service
The 91st Combined Cavalry Old Comrades Parade was held on
Sunday 10th May in Hyde Park. It was good to see a healthy
turnout, and as usual the weather was kind to us. Having
formed up on the Broad Walk the Regimental Secretary was as
usual giving out enclosure tickets like confetti; he had promised
a family some Seating Enclosure tickets and had unfortunately
given them away. To the rescue came the Regimental Secretary
of the Scots DG; thank you Jamie Erskine for saving the day!
We have the collecting of souls from the Cavalry Club for the
parade now down to a fine art with Mr Bell, the MT WO, on hand
to ensure that everything goes smoothly. Having a left hand
drive minibus causes a few heart palpitations when you have to
stand in the middle of Piccadilly to load. I am looking forward to
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being able to stand on the pavement next year. Once again this
year we found ourselves squeezed by the massed ranks of the
HCR, this may prove to be a problem next year too, particularly
if the Regiment bring a large contingent from Swanton Morley,
it is something I have asked our CCOCA rep, John Pragnell to
bring up at the first meeting of 2016. I am extremely pleased that
the RSM is happy to continue the tradition of having a serving
SNCO to lay the wreath on behalf of the RCA, with this year’s
wreath being laid by SSgt (SQMS) Smith. The Chairman of
the Regimental Association, Jeff Crane, once again carried the
Association banner, and of course John Pragnell was on hand to
corral those in the Seating Enclosure – two more parades chaps!
WRB
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Field of Remembrance Westminster Abbey
The Field of Remembrance at Westminster Abbey was opened
at 11 o’clock on Thursday 5th November by their HRH The
Duke of Edinburgh and his grandson Prince Harry. After a
short service conducted by the Dean of Westminster both the
Duke and the Prince toured the different plots As usual we
are the very last plot on the circuit so we had an hour or so to

When Harry completely ignored Harry at the Field of Remembrance

catch up with old friends. The RCA Chairman Jeff Crane was
all set to pull up Captain Wales on his beard but this year he
completely ignored him as the photograph shows, so he told off
the Regimental Secretary about his instead!
WRB

Those attending the Field of Remembrance at Westminster Abbey.
Left to Right: Peter Wisher, Mrs Larminie, Jeff Crane,
Mark Hawtin, Oliver Larminie, David Rosier

Cardiff
Reunion
Gathering
As has become the norm over the years
the rallying point for the Reunion is the
Goat Major pub in St Mary’s Street and
this year was no exception. However,
this year saw two events in the Goat
that raised a lot of money for very good
cause, more of which is below. The
Reunion proper was a little different from
previous years in that we did not hold a
dinner. The 2014 dinner was run at a
loss due to the lack of members wanting
to sit down to a formal meal, and so the
RCA committee decided that a Reunion
Gathering would be held instead to see
what the reaction from the members
would be. The Gathering was held at the
Park Plaza Hotel in Greyfriars Street on
the evening of Friday 23rd October and
there were over 150 members attending.
The reaction seemed favourable enough,
although there were a number of the
more senior members saying that they
missed having the dinner. The jury is
still out on whether we would want to
continue with the Cardiff Reunion in this
manner, it will be for the committee to
decide at its next meeting.
WRB
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Two old Bays dream of Centurions in the
deserts of Libya, Jumbo Harrison and
Alan Beavis in a world of their own

Frank “African Sunset” Morse tells
Walter Gabriel that it’s his round next
– Walter is not at all convinced

The “Old Ones” sing Summer Holiday.
Left to Right: Martin Ord, Tony “Hank Marvin” Shuttleworth and Dave Babb
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QDG Heritage Trust
After the bonanza year in 2014, this
year has been somewhat quieter. The
highlight was undoubtedly Waterloo
200. This culminated in the excellent
dinner in Cardiff. There were a number
of opportunities for the Heritage Trust as
a result.

The QDG Waterloo
Medal to celebrate
the Regiment’s
involvement in that
famous battle

A medal was struck to commemorate
the battle and was designed around the
original medal. This was produced to a
very high standard by the Worcestershire
medal company in Bromsgrove.
The Trust also made a major acquisition
from Waterloo.
The silver George III tray was presented
by the surviving officers of the King’s
Dragoon Guards after the battle of
Waterloo. They gave it to their army
agent in London for arranging their prize
money, the inscription reads:

The Regimental Secretary finds a new vocation

Presented by the Ofﬁcers of the King’s Dragoon Guards
To
Edmund Hopkinson Esqr
in testimony of their esteem
But undoubtedly the finest acquisition during the year was the
new Regimental Secretary’s bonnet – truly a thing of splendour!
(And the bonnet’s not bad.)
The museum continues to build its reputation for innovation with
some first class rotating exhibitions which have included:
Outbreak 1914. Wales Goes to War
Waterloo Lives. The Battle for Honour
From Cardiff to the Trenches - Stories of the Tommies during the
First World War
The Welsh Contribution to Gallipoli.
The museum also organized two excellent fund raising
presentations and dinners. The highlight was the actor, Robert
Hardy, an expert on the longbow, who spoke about Agincourt

Detail of the inscription on the KDG Waterloo Tray

and the success of the Welsh archers. The museum is holding
4 of these dinners a year, details of which can be found on the
Firing Lines website.
JB-H

Regimental Trustees
Listed below are the Regimental Trustees for 2016
Regimental Trust

Regimental Heritage Trust

Regimental Benevolent Fund

Chairman: Peter Wisher

Chairman: Jonathan Beatson-Hird

Chairman: Oliver Larminie

Trustees: Patrick Andrews
Alex Roe

Trustees: Alan Richmond
David Rosier
John Brooke
Richard Goldsbrough

Trustees: The Colonel of the Regiment
The Commanding Officer
Christopher Peacock
Alistair Roxburgh
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Obituaries
Peter Willett
Peter Willett, who died on 21 November
2015 aged 96, was a wartime soldier,
journalist, author and thoroughbred
breeding consultant. He was blessed
with a first class brain, a gift for writing
and an infectious sense of humour. He
successfully employed these talents
throughout his career and gave enormous
pleasure to his many friends and readers.
He was the last surviving Bays’ Officer to
have fought at El Alamein. He was
internationally acclaimed in racing circles as the leading expert
on breeding and bloodstock. Indeed his knowledge of breeding
was quite exceptional.
He developed friendships easily and was greatly liked and
respected by all for his approachability and good sense. He
was such good company. A most endearing trait was that,
when telling a story, he was laughing so much that he had the
greatest difficulty in reaching the “punch line”.
He was a close friend of Jackie Harman from boyhood days
when they hunted with the Blackmore Vale and at Wellington
College where they were the only boys to take the Sporting
Life, delivered daily to the Porter’s Lodge! Afterwards he went
to Cambridge and, on coming down from there, immediately
joined the Army. He was commissioned into The Queen’s Bays
in 1941 and went with his regiment to the Middle East.
Peter served as a Troop Leader during 1942 and 1943 and
took part in the battles which ebbed and flowed along the North
African coast. He was at the battles of El Alamein and Mareth.
As a junior officer he shared all the dangers, trials, defeats and
successes of the British armoured forces. He vividly recollected
the final, crucial phase of the breakout at El Alamein; “Passing
through the minefield we could see a mile ahead all the evidence
of a desperate battle in progress. Streams of tracer crisscrossed the sky, shells burst incessantly, flames and clouds
of black smoke billowed from stricken tanks” and he further
recalled that “Rommel made strenuous efforts to restore the
situation by means of the heaviest and most sustained artillery
bombardment that I experienced in the course of the war, and
by persistent tank attacks. All in vain. Every attack was repulsed
by the fire of our Sherman tanks with their powerful 75mm guns,
and the result was the virtual destruction of the finest German
armoured formation, the 21st Panzer Division, as a cohesive
fighting force.” Whilst halted by German 88s firing out of the

Presenting the Peter Willett Trophy to the winning jockey at the Goodwood
Meeting in September 2012 (a week before his 93rd birthday!)
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darkness Peter saw “an extraordinary apparition visible from the
direction of the enemy. A white amorphous shape appeared
amid the swirling dust and smoke, at first fleetingly, like some
ghostly apparition from another planet. Gradually its outline
became more distinct and finally it was revealed as a man,
hatless, walking slowly and deliberately towards us. It was
Lieutenant Colonel Peter Sykes, Commanding Officer of The
Wiltshire Yeomanry (later CO The Bays 1946), who had bailed
out, unwounded, from his knocked-out tank, wrapped in a
white Hebron sheepskin coat against the chilly night air.”
He moved with his regiment to Italy in 1944 as A Squadron
Second-in-Command under Jackie Harman and served in this
capacity until the German surrender in May 1945. He retired
in 1946 and he was later to serve with The City of London
Yeomanry (Rough Riders) from 1948-1954.
After the war and with the Regiment stationed in Aiello near
Palmanova he played a prominent part in establishing the
successful Regimental racing stable to relieve the tedium of an
army of occupation. The racing took place in Italy and Austria
where he rode in many races, mostly on captured German
horses with some pedigree. He also became the official Army
Handicapper. No doubt all this proved to be an appropriate
nursery for his subsequent career in racing.
Since schooldays Peter’s abiding interest had been in horse
racing and, in particular, the thoroughbred and breeding. It
was, therefore, no surprise that he started his career, in 1946,
as a racing journalist with The Sporting Chronicle and continued
there for 27 years. His reputation was such that in, 1968, he
was co-opted as a member of the Duke of Norfolk’s committee
working on the future planning of flat racing. The most important
result was the decision to provide a properly regulated series
of races for the best horses over all distances, which became
known as the Pattern. There he became a close friend of Lord
Porchester (7th Earl of Carnavon), who was Chairman of the
Pattern Committee of The Jockey Club. The upshot was the
system of pattern races, graded into groups 1 to 3, which
came into effect at the start of the 1971 season. In one form
or another, this system has been adopted almost worldwide
amongst the major racing countries to become known as the
International Pattern. It is a tribute to its originators that it has
stood the test of time with so few alterations, apart from its
extension to include listed races in 1980.
Peter was instrumental in keeping contact with The Jockey Club
on all aspects of breeding, his knowledge of which was quite
exceptional. It was a great tribute to his work when he was
elected a member of the Club in 1981. He sat on its Race
Planning Committee in 1983 and 1984, and again from 1989
to 1991. During his second stint the Pattern Committee was
re-named the Flat Pattern Panel with Peter continuing as the
only original member. Thus his contribution to the orderly
development of high class racing over 25 years is probably
unequalled and has certainly not been exceeded.
He was elected a Council Member of The Thoroughbred
Breeders’ Association in 1973 and was then President from
1980 to 1985. During this time membership increased,
Breeders’ Awards were introduced and a major review of the
industry was published under the title “Methods of Assistance
to the Breeding Industry”. Other appointments followed; he
was Chairman of the Trustees of the British European Breeders’
Fund from 1983 to 1995 and Director of the National Stud from
1986 – 1993 where his expert knowledge of bloodlines and
pedigrees proved invaluable and his advice on the pedigree of
potential stallions continued to be sought after his retirement.
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In 1966 Peter had been appointed Breeding Consultant to the
Cliveden Stud. He was primarily responsible for the matings
and purchase of brood mares, one of which was Byblis. She
proved to be The Great Grand-dam of Reference Point whose
victories included The Derby and the King George VI and Queen
Elizabeth stakes. The Oaks winner of 1974, Polygamy, was the
product of a mating planned by Peter.
Peter was also advisor on pedigrees and breeding for more
than 25 years to the 16th Duke of Norfolk and subsequently
to his widow Lavinia, Duchess of Norfolk. He played a major
contribution to the matings of their brood mares at Angering
Park Stud. The best horse produced was undoubtedly
Ragstone winner of the Ascot Gold Cup in 1974 which provided
the Duke with a highlight of his long and distinguished career
on the turf; the two half brothers, Moon Madness and Sheriff’s
Star, were also bred during this period. The former provided
the Norfolk family with their sole Classic winner – the St Leger
at Doncaster in 1986 whilst Sheriff’s Star crowned her illustrious
career by winning The Group 1 Prix de St Clouds in 1989 as did
Moon Madness in 1987.
Peter’s literary ability is well represented in his admirably
produced and authoritive books. These started in 1960 with
“An Introduction to The Thoroughbred”, “The Thoroughbred”
in 1970, “The Classic Racehorse” in 1981 and “Makers of the
Modern Thoroughbred” in 1986. He also wrote “Tattersalls”,
“The History of The General Stud Book” in 1991 and “Dick Hern”
in 2000. He continued to write authoritative and interesting
articles in Horse & Hound for over 30 years. Finally, in his 96th
year, he published ‘Armoured Horseman’ recording his personal
wartime experiences – a moving and graphic story with his
inimitable blends of frankness and lightness of touch. In 2006
at the Cartier awards the Daily Telegraph award of merit went to
Peter Willett, widely acknowledged as one of the world’s leading
authorities on racehorse breeding. Previous winners include
Henry Cecil, Lord Oaksey, Sir Peter O’Sullevan, Lester Piggott
and Frankie Dettori.
During his later years Peter continued to give his expert services
to Goodwood Racecourse for 32 years, as one of the directors,
and maintained his enthusiasm for tennis and bridge. His wide
circle of friends, which encompassed those from schooldays,
war time and very many of those involved in horse racing and
breeding will sadly miss his charming friendship and humour.
His first wife Anne, by whom he had two sons, died in 1965,
and he married secondly, Chloe Beamish, in 1971 and who died
in 2007.
RWW
Author’s Note: This is a full and comprehensive obituary
because it includes Peter’s graphic, personal recollections of El
Alamein, and also his exceptional knowledge of breeding and
bloodstock for which he became the leading authority in the
country, and, possibly, worldwide.

Major K J Dakin MBE
Ken Dakin died on 21st January 2016,
aged 80, after a long period of failing
health which he bore bravely and with
typical stoicism.
A man of strong
principles and boundless enthusiasm, he
was an outstanding motivator and gave
his Regiment exceptional and loyal
service while serving at regimental duty
for no less than 34 years.
He joined the KDG in Neumunster in
1953 and accompanied the Regiment to Malaya during the
Emegency in 1956. He quickly established himself in the recce
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role and, after amalgamation, he, along with Spud Abbott,
became renowned as a “leading scout”. His career then took
off; rapid promotion followed, and he developed into a first class
troop leader in the rank of sergeant both in Germany and, later,
in Aden. While in Aden, he had short spells teaching gunnery in
both the Oman and Kenya.
On the Regiment`s move to Detmold in 1968, he was promoted
to the appointment of SQMS with C Squadron and in 1972, on
further promotion, he became SSM of A Squadron in Berlin and,
later, in Hohne. In 1975, still in Hohne, he was appointed RQMS,
and, in 1976, he was promoted to be RSM of the Regiment.
His time as the Regimental Sergeant Major was the pinnacle
of his career and he became hugely influential in all Regimental
affairs. He set and demanded high standards and was not
reticent in expressing his strongly held views. The well-being of
the Regiment and its reputation were of paramount importance
to him. At the end of his tenure as RSM, Ken, deservedly, was
appointed MBE. The citation recognised that “his enthusiasm,
sense of duty, leadership and loyalty inspired All Ranks” and
concluded by stating that “traditionally, a Regimental Sergeant
Major is an exceptional man. We have been fortunate in this
Regiment in having a man who stands out above others of his
rank and service”. He was rewarded, further, with a commission
in the Regiment in 1978. He was Quartermaster (Tech) during
the Regiment`s two year dismounted tour in Omagh, where he
had to get hold of, account for and issue to sabre Squadrons
a huge amount of strange (to the Royal Armoured Corps) kit
and equipment, a task which he accomplished with the normal
Dakin flair. In 1987, he became Quartermaster in Wimbish,
where he completed his 34 years continuous service with the
Regiment, which, it is believed, is a record.
Ken spent his last three years in the Army, in the rank of Major, as
Quartermaster to the Headquarters 1st Armoured Division and
Signal Regiment, in Verden. He much enjoyed that job, even
though it was away from “home”, and, no doubt, he enjoyed it
because he did it extraordinarily well. Indeed, when one of your
correspondents visited the Headquarters in Verden in 1988, the
General ushered him into his office where, in a corner, stood an
unmistakeable figure. “I think you know the Commander here”
said the General; “Ken Dakin is his name”.
While a soldier Ken was a keen sportsman, representing the
Regiment at Football and Hockey. As an outfield player he was
extremely competitive, took no prisoners and, if he was playing
in the current era, he might have seen quite a lot of red cards!
He competed in the pole vault and 110 m. hurdles and, while
his style was certainly not in the coaching manual, it was very
effective.
Ken married Peggy in March 1963, and their two sons, Mark
and Karl also served in the Regiment. At one time in Wimbish,
Ken and his brother Tom, and Ken`s two sons, all served
together in the Regiment; Ken used to say that Peggy was
“the best informed wife on military matters in the whole Army”!
Throughout their life together, Ken and Peggy were regular
attendees at Regimental Reunions and functions, and, despite
his ill-health, he was determined to attend the 200th Anniversary
Dinner in September last year, and this he did.
There was no second-best for Ken Dakin. During his whole
career, behind that wide open slightly quizzical look, there lurked
a steely and enthusiastic determination to do everything possible
to foster and improve conditions for soldiers of all ranks and, in
particular, those of the QDG. Only the best for Ken. We all were
fortunate to know him and serve with him. To Peggy, and all the
family, we share your loss, and our deepest sympathy remains
with you.
RRW/CHB
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Captain M.T.A Joyce
Beneath a slightly unassuming exterior,
Mark Joyce possessed a real verve for life
and was very much his own man.
Although one of the quieter officers of his
generation, he was invariably in the thick
of regimental and mess life. Given his
distinctive hair style with licks brushed
across his forehead, Mark became
synonymous with the ubiquitous ‘Green
Eggs’ (Carlsberg beer in small green
bottles prevalent in Germany in the 70s)
and with his ability to consume copious amounts of these whilst
propping up the bar at Squadron smokers in Hohne with either
his troop or in animated conversation with Jeremy Mills and
Anthony Russell. He was extremely popular with his men.
He was also a subaltern in Berlin with the infamous A Squadron
– together with the likes of Philip Mann, he was involved in the
Spandau escapade. After a good party in the Officers’ Mess
in Smuts Barracks adjacent to Spandau Prison, it was decided
to wake its famous inmate Rudolf Hess by firing a Schmuli flare
carrying a thunder-flash over the prison walls – the result was
hilarious for the perpetrators although the Russian guards took
a rather different and dim view. That said, WW3 was averted.
Mark had a particular penchant for anything mechanical – he was
fascinated by engines and became the Regimental D&M Officer
in Hohne. This included instructing, testing and passing many
members of the Regiment on HGV 3 especially in preparation
for civilian life! Whether it was cars, motorbikes or lorries, Mark
possessed a unique knowledge of mechanical engineering –
in the early days, his love was a green MGB GT convertible
supplemented by military issue despatch motorbikes which the
Army provided given his D&M instructor post. Later in his life,
he procured a Russian Ural truck after the Wall came down in
1989 – this was used in various guises including movies. He did
take exception to a film crew cutting a hole in the truck’s side to
accommodate Angeline Jolie’s backside although history does
not relate the context!
As a character, he was also fearless being an accomplished
parachutist. Whilst other officers would be playing polo, sailing
or skiing, Mark would invariably be down at Bad Lippspringe at
the BAOR Parachute Centre or taking Soldiers on adventurous
training which usually included jumping out of perfectly
serviceable aircraft.
Mark started his career as a troop leader in A Squadron, first in
Berlin and then in Hohne in Northern Germany. He took soldiering
seriously and developed a real affinity with his troop – he was
always more at home on exercise on Soltau than back in Haig
Barracks in Hohne. On exercise, Mark was readily recognisable
wearing his beret ‘Foreign Legion Style’ with the cap badge
over the left temple, smoking distasteful gauloise cigarettes or
their equivalent whilst cossetting the ‘Green Egg’ in the other
hand. His denim overalls were another feature – always soaked
in oil and diesel given his prowess with engines including the
notoriously unreliable Chieftan power-pack. Interestingly, his
tanks used to be roadworthy whilst others were usually not.
Away from regimental soldiering he had a very peripatetic life
serving in Belize, Zimbabwe, Ireland on operations and finally
Hong Kong before retiring and all of which must have inspired
him for subsequent adventures.
In summary, Mark could be easily misunderstood given his
slightly shy nature – he did things his own way and often did
not conform to the expected. He was a thoroughly professional
officer more at home in the field at troop level than higher up
in the regimental chain of command or beyond. Hence his
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service in Oman in later years which he thoroughly enjoyed and,
in retirement, he lived independently and quietly at peace with
his animals.
HLAMacd

S/Sgt M Lloyd
Four times Olympian, Malcolm “Gomer”
Lloyd died suddenly of cancer on the 3rd
of January 2016 in Miami USA.
Without doubt, a truly significant character
both in and out of the Army and anyone
who came into contact with Gomer
would never forget his physical presence,
which by any yardstick was immense, his
boisterousness and his infectious sense
of humour. Born in 1947 in Gorseinon
Swansea, he left school to work as a collier in the local coal
mine. However, after a spell underground, he decided that it
was not for him and joined the Army. He was much taken with
the idea of being a tank driver, perhaps his ‘tank like physique’
drawing him in that direction and he enlisted into QDG in 1968.
After his training in Catterick, he joined the Regiment in Detmold
immediately making his mark bolstering the rugby team in his
much loved position of tight head prop.
Gomer was a natural athlete, possessed of enormous strength
and speed and with an utter disregard for his own safety. He was
also a complete ‘admin nightmare’ and stories of his apparent
inability (read idleness) to complete even the simplest of domestic
tasks were legion; like putting his gunnery pamphlets into the
washing machine along with his uniform and his penchant for
walking around the Sqn living accommodation in his underpants
(if he chose to wear them) and socks demanding someone
make him a brew. This amusing dysfunctional behaviour
sometimes coloured his military affairs too. After neglecting to
prepare his mapping for an FTX advancing from Germany to the
Netherlands he read his maps one at a time disposing of each
one when finished by screwing it up in a ball and throwing it out
of the turret. All very well until we had to withdraw along the
same route! For hundreds of miles we could hear him on the
Tp net asking the Tp CPL where he was and then bluffing it by
giving fictional situation reports and ordering the driver to make
the tank ‘break down’ conveniently when things got sticky.
Irritating, infuriating and sometimes exasperating, nevertheless
there was always something of the naughty and mischievous
little boy in Gomer’s character that endeared him to others. His
first love was rugby and his ferocious demolition of opposition
loose head props was terrifying to behold, there is no doubt
he would have played for the Army had destiny not reserved
greater laurels for him. As alluded to, Gomer was an absolute
physical specimen (God knows how, as his capacity for eating
and quaffing beer was legendry), so it came as no surprise
that in 1970, in response to an advert on ROs for individuals
to try bobsleighing that Gomer volunteered to give it a go. So
began the first chapter of his enduring passion for the “Sport of
Princes”.
Bobbing at that time was dominated by the Cresta Run set,
mostly rich and privileged Cavalry and Guards Officers whose
reckless penchant for throwing themselves down any snow
or ice covered hill was legendary. It can only be imagined
what they thought when Cpl DM Lloyd turned up at St Moritz
to give it a go. Finely chiselled he certainly was not, but his
straightforward robust approach and his physical attributes
made him the Officers brakeman of choice. So much so that his
name was first on the team sheet for the 1972 Winter Olympics
at Sapporo Japan. Using his triumph there as a springboard,
he produced even greater success at the games in Innsbruck
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1976 where QDG provided an all regimental GB sled and further
representation in Lake Placid in 1980 (no one at RD at that time
will forget the sight of Gomer and his athletic cohort pushing a
bobsleigh on shopping trolley wheels around the parade square
for hours on end).
During this decade of remarkable sporting success, Gomer’s
military career had also gone well. Steadily rising up the
ranks he completed three Op BANNER tours, became a
Gunnery Instructor and completed all the necessary courses
for promotion; except of course for his famed and miserable
attempts to pass the EPC maths test for promotion to Sgt,
something that led to him being the butt of much joking and
hilarity. However, only to a point, being chased around the
block by an incensed Gomer is something that those who
were invariably caught will never forget! He finally passed and
progressed, but in 1981 whilst QDG were posted to Omagh
and on the cusp of an SQMS appointment, he was at a career
cross roads. He had to choose between bobbing and the Army.
Bobbing won and he left to continue his sporting career. He
represented GB one last time at Sarajevo in 1984 as a civilian
but still proudly displaying the Hapsburg Eagle prominently on
the sled and equipment. This was Gomer’s last Olympics as a
competitor and so began his career as a coach.
He coached the Canadian, Monaco (becoming a close personal
friend and mentor to Prince Albert), Italian, British; Russian and
Korean teams at an astonishing further eight Olympic Games!
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He strode the bobsleigh tracks of the world like a colossus.
Everyone from the great and good to the lowly ice track worker
knew Gomer Lloyd; his name was synonymous with the sport
and he literally became a one man institution. One thing is
certain however, in all his subsequent success he never forgot
his roots, he was a Taff and a QDG through and through and
everyone of any creed, colour or caste who crossed his path
was left in no uncertain terms of that fact.
It’s an oft used cliché these days to describe someone
as a legend, but there is little doubt that within the world of
bobsleighing, Gomer Lloyd thoroughly deserves that title.
He touched, mentored and influenced the lives of many and
once met, he was never forgotten. His untimely death has
generated an amazing response from all corners of the world
and numerous media outlets including the BBC have featured
his story. It comes as no surprise; we may see his like again but
somehow I doubt it’ll be soon.
To Jeannie and his family we extend our deepest sympathy.
PS: A film has been commissioned about the bobsleigh career
of Prince Albert of Monaco. Some have suggested that the
actor Russell Crowe would be an appropriate choice to play
Gomer….. Listen carefully and you might just hear an enormous
belly laugh from that great tank park in the sky!!
HCS

Sadly the following deaths were notiﬁed to the Regimental Secretary throughout 2015.
Name
K de Vere Lorrain MBE
H M Price
J C R Franks
J Endicott
G Hawkesworth
M Joyce
J Bartlett
W M Ardagh
B Davies
T Hussey
S Tracey
Rev R P Calder
D Jenkins

Regiment

Served

QDG
KDG
QDG
QDG
QDG
QDG
KDG
QDG
QDG
QDG
QDG
QDG

1962–1968
1956–1958
1964–1987
1970–1994
1944–1946
1965–1980
1962–1967
1986–2002
1988–1991
1969–1991

This is what we do…

Dec’d
July ’14
Sept ’14
Nov ’14
Jan ’15
Jan ’15
Jan ’15
Feb ’15
Feb ’15
Mar ’15
Mar ’15
Apr ’15
May ’15
May ’15

Age

68
65

75
44
66

Name
C Denton
B F Bartlett
P Woodhead
E Tate
RJ Harward
D Jones
RA Homer
P Willett
W Weld
RJ Mackaness
M Lloyd
KJ Dakin MBE
SP Tracey

Regiment
KDG
KDG/QDG
KDG
Bay
Bay/QDG
Bay/QDG
Bay
Bay
KDG
QDG
KDG/QDG
QDG

Served
1939–1946
1951–1955
1955–1983
1949–1951
1955–1957
1947–1968
1956–1959
1941–1946
1954–1958
1949–1960
1968–1981
1953–1990
1988–2001

Dec’d
Jun ’15
Jun ’15
Aug ’15
Jun ’15
Sep ’15
Nov ’15
Nov ’15
Nov ’15
Dec ’15
Dec ’15
Jan ’16
Jan ’16
Apr ’15

Age
94
74
84
78
86
77
96
81
87
68
80
44
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Historical Articles
Sir Benjamin D’Urban
Sir Benjamin D’Urban, (1777-1849),
himself at the battles of Medellin in
army officer and colonial governor, was
1809 and Salamanca in 1812, but his
born on 16 February 1777 at Halesworth,
Portuguese cavalry suffered a reverse at
Suffolk, the youngest and only surviving
Majalahonda, which thenceforth made
son of the local doctor, John D’Urban
him a cautious commander, not least in
and his wife, Elizabeth Gooch, daughter
the Cape Frontier War of 1834-5. He
of a surgeon. He entered the army as
was with Beresford at all the great battles
a Cornet in the 2nd Dragoon Guards in
of the Peninsular War and at its close was
1793. He was promoted Lieutenant in
made KCB and a knight of the Tower and
March and Captain on 2 July 1794, in
Sword and received a gold cross and five
which year he accompanied his regiment
clasps for the nine pitched battles and
to the Netherlands, where he served
sieges at which he had been present,
during the retreat from Holland, and
namely Busaco, Albuera, Badajoz,
in Westphalia. In 1795 he exchanged
Salamanca, Vitoria, the Pyrenees the
into the 29th Dragoons in order to
Nivelle, the Nive, and Toulouse. He
accompany Sir Ralph Abercromby to
remained in Portugal after the end of
the West Indies, and served under him
the war until April 1816, when he was
in fever-stricken San Domingo in 1796.
summoned to England and appointed
In April 1797 he returned to England in
Colonel of the Royal Staff Corps and
command of the sickly remnant of his
Deputy Quartermaster-General at the
Sir Benjamin D’Urban
regiment. He married Anna (d.1843),
Horse Guards. He was made a KCH in
daughter of William and Mary Wilcocks of
1818, and promoted Major-General on
Norwich, on 7 August. Also in that year he exchanged into the
12 August 1819.
20th Dragoons, and acted as aide-de-camp to Major-General
the Earl of Pembroke, commanding at Plymouth until May
In 1820 D’Urban was made Governor of Antigua and in 1824
1799. In July 1799 he accompanied Major-General St John
was transferred to Demerara and Essequibo – settlements
to Jamaica as aide-de-camp, but returned in November of that
which he tactfully and ably helped to combine with Berbice in
year on being promoted major into the Warwickshire fencibles.
1831 to form British Guiana, of which he then became First
Governor. In 1829 he was made Colonel of the 51st Regiment
D’Urban went on half pay in April 1800, and joined the Royal
and after returning to England, was appointed in 1833 Governor
Military College, where officers were instructed in staff duties
and Commander-in-Chief of the Cape of Good Hope.
and the higher branches of the military profession. He was
appointed Major in the 25th Light Dragoons, but still continued
At the Cape, D’Urban presided over the emancipation of
at the Royal Military College, where his proficiency was so great
slaves in 1834, the institution of the legislative council, the
that he was in 1803 appointed Superintendent of the junior
establishment of municipal government and prosecution of the
department of the college. He then exchanged into the 89th
Cape Frontier War (1834-5). But his extension of the frontier
Regiment and was promoted Lieutenant-Colonel by brevet
and his policy of undermining the chiefly structure of Xhosa
on 1 January 1805. He gave up his position at the college in
society in his new province of Queen Adelaide of 1835 were
June 1805 to serve abroad, in Hanover. There followed several
disapproved in London on financial and humanitarian grounds.
promotions and various staff appointments, which particularly
These differences led to his dismissal in May 1837, though he
involved establishing a system of communication by means of
was only replaced in January 1838. He remained retired at the
semaphore between Dublin and the ports of the southern and
Cape until 1846. During this retirement his wife died, on 23
south-western districts of Ireland. In November 1807 he was
August 1843, at Wynberg, near Cape Town. Together, they had
appointed Assistant Quartermaster-General at Dublin, but was
had at least two daughters and a son, William James D’Urban.
afterwards transferred to the Curragh, when Sir David Baird was
in command there.
D’Urban’s governorship was also marked by the great trek of
Boers from the eastern districts towards Port Natal in 1836-8.
D’Urban accompanied Baird to the Peninsula in the same
This led to Britain’s growing interest in the port and to its final
capacity but was immediately detached to the force left under
occupation after D’Urban’s dismissal. But the port was then
Sir John Cradock in the neighbourhood of Lisbon. He served
given his name as a mark of his popularity among the white
under Sir Robert Wilson in the Lusitanian legion in Castile and
colonial community: Durban remains the capital of Natal.
Estremadura until April 1809, when Major-General William
Beresford arrived to organise the Portuguese army. Beresford
In 1837 D’Urban was promoted Lieutenant-General and in
knew of D’Urban’s high reputation as a staff officer, so he was
1840 was made a GCB. In January 1847 he was recalled
immediately selected to fill the important post of Quartermasterfrom retirement to command the forces in Canada. During this
General under the new arrangements, with the rank of Colonel
time they were used to check the Elgin riots. D’Urban died at
in the Portuguese army. He most ably seconded Beresford’s
Montreal on 25 May 1849, aged seventy-two. His remains were
efforts, and served in that capacity throughout the Peninsular War
buried in the old military cemetery, Papineau Avenue, Montreal
without once going on leave. He was successively promoted
and moved in July 1944 to the Field of Honour, Pointe Claire,
Brigadier-General and Major-General in the Portuguese army
Montreal, where there is a monument to his memory.
and Colonel in the British army on 4 June 1813. He distinguished
HMS
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The Cavalry that broke Napoleon- The
King’s Dragoon Guards at Waterloo
This is the title of a new book to be written by former QDG and
Regimental Museum Trustee , Richard Goldsbrough. It will offer
some fresh perspectives on the epic contribution to Wellington’s
victory made by the men of the King’s Dragoon Guards (KDG)
at Waterloo, which came at such a high price measured by the
amount of lives lost.
The best-selling author of one of the classic modern texts on
Waterloo, The Battle, Alessandro Barbero when asked which
action saved Wellington at Waterloo prior to the arrival of the
Prussians. He replied: ‘If I should indulge in that game, I’d say
the cavalry charge which effectively broke d’Erlon’s attack.
Although Chandler and other historians didn’t always stress this
fact, most contemporary witnesses attest that the attack was
being successful and Wellington’s left wing was all but broken
itself when the cavalry appeared and saved the day.’

KDG Charge at Waterloo 18th June 1815

This cavalry charge was launched to counter one of most
dangerous French threat to Wellington’s forces in the opening
stages of hostilities — This was the attack by Comte d’Erlon’s
I Corps and Dubois’s cuirassiers on the Allied front line around
the farmhouse of La Haie Sainte. This threat was eliminated by
the charges of the British Household and Union Brigades.

late, it is time to redress this and build a monument to these
men, preferably at Waterloo. The purpose of this book is to
increase awareness of these men’s sacrifice and to emphasise
the need for them to have a monument to be remembered by.
The latter objective will be partially funded from the proceeds
from this book.

The KDG was significant at Waterloo because of its size. Mark
Adkin, another authority on this battle, wrote in his Waterloo
Companion, ‘With 583 all ranks, it was the strongest British
cavalry regiment at the battle.’ Not only were they the largest
in numbers but as Adkin went on to state they ‘suffered the
highest losses of any Anglo-Allied cavalry regiment (with the
exception of the 8th Belgian Hussars), probably because there
were more of them and they were heavily engaged.’ Yet few
in the British public are aware of the KDG’s contribution to the
Allied victory in the Battle of Waterloo. Whereas the Scots Greys
have appeared to have emerged as the emblem of the British
cavalry at Waterloo. This has owed much to Lady Butler’s iconic
painting of the Greys’ first charge at that battle.

Just over thirty years ago a former member of the Regiment,
Michael Mann wrote an excellent book entitled And They
Rode On, which told the story of the King’s Dragoon Guards
at Waterloo. Richard has endeavoured to expand on that great
work with his book which will be almost three times the length
of Mann’s. It will also present new information on the Regiment,
a different interpretation of the KDG’s actions at Waterloo and
some fresh eyewitness accounts of the battle. In addition it will
give a detailed description of the KDG as a regiment and the
men who served in it at that time. It will review their actions
before and at the Battle of Waterloo and what happened to them
after they left the regiment. It will conclude with a discussion of
the KDG’s and the British heavy brigades contributions to the
Allied victory at Waterloo.

Not only has the KDG’s heroism at Waterloo been all but
forgotten but even worse is that there is no tribute to the 122
soldiers who died there. At least most of the seven officers who
were killed do have a memorial. So, although 200 hundred years

The Cavalry that broke Napoleon- The King’s Dragoon Guards
at Waterloo will be published in October 2016 by The History
Press and will be available to be pre-ordered on Amazon.

Bandmaster Stephen Schramm.
1st King’s Dragoon Guards 1848–1874
Stephen Schramm was born in the small village of Sankt Michael,
Lungau on the 26th December 1821. Son of a shoemaker
he was educated in music at Bürgermusik Sankt Michael, his
teacher and bandmaster was Jacob Ellmanthaler who was also
a member of the Bürgermusik-St. Michael. Stephen became a
professional brass musician and was well known in the Austrian
music scene where he arranged music pieces from Hayden,
Mozart, Beethoven, Shubert, Mendelsohn-Bartholdi, and
Chopin for wind instruments; he also composed dance music
for string orchestras. In 1841 he joined the IR 59 (Rainer) as the
Hautboist (Oboist) and became the regiments Tambour (sort of
drum major) and Vice Bandmaster. He arrived in London via
Hamburg aboard the ship ‘William Jolliffe’ on the 24th October
1844 giving his trade as a musician. Prior to the opening of the
Royal Military School of Music, Kneller Hall in 1857 it seems to
have been the custom of employing Europeans as musicians
and bandmasters. At one time the KDG had a number of
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German musicians in the band, which
most probably led to Stephen Schramm
being recruited in 1848 as a civilian
bandmaster. Another couple serving in
the regimental band at this time were
John Watts and his brother George who
were given to the regiment in 1836 and
placed into the band aged 9 years and
11 years when their father Robert Watts
who had fought at Waterloo along with
his brother Richard died of Cholera in
Brighton. John Watts eventually became
Trumpet Major and then bandmaster of
the Guernsey Militia. His brother George
left the band to become a farrier.
During his service as bandmaster with
the KDG Schramm introduce the famous
Radetzky March, to the regiment as he
thought it would be a suitable Quick
March. The March gained an even
stronger link with the regiment when in
1896 the Austro-Hungarian Emperor,
Franz Josef II, became Colonel-in-Chief
of the 1st King’s Dragoon Guards, and
it was he who also gave permission for
the regiment to adopt as its badge the
Hapsburg Double-Headed Eagle. The
badge is still worn today by 1st The
Queen’s Dragoon Guards (The Welsh
Cavalry).
The Radetzky March was composed by Johann Strauss, The
Elder in 1848 who dedicated it to Field Marshal Count Josef
Wenzel Radetzky it later became the march past of a crack
Austrian Cavalry Corps named The Radetzky Hussars. The
regimental Slow March was based on themes from an opera by
the Italian composer Mercadente who died in Naples in 1870.

His operas were especially successful in
Vienna, and Schramm was responsible
for selecting, adopting, and arranging
the Mercadente material. In later years
another march associated with the
King’s Dragoon Guards was “Austria”
composed by the military bandmaster
Johann Nowotny and based in part on
the old Austrian national anthem. It
was played at the end of officer’s dinner
nights in honour of Emperor Franz Josef.
During his service with the regiment
Stephen Schramm married a lady
named Caroline and they had one son
Carl August born in 1869 in Ryton
Durham England.
The regiment at
this time was serving in the North of
England where bandmaster Schramm
was invited to adjudicate at brass band,
and solo instrumental concerts and
contests in Manchester, The Midlands,
and Yorkshire where he awarded prizes
to the brass band competitors and solo
instrumentalist.
He died in Ireland on 14th November
1874 aged 52 years. The inscription
on the front of his stone reads - ‘To
the Memory of Stephen Schramm,
Bandmaster King’s Dragoons Guards,
who died at Ballincollig, Ireland 14th Nov 1874, aged 52 years.
On the back of the stone it reads ‘Erected by the officers King
Dragoon Guards as a mark of respect for his invaluable service’.
In his will his beneficiary was his widow Caroline of Patrick Street
Cork she was the sole executrix and received £100.
CJM

Brother’s in Arms during the
Napoleonic Campaign
The following information about two brothers who served during
the Napoleonic Campaign is interesting, because they both
came into contact with the Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte on
separate occasions.

time a prisoner of war at Quatre Bras, where he was taken
before Napoleon for questioning, however when Napoleon saw
how faint he was from loss of blood and fatigue, he insisted that
his own doctor tend to his wounds.

One being of interest to the Regiment is that of Captain John
Paget Sweny, as he served at Waterloo with the 1st (or) King’s
Dragoon Guards.

Sweny survived Napoleon’s retreat and escaped where he
received further treatment for his wounds in Brussels after the
Battle of Waterloo. By July he was back with the regiment in
Paris. The Adjutants Monthly Roll at the Depot of 1st King’s
Dragoon Guards finds him in Captain J A Harris’s Troop from
25th August to 24th September 1815 recovering from wounds
sustained.

Captain John Paget Sweny. 1st (or) King’s Dragoon Guards.
John Paget Sweny was born in Dublin, the eldest son of Eugene
Sweny and Elizabeth Halpen, from Mary Street, Dublin, Ireland.
He enlisted into the Army on the 10th September 1799 as a
Volunteer, and was quickly promoted to Corporal on the 2nd
January 1800. He served in Captain Anthony Lyster’s Troop in
the 4th Dragoon Guards where he reached the rank of Troop
Sgt Major. He took a commission by purchase as Cornet/
Adjutant in the 1st King’s Dragoon Guards by a letter dated 13th
June 1805. He was promoted to Lieutenant on the 20th August
1806. His Captaincy was dated 9th January 1812.
At Waterloo he was in Command of 4 Troop. The Troop
numbered 71 Other Ranks, of which 13 were killed, 4 died of
their wounds and 26 were wounded. He was severely wounded
(he had received 17 lance and sabre wounds). He was for a
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He was promoted to Major on the 28th August 1823, and on
half-pay by 1825. He is recorded as having died in France in
1841.
Lieutenant Mark Halpen Sweny. H M S ‘Northumberland’.
Mark Halpen Sweny was born in Dublin IN 1783.He was the
second son of Eugene Sweny, and Elizabeth Halpen. He joined
the Royal Navy in 1798 as a 1st Class Volunteer, and rose to the
rank of Midshipman the following year aboard H.M.S. Castor.
Whilst aboard this vessel, an explosion of powder mutilated both
of his hands and blinded him temporarily. Later in his career
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he joined H.M.S. Colossus in 1805 as Acting Lieutenant, and
during this famous battle he was also severely wounded. Sweny
was promoted to Lieutenant on the 22nd of January 1806 and
served aboard HMS Africa in 1808 where he was wounded
again during the subsequent action against the Danish flotilla
in the Malmö Channel. It is said that he lost one or two fingers
in the action off Malmö, and when seen in combination with
his earlier wounds, he came to be called ‘Three Finger Jack’.
Sweny left HMS Africa, and took part in an action in China
on the St. Alban’s in 1809, under Capt. F. W. Austen (Jane’s
Austen’s brother) with whom he became friends, and did have
occasion to meet Jane later in life.
In 1815 he was serving as First Lieutenant aboard HMS
Northumberland, it was on this ship that he accompanied
Napoleon Bonaparte to St Helena.
The United Services Gazette dated the 2nd of December 1865,
records the following: ‘Napoleon several times played chess
with Lieutenant Sweny, and on one occasion remarked to him,
that he thought he had seen him before in Military uniform.
On explanation it appeared that Lieutenant Sweny’s brother,
Captain John Paget Sweny, when desperately wounded at
Waterloo, been taken prisoner and carried before Napoleon.
He was questioned by him on several points and, observing
that he was faint from loss of blood, ordered his own surgeon
to attend him. Curiously enough, this was the first time that
Lieutenant Sweny had any knowledge of his brother’s life having
been placed in jeopardy in that battle. Napoleon added: “Telles
sont les vicissitudes de la vie; votre frère était mon prisonnier,
et je suis maintenant la votre”. (Such are the vicissitudes of life,
your brother was my prisoner, and I am now yours.’’)
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This is an additional example of Napoleon’s remarkable memory
for physiognomy; Lieutenant Sweny and his brother being were
very much alike. Sweny is also mentioned in ‘Diaries of a Lady
of Quality’ (1797-1844) by Miss Frances Williams Wynn, who
had met him at a ball in Hastings in 1822. She calls him Captain
Sweeney, so she was probably writing from her notes after
1838, when he had been promoted.
He gave her an account of another encounter with the famous
prisoner during his long voyage. She reports one exchange
Sweny had with Napoleon: ‘One day he was sitting on deck in
rain, such as I am told can scarcely be conceived by those who
have not felt tropical rains: Bertrand, Montholon, and Lascasas
were all standing round him bareheaded. My informant spoke
to them, and especially to Lascasas, who has very delicate
health, telling them they would make themselves ill if they did
not put on their hats: they did not answer, and Bonaparte gave
him a very angry look, but said nothing. He then said, ‘General,
you had better send for a cloak; you’ll be wetted to the skin’. He
very sternly replied, ‘I am not made of sugar or salt.’
In 1816 Sweny was awarded a pension for his wounds of
£91.5s annually. He was promoted to Commander in 1821,
and in 1838 he was promoted to Captain, receiving a pension
for his wounds.
He ended his days as a Resident Captain (Governor) in
Greenwich Hospital. He died in 1865 and the inscription on
his gravestone at Greenwich Pleasaunce reads: ‘Mark Halpen
Sweny, Captain Royal Navy, and served on H.M.S. “Colossus”
at Trafalgar, Died 25th. Nov 1865, Aged 82 Years’.
MRE
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Valetes
Major Alex Seys
Alex Seys is an enigma. Those who
don’t know Alex Seys well will assume
that it is only a matter of time before
he is in a bell tower, wearing lipstick
with a high-powered rifle and list of
names. Many of you will be visualising
a hot-headed, intense, curt man with a
rapacious capacity for upsetting people.
Much like a half finished jigsaw, you are
not seeing the whole picture. As such
you misunderstand him. It is as simple
as this: Alex cares so deeply for those
close to him that he has nothing left for
anything else. Allow me to provide the
missing pieces.
His willingness to extract the most from
learning institutions is testament to how
seriously Alex took the role of becoming a leader in the Army.
Not content with just the one, Alex spent two years at the Royal
Military Academy Sandhurst, ensuring no stone left unturned.
He continued this form into his Troop Leader’s course, deciding
to do the Tactics Phase twice after not quite grasping navigation
the first time.
Immensely practical, he arrived at Regimental duty in Osnabruck,
Germany and immediately repaired to one of the local DIY
establishments, furnishing himself with all of the tools that a
young leader might require; plugs, cords, ceramic knives and
tasers. These he would later put to phenomenal creative use
in designing Officers’ Mess Balls. First with a New York Skyline
then a Pirates of the Caribbean boat, the finished products
suggesting an alternative career went begging. Indeed, other
traits suggested that the Army might not be an immediate fit.
Sartorially; a penchant for linen, shiny outfits and digital watches
(of which many were blown to smithereens by his brother officers)
suggested the City. Technologically; a worryingly good grasp of
computers and In Car Entertainment (many of which many were
blown to smithereens by his brother officers) suggested Silicon
Valley. Their loss was our gain.
It was not long before the big day arrived and Alex got the
chance to exercise his particular set of skills and tools; he
deployed to Iraq on Op TELIC 8. His troop were confronted
with a red-faced, bespectacled, sweating, wheezy wretch
and thought that it would take him time to adjust to the heat.
Turned out that it was them that had to adjust and this was
what he normally looked like. As we all know, the mark of
any good leader is both what his subordinates say about him
and the lengths that they would go to forgive him. Alex’s boys
were always unquestionably, fiercely loyal. If this was protecting
him from raids during the B Sqn Desert Troop Wars or trying to
drown out his radio messages as he kindly informed the locals
of the location of the Sqn hides, they never took a backwards
step. They loved him and this was no Stockholm Syndrome;
this was an acknowledgement that they knew how much he
cared about them in return.
Recognising his passion for soldiers, the Regiment posted Alex
to Harrogate Army Foundation College where a greater number
of soldiers could benefit from his diligence. He then returned
to be Sqn 2ic under Maj Charlie Waggett for a deployment
to Afghanistan on Op HERRICK 9. A natural tactical foil for
Charlie’s strategic big thinking, Alex took to the role with alacrity,
redesigning the defences at FOB Dwyer with something that
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was Norman Foster meets Saatchi and
Saatchi meets Maginot. The boys took
note.
With his technical bent creeping ever
to the fore, Alex was lined up to be the
Regimental Signal Officer, undertaking
the RSO’s course where he achieved
a rare distinction in a very demanding
series of tests. Having mastered “The
Plan” in his sleep he had spare capacity
and busied himself on the Regimental
deployment to Canada where he
conducted a deception plan that made
Operation MINCEMEAT look like child’s
play. Again it was the depths that he
was willing to go to that made this work
stand out. He did a trawl of the incoming
opponents Facebook pages and gathered enough information
to lay out how he would attack their families en route to school.
After the CO had reduced the content from a Dr Lecter special
to a useful personal security lecture, Alex’s work was unleashed
on an unsuspecting audience. People took note.
The non-human side of surveillance and target acquisition
clearly excited Alex and he immersed himself in the technical
systems element of the Regiments impending role as the ISTAR
Battle Group for Op HERRICK 15. There was very little he did
not know about the way to layer and fuse ISTAR from multiple
platforms and he genuinely took the concept forward on behalf
of the UK. Industry took note.
His inevitable return to the Signals School and the subsequent
Technical Course prior to the Intermediate Command and Staff
Course meant that his transformation was complete. There
was no hiding it; he was now a thoroughbred nerd. He would
speak into a phone and a fax would come out of the other end.
Instead of words on a screen he would only see cascading
noughts and ones. He could send an email with a thought.
He had transcended mere human intercourse and could now
have intercourse with machines. Yet still his heart was pure
human. He would do anything for anyone. He once answered
a distress call from a clown of a fellow officer who had forgotten
his passport (again). Realising that he would like miss the flight,
Alex picked the dear goon up from the train station, re-united
him with his passport and drove him the two hours to the airport.
There are numerous such acts of selflessness but he would
deny them all. He would scold me for revealing the lengths he
went to so that his brother could receive the medical care that
he needed and I bet you don’t know that he volunteers days of
his time for a charity.
Perhaps you don’t see that side of him and it is because he
doesn’t let you. He is a very sensitive soul; he cares what
people think of him so much that he is scared to expose a
softer side, hiding it under a convincing layer of brusque. This,
I will concede, has done him few favours but forgive him this
and the metamorphosis from beast to buddy is brisk. The
brashness and the staccato conversation are genuine enough
but get him one-on-one and you will remember how genial he
can be. As such, his closest friends would take the effort to help
him recognise when he was being less than graceful. You may
have spotted that there would be ample opportunity to bait a
man so passionate and quick to flash (ask Rusty or Alex’s door)
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but it was rare that this went beyond a whispered “tone!” or a
brotherly nudge if he got too close to the quick.

caring woman who knows exactly how lucky she is because
she sees what really matters.

He can be devastatingly charming, thoughtful and kind so it
was no surprise that the baton of reminding him to lower his
defences should pass on. Becky is a beautiful, gregarious and

We are sad to see him leave but we are convinced that he will only
go from strength to strength. Especially if it involves computers.
BP

Major Giles Powell
June 1985 Giles arrived at Stanley
Barracks, Bovington in readiness for
basic training at JLR RAC. Although
initially recruited into the Queens Royal
Irish Hussars his Pontypool roots quickly
saw a change in allegiance and Giles
joined QDG at Wimbish in late 1986.
His time spent in basic training, as for
most, was a shock to the system but it
wasn’t long before Giles found himself in
the starting line up for all of the physical
inter troop competitions. This early
enthusiasm soon earned him the rank of
J/LCpl, a sound start for a young man
which in his own words was “a rather
tubby awkward individual”.
On completion of Junior Leaders and
gunnery training in Catterick, Giles began his career as a
Scimitar gunner with the 2nd Troop B Sqn. However, the Essex
life was short lived and in early 1987 Giles, on his 18th birthday,
moved with the Regiment to Wolfenbuttel, Germany. Remaining
in B Sqn and at the height of the Cold War, a continual flow
of exercises around the local German countryside ensued.
AFV recognition, NBC training with crash outs to pre-prepared
positions were often practiced in readiness for a sudden
advance of the Soviet horde.
By 1988 Giles felt the need to widen his experience in other
areas of the Regiment and joined the ranks of MT. On passing
his HGV test he was promoted to LCpl but not even weeks
of driving lessons and new found responsibilities as a JNCO
prevented him rolling the duty car over the Christmas period.
Thankfully only pride and the black Vauxhall Chevette which he
was driving were damaged in incident.
It was during these early years that Giles began to established
himself as one of the best regimental rugby players of his
generation. Initially with the 2nd team and then subsequently
as first choice 2nd Row, although his aspiration was always to
be first choice No 8. In fact, his passion for rugby is what he
will probably be most remembered for and defined much of his
career.
In 1990 Giles experienced his first deployment with A Sqn on Op
GRANBY, or Op GRANDAD as it is now affectionately known,
as an UBRE driver. Led by the SQMS, the A1/A2 echelon was
a rag tag mix of chefs, clerks and MT who were all very keen to
‘do their bit’ to reverse Saddam Hussain’s invasion of Kuwait.
Armed with his UBRE fuel tanker ‘The Whistling Marshmallow’
Giles kept the Sqn moving and unsurprisingly found himself in
the Sqn rugby squad that took on the US Marine Corps. Played
on a gravel pitch during the Saudi mid day sun the match
was fiercely contested but A Sqn came out bloodied but clear
winners. In a time before mobile and satellite phones the only
contact with the outside world on operations was by Bluey.
Even regimental business was conducted by Bluey, on one
such occasion Giles was informed that he had been promoted.
It simply read ‘Dear LCpl Powell, you are now a Cpl, the beers
are on you when you return’. Op GRANBY was also the time he
started a Bluey relationship with Kate, whom he later married.
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After 7 months away the return to
Wolfenbuttel was frantic. Preparation
was in full swing for the regimental
move to Tidworth and all personal kit
was boxed in ready to go. However, the
Regiment had an important game against
4th/7th Dragoon Guards so he found
some kit and travelled to Paderborn
while the remainder of A Sqn were being
welcomed home.
In 1991 the Regiment moved back to
Tidworth. This gave Giles the opportunity
to play for Aberavon. Juggling work and
travel to South Wales 3 times a week
to train and play proved difficult so not
long after he was given the opportunity
to work at the Regimental Recruiting
Team in Cardiff. Days would be spent travelling around Wales
recruiting potential QDGs whilst evening’s weekends would be
playing Rugby, initially for Aberavon and then a second season
with Penarth. Giles’s relationship with Kate had also grown
stronger and finally tied the knot in May 1993 before heading to
Sennelager, Germany.
Returning to regimental life saw a move to A Sqn on Challenger
tanks, however focus quickly shifted to another Northern Ireland
tour at the Maze Prison. Due to his ever growing size he was
always in demand for the snatch squad during public order
training and it was quite unnerving seeing him ‘smashing’ his
way through the civ pop rioters to snatch an unsuspecting
scrote. The mid 1990s also saw the rise of QDG rugby. Assisted
by talented attached arms and training every afternoon the team
were now being noticed throughout British Army Germany. This
high level of play enabled Giles to be selected and capped for
the 1996 Army v Navy match at Twickenham.
1996 the Regiment deployed on its first tour of Bosnia. A Scimitar
commander in Recce Troop, the majority of the deployment was
spent in the Muslim enclave of Bihac living in a detached house
with 4 scimitars in the front garden and 4 in the back. The troop
even had locals as next door neighbours. His tour however, was
cut short to attend the Challenger Crew Commanders course
in Bovington followed by a once in a lifetime rugby tour of New
Zealand and Fiji with the British Army Germany squad.
Promotion to Sgt accompanied another deployment to Northern
Ireland in 1998. Giles even made the evening news when battling
rioters on the Lower Ormeau Road, Belfast. Clearly very brave
rioters! Soon after, an Arms Plot move to Warminster with C Sqn
as the CATT, supporting courses and acting as enemy during
exercises. Being back in the UK also opened opportunities
to run out with his new side, Newbury. The Millienium saw an
eventful tour of Bosnia which saw his troop locate one of the
largest arms caches the region had seen for many years.
In 2004 he undertook the appointment of SSM C Sqn in
Osnabruck, a role he thoroughly enjoyed with OCs Charlie
Waggett and Alasdair Halford-MacLeod. Unfortunately the Sqn
was short lived as it disbanded in preparation for a regimental
deployment to Iraq on Op TELIC 5. Initially conducting training
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and monitoring of the Iraqi Customs and Border Police he then
became QDG LO once the Regiment deployed to Al Muthana.
However it was his new found role of ‘Weights WO’ that kept
him the busiest!
In 2006 he took over as RSM and deployed once again with the
Regiment to Al Muthana in Iraq. Giles continued his other role
as ‘Weights WO’ organising a Superstars style competition to
raise money for Lt Tom Mildinhall and Cpl Faz Farrelly who were
both tragically killed by a roadside bomb. Back in Osnabruck he
revitalised Regimental recruiting at a time when it was particularly
difficult to find new recruits. As RSM he was instrumental to the
success of the Parades in the Cardiff City Centre and London
and started the tradition of shouting “Oggy Oggy Oggy” prior to
stepping off.
On commissioning in 2007 he took on the appointment of
RCMO and the unenviable task of OC Rear Party during the
Regiments deployment to Afghanistan in 2008. Not only
ensuring continuance of normal life in Germany but also
becoming the focal point for concerned friends and families
of those deployed during a very turbulent operational tour. For
the outstanding effort and leadership displayed over the period
Giles was awarded the Meritorious Service Medal.

Along with the rather dull G4 responsibilities associated
with being a QM, Giles managed to get his ‘Weights WO’
hat back on whilst organising the first ever British Forces
Strongman Competition for which he received a Commanders
Commendation. With the rugby boots now hung up, lifting very
large concrete balls and flipping even larger tractor tyres had
now become his sport of choice and one that suited his ever
widening neck!
Giles’ final post in the Army began at the Army Foundation
College in 2013 training young soldiers. Initially posted as a Sqn
2IC he eyed an early opportunity, assumed acting Maj rank and
OC of Korea Coy. Enjoying the North Yorkshire weather and
new found family stabilty, Giles and Kate along with their two
sons Dylan and Mathew, decided to put roots down in the area.
Unfortunately the decision to leave the Army soon followed
and 30 years of service which began in Bovington as a Junior
Leader in 1985 finally came to close as an LE Officer instructing
Junior Soldiers at Harrogate in 2015. Luckily Giles didn’t have to
go far to find civilian employment and now works as the Civilian
Quartermaster Technical at Harrogate for ESS Defence. On
behalf of the Regiment we wish Giles, Kate and the boys every
success in the future.
JDJT

Captain Richard Chambers
Richard, or Dickster to his closest friends,
started his run for glory in the most
unlikely of places, South Wales. Little is
known about Dickster before he crossed
the border into civilisation at the tender
age of eighteen. By some miracle, the
previously well thought of Durham
University accepted him to study Law.
He scraped a pass. After university, and
with riding the trains of England drinking
cider being his only alternative, he joined
Her Majesty’s Army.
Having been in the same Company as
Dickster since our first day of Sandhurst,
I was surprised to only really notice him
when we both went for interviews at
QDG. A shy, retiring character he was
bloody lucky anyone noticed him during his potential officers’
visit.
As a troop leader Dicky was the model Lieutenant. Rarely seen
in the office he could normally be found stooped over his desk
painting Warhammer figures, which he then haphazardly hoyed
into rivers. The untold damage to the environment that these
lead figures have done will be his only real legacy. Dickster
cannot be accused of not trying. The relationship he had with
his first Tp Sgt, Sgt Costello, was nothing if not close. The
depth of their relationship came to light in a rather embarrassing
incident when a small photograph of ‘Cossy’ was found under
Dickster’s pillow. No explanation has ever been forthcoming.

As Battle Captain and then 2i/c for B Sqn
during H15 he was constantly confused
as to what STAP was and continually
bothered his Sqn Ldr, Maj Bond, for the
answer. No one found this tedious. In
his own opinion he had a very successful
tour; within a month he had sussed
out where the best kaffee and kuchen
could be purchased. International laws
have never fazed Chambers. He is
still technically an outlaw in Canada for
multiple driving offences. This disregard
for the law was continued in Afghanistan
with his suspect DVD version of a George
Orwell classic. Even the RSM, then B
Sqn SSM, turned his nose up at it.
Dickster went on to finish his military
career in London serving under the Regimental Colonel as his
ADC. His claims that he learnt Arabic fluently in only a matter of
weeks and that it was solely his efforts that secured Gen Mayall
his knighthood have never been substantiated.
Having left the Army, Dickster was in a pickle as to what job
someone with his unique CV could hope to get. Despite
showing no athletic promise his entire life he secured a job as a
city courier for UPS. Well spoken and bearing a resemblance
to an older Ralph Fiennes, he is set to rise quickly within the
company. We wish Dicky the best of luck in his new career and
hope that he survives the London bus lanes.
CJR

Captain Ryan McBride
Having been very highly placed in his second platoon at
Sandhurst following a backterming for a weak ankle on the
rugby field, Ryan McBride commissioned into the Regiment in
December 2011 and was immediately sent on the Formation
Reconnaissance Troop Leaders course. It was here that he
earned the first on his many nicknames, Rigid, which was due to
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his endless attention to detail, that included him picking himself
up on his own weapon drills.
After completing the course, he was shipped out to Sennelager
in time to join the Regiment as it came back from HERRICK
15. Thrust straight into the post tour world, he quickly found
himself on AT and helping to prepare for the Officers’ Mess
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ball, before realising that safety lay away
from RD and volunteering to provide
the security at Horse Guards as part of
Op OLYMPICS. This venue was host to
the beach volleyball, which might give
a clue as to why he was so swift to
put him name forward. No amount of
Celtic charm seemed to work on any of
the athletes however, but he did make
friends with the male German coach....
Summer leave followed the conclusion of
a very successful Olympics, which meant
that it was back to a German autumn
three weeks later. It was in this period,
before Ryan managed to disappear
Nordic Skiing for half a year, which he
developed his next nickname. Red Ryan,
sometimes changed to Bolshevik Bert, which came about
because of some very suspicious ideas on how the set up in
the Mess should run of an evening. The main focus for these
ideas was the wonderful silver bell we used to use. I say used to,
because it was found broken after an evening that he had spent
on Orderly Officer. There were some more logical explanations
for the breakage, but these were quickly dismissed at the very
thorough inquest the next day.
Between Nordic Skiing and Rugby, Ryan managed to avoid
doing too much “green” work until he went with B Sqn to
BATUS as part of the activation party and subsequent exercise,
Ex ASKARI THUNDER. As 2nd Troop Leader B Sqn, Ryan was
known for his quiet and unfussy leadership style which instantly
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endeared him to his men, SSM and Sqn
Sgts. Questions might have been asked
about quite how laid back he was after
his vehicle spent a day and a half dead
during one of the exercises.
It was during the down time that B Sqn
spent in Canada that Ryan developed
his final, and longest enduring nickname
“Dad”. As the organiser of trips to Las
Vegas and Misura, Ryan was always the
one who planned the day’s activities. He
held the kitty, the passports and drove
the car. If Ryan said that he was leaving
at 0900 to go jet skiing, then that was
the time he was going and whoever did
not make the timings were left behind.
No one dared miss the timings and as
a result, the lucky participants had some truly memorable trips.
Ryan deployed to Afghanistan, on Op HERRICK 20, as the
Brigade Advisory Team’s Liaison Officer to the RC (SW).
He spent the vast majority of his time with the US in Camp
Leatherneck, only seeing personnel from his Regiment at the
nightly CUBs. Shortly after the completion of tour, Ryan left
the Army. He obviously filled the remaining time with rugby and
sailing, and is now using his “Dad” skills by flying all around the
world looking after the daily activities of a Kazakhstani family’s
children. The Regiment would like to wish him the best in his
future endeavours.
CWM

Captain Charles Martel
Capt Charlie ‘Hans’ Martel commissioned
from Sandhurst in December 2011 and
after completing his Troops Leaders
Course arrived in Sennelager just after the
Regiment had returned from Op HERRICK
15. Apart from a rapidly retreating hair line
Charlie arrived at Regimental Duty freshfaced and bushy tailed.
He quickly settled into Camp and
Mess life, finding his place in both.
Unfortunately, due to the lack of other
Troop Leaders, Charlie found his initial
stint at RD somewhat taken up by the
duties of Orderly Officer.
However,
never one to complain he cracked on
with his duties. Under the watchful eye
of ‘Colonel Hans’ - Dempsey Barracks
remained a well-oiled and functioning establishment. To this
day Charlie has never been heard to bring up or complain about
his Orderly Officer Marathon…
Hans quickly assessed the situation and knowing which side
his bread was buttered developed a close bond with then Adjt,
Harry Pilcher. They had much in common; they were both blonde
and liked drinking. Hans whiled away many hours getting drinks
for Harry, being punched in the head by Harry, being shown the
latest Judo moves by Harry, good times…..
He quickly became a popular and indeed central member of
the Officers Mess. His relaxed attitude and easy going nature
made him a perfect fit; it is safe to say that when a ‘session’
was brewing Charlie was never far away. He became a great
organiser of Mess trips and ensured that all those available
found their way down to Munich for Oktoberfest. Even more
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impressive was that he also managed to
get them all back again!
Despite what you might believe or have
heard Charlie has actually been known
to spend a few hours in work from time
to time. He took over as 1st Tp Ldr in
A Sqn and quickly became popular with
both his men and NCOs.   With a little
guidance from SM O’Connor, now SSM
B Sqn, (only he can really tell you how
much was required) he steered his Tp
from strength to strength. Unfortunately
Charlie never got the chance to show
off his tactical prowess and skills as his
first major Battle Group exercise was cut
short. The weekend prior to deploying
saw Charlie getting in a fight with a
champagne bottle (and losing). This resulted in a Tp Leader
with 20 stiches in his two hands and a severe phobia of glass
bottles…
Charlie’s career then took somewhat of a turn as the Regiment
began to prepare for Op HERRICK 20. It was decided that
he would be baptised into the ‘Ally’ and fast-paced world of
Forward Air Controllers (FAC). It has been suggested that
FACs in fact don’t have that much work to do and have been
known to ‘bluff’ their way around camp. However, this is not
to be believed. Charlie hit the ground at RAF Leeming running,
completing the 2 month course and leaving as a Certified FAC.
He was then required to conduct several gruelling exercises in
order to become a Qualified FAC.
While the rest of the Regiment deployed to picturesque training
locations such as Castle Martin in Wales, Charlie was forced to
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spend a month in the Nevada Desert training with the Americans.
As if this wasn’t torture enough he had to fly in and out of Las
Vegas which due to ‘unfortunate’ flight times required him to
spend, on several occasions, nights in the city. One can only
pity this man’s poor soul. However, despite all these hardships
Charlie did very well to reach the status of being a Qualified FAC
on a very competitive course.

in the Ops Room, Charlie became more partial to spending
long periods of his day donning an alarming pair of shortshorts in a somewhat sweat drenched deck chair out back of
the accommodation blocks. It was truly impressive to see an
individual devote that amount of time and concentration to the
development of a tan. It is safe to say that he single-handedly
spear headed Op Bronze!

Despite this achievement and the not insignificant time spent
training Charlie was not able to deploy on HERRICK 20 as a
FAC. The Artillery, in an on-going struggle to appear needed,
only allowed those under the ‘cap badge’ to deploy as FACs.
However, a man with the ‘Colonels’ skills is always in demand!
Charlie packed up his kayak watched a few episodes of Sharpe
and headed off to 5 Rifles.

On returning to Sennelager Charlie took over the prestigious and
fulfilling role of C Sqn 2ic. Once settled, he efficiently and boldly
steered the Sqn through many a crisis. However, like some
many men before him the trials and stresses of being a Sqn 2ic
proved too much for poor old Charlie. He quickly realised that
there were other desks to be sat behind which would result in a
little more pay and decided to desert.

He deployed in the role of Battle Captain and quickly became
a key lynch-pin in The Manoeuvre Battle Group’s Ops room.
From manning ‘the net’, to deploying on the ground and even
making the odd brew every now and again ‘Hans’ did it all. He
was even lucky enough to move across to Kandahar Airfield as
operations began to wind down and Bastion was closed. It was
at this point that things really ramped up. Rarely to be found

After a diverse 4 years in the Army we are all very sad to see
Charlie leaving. However, there is little doubt that he will still be
found charging around 151 at Cav Mem. Now actively offering
his soul and youth to leading merchant banks, Hans has recently
become engaged to Amelia. We wish them all the best for the
future and look forward to spider pigging Hans soon.  
MDM

Captain Toby Mossop
Capt Toby Mossop commissioned into
the QDG in Dec 2010. Troop Leaders
followed where he finished second on
the course behind a fellow QDG, Mike
Groves. The Mossop family is known
throughout the army, his mother, the
infamous ‘silver fox’ holds significant
power within the army, even as a civilian.
As one of three brothers in the forces,
he was quick to assure everyone that
he was easily the best of the bunch, far
better than his twin…
In May 2010 Toby joined B Sqn who were
mid-way through MST for OP HERRICK
15. Employed as a watchkeeper within
SHQ he quickly made a very positive
impression on all soldiers he worked
with. The role suited him perfectly, working long enough to be
noticed but not too long that he was unable to get the 16 hours
of sleep he needed each day.
He deployed to Afghanistan five months later. Toby had a
very successful tour and quickly took command of Support
(scoff) troop in Jan 2012. Tasked with securing Highway 1 his
troop played a pivotal role in denying freedom of movement
for insurgents, in particular disrupting attacks on local forces
in Yakchal. On the ground he led his men with confidence,
showing excellent tactical awareness and calm under pressure.
He did not like to work at night though. Once asked to ‘stop an
IED team operating nearby at night’ he quickly quipped “they’ll
be gone by the time I get there”. In camp he did everything
possible to relax and minimise inconvenience. Cleaners often
remarked about the warmth of his water bottles in the morning,
despite it being below zero.
On his return from Afghanistan, Toby led an ambitious and
successful AT expedition to Uganda for 10 soldiers. With
extensive prior knowledge of travelling through Africa it was a
unique experience for all, with an ascent of Mt Elgon one of the
highlights. He even paid for all food and drink during the trip,
not wishing to ask for CILOR (paperwork admin got the better
of him). On his return he was sent straight to London on OP
OLYMPICS.
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A tour, AT and life in the Mess took its
toll and in a bid to limit the growth of
his excessive potbelly, Toby gained
new motivation. He was a member
of the alpine ski team in 2012 before
completing the Live Fire Tactical Training
qualification two months later. This was
followed by a trip to Kenya as part of
the range safety team. The head staff
praised his efforts continually. To add to
his growing list of achievements he even
found a girlfriend who seemed to rather
like him. But in true army fashion he was
instantly sent to BATUS for 6 months as
part of my range safety team. While he
whined daily about the long hours he was
easily the best and most reliable member
of the team. He was responsible for the
development and execution of an excellent new dismounted
training package for exercising troops. Away from work there
were fantastic opportunities for travel, as long as the price was
right.
Not content with his experiences of hard manual labour and
life in Germany, Toby volunteered for a post as a Troop Leader
at the RAC Training Regiment in Bovington. While previously
a last hurrah for young officers, this post had been through a
renaissance and was an excellent job to have, full of perks. Toby
quickly realised he had his dream job. He thoroughly enjoyed
teaching young recruits, developing their individual ability before
joining their regiments. Of note his platoon won the CO’s PT
shield. He was so at home that he delayed his departure from
the army and opted for a second year there.
If ever the Army needed a man to promote the breadth of
opportunities available within the forces then Toby would be
their man. During his two years in Bovington he completed
an immensely impressive range of jobs and expeditions. He
has completed AT in multiple countries across three continents
including paragliding in Germany and parachuting in Cyprus. He
went skiing again, deployed to Jordan for 3 months as part of
an armoured STTT and even managed to secure seven weeks
off last winter to drive from Morocco to Ghana. Quite who was
training his soldiers is unknown but his reports were excellent.
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As far as Toby was concerned he was having a bloody good
time and that was all that mattered.
Despite QDG moving back to Norfolk, he could not be persuaded
to return to Regimental Duty. A man used to doing 38 days of
work a year compared to taking 38 days of leave would never
have survived. Toby will be hugely missed in the Mess and QDG.
He was dedicated to his soldiers and a highly effective leader.
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Combined with his quick wit, sarcasm and enthusiasm he was
popular amongst all those lucky enough to serve with him. His
post army plans are varied but he hopes to take over a safari
company in East Africa in the New Year. Ever the host and in
search of a good time be sure to give him a shout if you are in
the area, just don’t expect a discount.
JL

Captain Jack Woodhart
Capt Jack ‘The Lad’ Woodhart
commissioned from Sandhurst in
December 2011 and after completing
his Troops Leaders Course arrived in
Sennelager just after the Regiment
had returned from Op HERRICK 15.
Gutted to have missed his chance to
single handedly resolve the conflict in
Afghanistan, Jack set to with Regimental
duty.
After arriving in the Officers’ Mess it
quickly became clear that Jack was an
ambitious and keen Troop Leader. If you
ask him how he remembers his first few
weeks it will probably involve ‘dits’ along
the line of; forming a strong, cohesive
bound with his Tp Sgt, quickly proving to
his men that he was a dealer of death and generally teaching
the Officers’ Mess how to drink like real men. Ask any other
member of the QDG however and they will probably tell you
how they remember Jack being paraded through the WOs’ and
Sgts’ Mess (carried at head height), naked as the day he was
born, bar the duct tape he was ‘mummified’ with…
Others may re-call the memory of Jack ‘Mounting Guard’ for
the first time. Traditionally when the Officer marches off he will
complete a 45 degree turn to his left and end up facing the
soldiers. Jack, always the innovator decided however, that the
wheel needed re-inventing. In a moment of panic he completed
a 270 degree turn to his right, lost balance and ended up on
his arse!
However, he did not remain at Regimental Duty for long.
Volunteering for a place on the Platoon Commanders Battle
Course in deepest darkest Wales he disappeared. The Infantry
Battle School are to this day grateful to Jack for the constructive
feedback and useful instruction on infantry tactics he was able
to offer. He did not receive an instructor’s recommend, mainly
according to Jack because he was in the Cavalry. He resurfaced;
harden by the fires of laser combat to take over his Troop in C
Sqn on Ex ASKARI THUNDER in Kenya.
It was in Kenya that Jack began to show what a warrior he really
was. With the help of his Troop he caused some serious DTES
damage to the Yorks Battle Group. Some argued this was due
to his raw soldiering talent, others his robust understanding of
Sun Tzu ‘The Art of War’. However, we all know that is was
really due to the fact that he had the ‘Alliest’ kit possessed by
any member of the British Army. From his custom poncho
holder to his sprayed Gerber, Jack knew how to look the part
in the field…

Jack could regularly be found ‘rallying’
The Mess on a Friday evening and
leading the charge into Paderborn.
Always the people person, Jack would
get on famously with Officer or Soldier,
Cavalrymen or Engineer.
He even
became a particular favourite of the
Military Working Dogs for a while, milking
their expertise so he in turn might develop
his understanding of all the various Arms
and Attachments of the British Army. The
consummate professional.
Jack took his Troop to Canada on Ex
Prairie Thunder. He shifted his formidable
skills as a dismounted operator to that of
ever reliable RWMIK, sailing through the
prairie like a latter day David Stirling, Jack
and his merry men were the bane of the Rifles Battle Group.
Jack showed his abilities as a Tp Ldr, taking his men successfully
from one operation to another. Even if he did spend a bit of time
digging his vehicle out of various bogs in between H-Hrs.
Post Canada he deployed on Ex WHITE KNIGHT in Verbier.
Despite having little skiing experience Jack was talented spotted
‘as the next big thing in British Down Hill Skiing’. Moving from
strength to strength during the training period and after the
purchase of several sets of skies it was time for the competition
phase. The QDG felt confidence we had not felt on WHITE
KNIGHT in several years. The team was strong as always but
this year they had their secret weapon. Jack put in a valiant
effort all the way through the competition phase and we are
hoping Jack will finish a race one day…
Rejecting a lucrative ice hockey deal with the Boston Bruins,
Jack quickly moved onto bigger and better things. His final
months in the Army saw him working as ADC to General Sir
Simon Mayall. This required Jack to fly all over the world
attending meetings that I am not authorised to talk about. Put
it this way. Jack Woodhart; he’s kind of a big deal. When it
comes to the World Stage, people know him.  
Now causing quite the stir on Linked In, and writing a book ’10
MCs in 6 months’, Jack is due to marry his fiancée, Tina, in
September. We wish them both all the best, and would advise
Tina to pull up a sandbag, take a knee and listen in….
MDM

However, Jack is a man of both work and play; devoting equal
amounts of his attention (in no half measures) to each. He
quickly established his place in The Officers’ Mess and became
a Man About Town, learning exactly where all the best German
Watering holes were.
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Regimental Gazette
As at December 2015

Regimental Headquarters
546287
555433
25234992
25199224
25215134
25037832

LT COL
MAJ
CAPT
CAPT
CAPT
WO1

D B DUFF
S T B FAREBROTHER MC
B WILLIAMS
J C F LOUGH
R G ROBINSON
R M GALLACHER

Commanding Officer
Regimental Second-in-Command
Adjutant
Operations Officer
Intelligence Officer
Regimental Sergeant Major

A Squadron
30010953
30135211
25061962
25127974
30106712
30169847
30131492
30040392
25133269
25107411
25144795
25163774
25137020
25150688
25136159
30045851
30060880
21170378
25189692
25227597
25222729
25222934
25139265
30044585
25210599
30067230
30105198

LT
C E CARTER
LT
C R POPPLETON
LT
H J H FRASER
2LT POLLOCK (RY)
SGT BLACKBURN
SGT GRIFFITHS
SGT NAVUNISARAVI
SGT RUDDY
SGT SHORTMAN
SGT SIMPSON (RE)
CPL COMLEY
CPL EDWARDS
CPL EVANS
CPL GURUNG
CPL HATTON
CPL HUMPHREY
CPL MCKINNON
CPL PANKS
CPL ROBERTS
CPL SMITH
CPL SUDLOW
CPL SYMONS
LCPL BRINDLEY-ROBINSON

MAJ
CAPT
WO2
SSGT

N S GARLAND
M D MACHALE
J W DAVIES
CUBITT

30130459
30065234
30134192
30154231
30166188
30105927
30044998
30038049
25223529
30208941
30231336
30180828
30170980
30128869
30198395
30215238
P064941T
30221731
30192176
30188878
30188557
30204764
30153183

LCPL COLES
LCPL CRIPPS
LCPL DAVIES
LCPL HOLLAND
LCPL JONES
LCPL STERRY
LCPL STIENS
LCPL TUKANA
LCPL TURNER
TPR ASTBURY
TPR BENNETT
TPR BRADLEY
TPR BULLOCK
TPR CHATTERTON
TPR CLARK
TPR COSBY
TPR COUCH
TPR COWELL
TPR CRITCHLOW
TPR CROWTHER
TPR DAVIDSON
TPR DUTHIE-THOMAS
TPR EEDY

Squadron Leader
Squadron Second-in-Command
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quarter Master Sergeant
30087791
30178041
30058312
30180304
30224408
30149349
30203828
30173606
30229792
30152662
30126414
30179678
30226043
30190303
30165696
30216311
30074561
30218729
30155499
30180488
30206768

TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR

FINN
FROST
GEAR
JOHNS
JONES
KELLY
KNIVETON
LYNCH
MOON
MORGAN
MORRIS
MOSS
PRESTON
RABBITTS
ROWLANDS
SARRIONANDIA
SIMS
SMITH
WILLIAMS
WILLIAMS
WILLIAMS

B Squadron
558816
30040410
25065339
25121833
30142165
30168453
30042635
30080767
25210097
25126363
25205333
25133496
25151646
25039561
30053706
30089485
30042712
30064891
30070842
25225443

LT
LT
LT
LT
SGT
SGT
SGT
SGT
SGT
SGT
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
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G E S JACKSON
H W L BARCROFT
J P COWEN
M A J MCKECHNIE
BENNETT
FISHER
HAMILTON
HARTT
JONES
PATCHETT
ABBEY
CANNING
CASEY
DALLIMORE
DOOLAN
GREY

MAJ
CAPT
WO2
SSGT

D G O STAVELEY
H D G PAINE
K O’CONNOR
CHANT

25200584
25221672
25232921
25116677
30046839
30059603
30068912
30092458
25182393
30125983
30066147
30141356
30046784
30102586
30167884
30170462

CPL HILL
CPL MORGAN
CPL PITT
CPL PRIOR
CPL SPEED
CPL SUDLOW
LCPL BEACOCK
LCPL CAMPOS
LCPL DELANA
LCPL EAST
LCPL GRIFFITHS
LCPL HUTCHINGS
LCPL JAMIESON
LCPL PALMER
LCPL PLATT
LCPL PUGH

Squadron Leader
Squadron Second-in-Command
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quarter Master Sergeant
30137272
25186512
30084585
30063173
30179642
30207245
30199388
30200348
30222273
30210997
30182992
30216045
30142043
30057294
30172813
30221138

LCPL SOMERS
LCPL THOMAS
LCPL WILLIAMS
LCPL WILLIAMS
TPR BARRY
TPR BLACKBURN-NEWELL
TPR BOULD
TPR BRANSTON
TPR BRENNAN
TPR CORNS
TPR DAWSON
TPR DE BIE BROWN
TPR FINLAY
TPR HAINES
TPR HAWKINS
TPR HICKMOTT
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30106631
30224866
30184515
30209504
30201718
30177627
30159661

TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR

KING
KNUCKEY
LANCASTER
LEWIS
MARAIS
MARTIN
O’TOOL

30195771
30192425
30179677
30167426
30151180
30210831
30197669

TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR

PARRY
PARSONS
PINE
PORTER
POWELL
PRITCHARD
RICHARDS
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30186501
30199662
30074892
21171464
30179174
30199505
30128587

TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR

SEAFIELD-SMILES
SHEPHERD
STEWART
THAPA
WILDON
WILKINS
WINTER

C Squadron
554271
30166386
25053406
25110733
30128917
30047172
30137891
25201293
25169284
25155220
25141950
25078696
25175089
30103886
30107379
25227714
30077421
30086924
30054969
25191863
25108927
30063085
30030698
30115713
30060034
30154667

LT
E T P OWEN
LT
R W MCKELLAR
2LT M J CARTER
SGT BEAL
SGT DAVIES
SGT DAVIES
SGT EWBANK
SGT HUGHES
SGT ROBERTS
CPL BOJANG
CPL CHATER
CPL HANBURY
CPL ISHERWOOD
CPL LARDNER
CPL LETTS
CPL MCKINNON
CPL O’BRIEN
CPL PETRE
CPL TRUDGILL
CPL WARNER
CPL WELFOOT
LCPL ANDERTON

MAJ
CAPT
WO2
SSGT

S J CLITHEROE (RL)
C E CARTER
M R WATSON
HOMER

30125984
30122572
30149618
30096610
30154771
30165705
30154029
30040371
30093419
30096091
25223529
30135821
30226320
30140660
30111229
30232177
30183018
30195765
30149113
30048360
30154936
30199799

LCPL BROCKLEHURST
LCPL CASEY
LCPL DEWHURST
LCPL FLOWER
LCPL GILLIAM
LCPL GROVE
LCPL HICKS
LCPL MATHER
LCPL MWAMULIMA
LCPL ROSE
LCPL TURNER
LCPL WILLIAMS
TPR BAKER
TPR BERNARD
TPR BLAKE
TPR BOOKER
TPR CAIRNEY
TPR CALEY
TPR CASEY
TPR CHAMLING
TPR FARMER
TPR FORD

Squadron Leader
Squadron Second-in-Command
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quarter Master Sergeant
30175315
30024861
21171678
30204765
30167071
30173199
30175815
30183192
30184504
30166037
30175251
30222274
30089895
30185855
30135773
30213235
30218693
30211912
30172739
30209384
30174149

TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR

FOSTER
GOSS
GURUNG
HORN
HOWELLS
HUGO
HUTCHINGS
JONES
JONES
LOND
MAY
MCCARTHY
PEEL
POWELL
PUSEY
READER
SENIOR
SMITH
THOMAS
TOMKINS
VANEZI

HQ Squadron
24773640
24835011
25052458
25129855
25232632
30029759
24862217
25132687
24829578
25041439
24889984
25036729
25055801
25061701
25048119
25016271
24888830
24865914
25068322
24879137
25099895
24827784
25071964
25042309
25049067
25122109
25076011
25172789
25125282
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SGT
SGT
SGT
SGT
SGT
SGT

CARTWRIGHT
DAVIES
DAVIES
DODD
HINTON
HUGHES

MAJ
CAPT
WO2
SSGT
CAPT
CAPT
CAPT
CAPT
CAPT
CAPT
CAPT
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
SSGT
SSGT
SSGT
SSGT
SSGT

T R JONES
D S JONES
R A JONES
SMITH
A A DUMONT
D M WIGGINS
J O DUNNE
K J ADOLPHE
P D JONES
R C MANSEL
S R THOMAS
A G S A COSTELLO
C A WORSLEY
D E BROWN
J P DAVIES
L C PULHAM
M J BELL
R A LOCKYER
ANANINS
BOWDEN
HANSEN
RILEY
THURSTON

25051042
25142833
25130398
25134289
30099328
25191158

SGT
SGT
SGT
SGT
CPL
CPL

SPEIGHT
TAYLOR
THOMAS
WALKER
CURZON
DAVIES

Squadron Leader
Squadron Second-in-Command
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quarter Master Sergeant
RSO
TO
QM
PADRE
QM(T)
UWO
RCMO
TWWO
RSWO
RQMS
RQMS (T)
RAPTCI
MTWO
UWWO
MESS MAN
BSM
ARCMO
QM SSGT
MT SSGT
21170158
30065005
25159244
25184799
25119865
25209189

CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL

GURUNG
HALPIN
HANNAH
HAZELWOOD
JONES
JONES
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25202470
25144671
25148487
30047281
25233280
25145389
21169888
30049259
25135755
25202211
25105211
25182394
25189878
25192183
25182207
30131143
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CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
LCPL
LCPL
LCPL
LCPL
LCPL

JONES
KOROVULAVULA
LAQERE
MOKUOANE
PETRE
POWELL
RAI
SAVARIN
VEASEY
WATSON
YOUNG
BOBO
COPE
DAVIES
EVANS
EVANS

30140484
30067722
30144277
30037631
30082982
30098638
25177806
30022404
30124013
25227637
25108889
30185524
30160193
30184852
30083366
21171669

LCPL
LCPL
LCPL
LCPL
LCPL
LCPL
LCPL
LCPL
LCPL
LCPL
LCPL
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR

FRENCH
FROST
GALE
HULLEY
MOLE
PALMER
RAETALLACK
REES
SEBBURN
WILKINS
YARD
BIGG-STOCKER
BURNETT
DAVIES
FROST
GURUNG

30063645
30085627
30198128
21171999
30184489
30114791
30080811
30030687
30195630
30197333
30176523
30195701
30092303
30157810
30178056
30169687

TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR
TPR

HARRISON
JONES
JONES
LIMBU
MORGAN
MURPHY
NEWEY
OWEN
PRIESTLEY
REES
REES
RUGEN
SMITH
WARD
WILMOTT
ZATAC

LCPL
LCPL
CFN
CFN
CFN
CFN
CFN
CFN
CFN
CFN
CFN

SMITH
WALTON
BELLIS
CROMWELL
DAVIES
HUNTER
KENNEDY
KIRKWOOD
MATTISON
STEVENSON
STOKOE

30187142
30165605
30084966

LCPL
PTE
PTE

KOLVIK
BROCK
HAMAL

30173806
30145120

LCPL
LCPL

ARNOLD
WALTERS

30115677
30133474
30138875
30195844
30100819

LCPL
PTE
PTE
PTE
PTE

WICKHAM
BRITTON
HOULDEY
LONGDON
SHARPE

LAD
25197691
25043407
25057130
25140907
25140037
25039071
25068659
25068443
25087851
25106329
30097816
30087157
25202676

SSGT
SSGT
SSGT
SSGT
SGT
SGT
SGT
SGT
CPL
CPL
CPL

EDWARDS
FIELD
FORSTER
ISSITT
BELL
BICKERTON
POLLARD
TURBUTT
COOK
COOK
COOPER

CAPT
WO1

P C HOCKLEY
M L HODGKINSON

24942670
30033544
25224301
25207407
25229762
30019948
25229320
30173862
30014071
W1045671
25044409

CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
LCPL
LCPL
LCPL
LCPL
LCPL

COWARD
DICKINSON
GARDNER
MELVILLE
STOKES
TAYLOR
BERRY
BIGMORE
CANNON
EVANS
RHODES

EME
ASM
30018999
30165574
30147286
30173863
30182082
30200328
30172135
30196650
30132771
30172987
30210130

AGC SPS
25021310
25032033
24921746
25055652
25180896
25135426
25129633
W1058893

SSGT TOMLINSON
SGT
MENYA
SGT
NOY
CPL
BURGESS
CPL
CANNON

CAPT
CAPT
WO2

S J PLANT
T M CLEMENS
L PEARS

30110282
21169649
30071201
30168857
30149426

CPL
CPL
LCPL
LCPL
LCPL

GRAHAM
GURUNG
CHAMBERS
GONDWE
HALSAL

RAO
DET COMD
RAWO

AMS
562038
25091536
25221888

MAJ
SGT
SGT

K J H LEE
LACY
OWEN

30108043
Q1053274
30011514

CPL
CPL
CPL

HOLLANDS
PETTINGER
QUANTOCK

RLC
25078680
25080606
25049152
25078855
25118333

SSGT
SSGT
SGT
SGT
CPL
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MINSHULL
TURNER
FLINT
LACEY
DUNN

25216344
25199608
25199582
21171095
30059585

CPL
CPL
CPL
LCPL
LCPL

GURUNG
GURUNG
RANA
GURUNG
PUN
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Officers at ERE
499545
519712
527030
514200
519416
536624
531920
541259
549626
556444
527120
548025
543703
516633
558369
564003
563651
25165695
565209
25198513
565344
557506
24656655
24710556
561798
24795861
25185423
30138985
30038248
30077434
30076971
30011016
24805516
30166880
30137045
30132607

Lt Gen
Col
Col
Col
Col
Col
Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
A/Maj
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Lt
2Lt
2Lt

Sir S V Mayall KBE CB
A J Pittman
A S Richmond OBE
D W H Norris OBE
G H J Deacon OBE
J J de Quincey Adams OBE
M W L W Botsford OBE
W H L Davies MBE
J G E Stenhouse DSO
J K Smith
N J Fenton
N Thomas
P L C Bond
R J Parry
A J Alford MBE
B Parkyn
B R Nicholas
C E Ruggles-Brise
C W C Beaver
D C M Hoey
H J Pilcher
H T Lloyd
I Coles
J D J Tyson
P Corfield
T Moore
B C J Matthews
C G Le Q Martel
C J Roberts
E D Wilks
R E M Findlay
R J H Jackson
S John
F C L Woolland
Campbell
Simpson

Colonel of the Regiment
AD PLANS HQ ARTD
Army Reform AD(R)
RCDS
Colonel RAC
Special Assistant to the Chairman of the NATO Military Committee
“Arty Prog Ldr, DE&S “
SO1 WGCC ARMY HQ
SO1 PLANS ARMY HQ
DCOS ARMCEN
SO1 IND TRG FRANCE(SAUMUR)
MA TO DCGS
ACSC (CO ATDU Des)
“Defence Attache Macedonia, Albania & Kosovo”
“Regional Gp Interviewer, Assessment Centre (DCOS ARMCEN Des)”
MA TO COS ARRC
SO2 CD MCC ARMY HQ
ICSC(L)
ICSC (L)
ICSC (L)
EQUERRY TO COL IN CHIEF
COS 12 Armd inf Bde
QM RY
SO2 OTC 11X
ARMCEN HQ SO2 G4
RWXY QM
Trg Maj RWXY
Resettlement
XO2 TO CHIEF J2 ARRC
77X (Vodaphone)
MOD A Block
OC TACP 4 REGT RA
SO3 G7 RESOURCES RMAS
TP COMD ATR(P)
ARMCEN Tp Ldrs
ARMCEN Tp Ldrs

ERE
25042527
25040023
24865578
25036831
25037651
25025826
25059525
24872772
25080827
25122106
25161676
24885332
24892656
25015668
25130399
24893317
25057031
24900712
25183065
30076753
25182412
30019094
25216266
25100904
30145670
30106583
30121041
30041632
30101957
30165609
30103278
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WO1
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
SSGT
SSGT
SSGT
SSGT
SGT
SGT
SGT
SGT
SGT
SGT
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
LCPL
LCPL
LCPL
LCPL
TPR
TPR
TPR

DAVIES
BURNS
JONES
KIMSEY
PYE
ROBINSON
THOMAS MBE
WILLIAMS
BRISCO
DAVIES
HOPKINS
MCNAMARA
BANCROFT
LAMBIE
LEWIS
MILNER
MITCHELL
ROUSE
GRILLS
HUMPHREYS
KAIKADAVU
MAUNDER
MORGAN
THOMAS
BREEZE
PARKER
ROBINSON
SEHERI
CAREW
DYCE
HARRY

RSMI
ARMCEN
RY
ARMCEN
15X PRU
DIO
JFACTSU
BMATT
ARMCEN
3RHA
RMAS
ARMCEN
DIO
AFC (H)
ARMCEN
QOY
RY
20X
ARMCEN
ARMCEN
ARMCEN
ARMCEN
ARMCEN
ARMCEN
ARTD
RMAS
ARTD
QRH
ARTD
ARTD
ARTD
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Marriages and Civil Partnerships
Tpr Barry to Hannah
Cfn Bellis to Danielle
LCpl Bobo to Deniz
Cpl Bojang to Katie
Cpl Cooper to Samantha
Sgt Davies to Lisa-Marie
LCpl Davies to Sophie
LCpl Frost to Samantha
Tpr Goss to Rebecca
Pte Houldey to Tamsin
Tpr Marais to Tanya
Tpr Murphy to Shannon
Cpl Quantock to Amy
Cpl Smith to Charlotte
Tpr Williams to Luci-Jo
Tpr Winter to Annett
Tpr Priestley to Nastashia
Sgt Lacy to Kathrine
LCpl Holland to Alexandra
Tpr Critchlow to Frances
Tpr Harry to Janna
Cpl Grey to Sacha
LCpl Hutchings to Bethany
LCpl Williams to Briony
Capt Roberts to Sophia
Sgt Bennett to Sasha

on 14 Nov 2015
on 29 Aug 2015
on 7 Aug 2015
on 31 Jan 2015
on 25 May 2015
on 23 Aug 2015
on 4 Sep 2015
on 29 May 2015
on 21 Aug 2015
on 21 Aug 2015
on 13 Aug 2015
on 14 Aug 2015
on 2 Oct 2015
on 6 Jun 2015
on 12 Jun 2015
on 20 Mar 2015
on 28 Nov 2015
on 22 Aug 2015
on 27 Aug 2015
on 18 Jul 2015
on 14 Aug 2015
on 30 May 2015
on 23 May 2015
on 20 Feb 2015
on 26 Jul 2014
on 24 Dec 2015

Births
LCpl & Mrs Frost
Tpr & Mrs Gurung
Cpl & Mrs Isherwood
Cpl & Mrs Quantock
Cpl & Mrs Smith
Tpr & Mrs Parry
LCpl & Mrs Turner
Maj Lee & Fiona Kearns
Sgt & Mrs Hughes
Tpr & Mrs Moss
Sgt Thomas & Nicola Thomas
Tpr & Mrs Owen
Pte & Mrs Pun
Cpl & Mrs Burgess
LCpl & Mrs Gondwe
Cpl & Mrs Pitt
Tpr & Mrs Goss
LCpl & Mrs Hutchings
Maj & Mrs Lloyd
Capt & Mrs Roberts
Cpl & Mrs O’Brien
Sgt & Mrs Bennett
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Nellie
Yuvani
Analyn
Perri
Inara Robyn
Oliver
Jessica
Ronan Lee
Caius Thomas
Emily
Rhys
Jessica
Garrick
Stephen Jnr
Zoey
Isabel
Jacob
Ethan
Wilfred
Rafe
Gabriella Louise
Imogen

8 Jul 2015
16 Aug 2015
1 Aug 2015
28 Apr 2015
30 Oct 2015
1 Jun 2015
11 Sep 2015
27 Sep 2015
17 Nov 2015
11 Oct 2015
17 Sep 2015
18 Mar 2015
11 May 2015
2 Sep 2015
6 Nov 2015
15 Nov 2015
Oct 2015
7 Aug 2015
17 Aug 2015
18 Jul 2015
27 Dec 2015
10 Jan 2015
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